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Abstract

The purpose of this master’s thesis is to examine the perceived success factors that
brands should take into consideration when utilising influencers in an e�ective influencer
marketing strategy. To answer the main problem formulation, three sub-questions were
developed. Firstly, we investigated how influencer marketing is defined. Then, since
we argue that the success of a strategy is based on whether the influencers have the
ability to persuade their followers, our next sub-question examined the characteristics
that can impact the persuasion of the marketing message. Lastly, we investigated the
tools that can assist brands in driving an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. To
answer the main problem statement, all of the following perspectives have been included:
the influencer, the followers and the brands through influencer marketing agencies. The
analysis has been based on both qualitative data, where interviews and netnography
were conducted as well as quantitative data in the form of a questionnaire.

When we define influencer marketing, the thesis is based on a theoretical standpoint that
incorporates the concepts of opinion leader, word-of-mouth and celebrity endorsement.
Influencers can be defined as opinion leaders who can influence the consumer’s attitude
or buying behaviour towards a brand or product. The fundamental aspect is that the
opinion leader is regarded as an independent third-party endorser, which means that
the electronic word-of-mouth that they produce is considered organic and authentic.
Moreover, influencer marketing has many similarities to the celebrity endorsement strategy,
as both marketing approach similarly uses well-known individuals which other people
have a form of a�nity towards.

Based on the source e�ect models, we could conclude that a number of personal
attributes like having expertise for a product, being critical to brands by generating
negative e-WOM or being identifiable to the target audience through frequent exposure,
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could potentially be contributing factors that could drive an e�ective influencer marketing
strategy.

With the match-up hypothesis, it was clear that a natural match between the influencer
and the brand is crucial because that can impact the perceived credibility of the collab-
oration. Furthermore, it was identified that congruency could be realised by having a
match between the influencers and the brands underlying values, image and interest but
also by engaging in long-term collaboration with the influencer.

In the thesis, we also concluded that influencer could create the illusion of an interpersonal
relationship with their followers by frequently exposing them to posts that could generate
parasocial attachments. Here, parasocial attachments could be created by engaging
in parasocial interaction where influencers e.g. ask followers questions, use personal
pronouns, communicate through Instagram Stories, engaging in self-disclosure and
encouraging self-disclosure. The close relationship between the influencer and the
followers could to a greater extent make the influencer more likeable, which could result
in the followers being more inclined to listen to their marketing message.

Lastly, based on the analysis and statements of the influencer marketing agencies, a
conceptualised framework could be established. The framework presents a number of
operational tools that brands can utilise to realise an e�ective influencer marketing
strategy.
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1Introduction

1.1 Preface

The evolution and growth of social media have caused some significant changes in the
way in which people communicate, engage and even consume. Statistics show that
the worldwide number of social media users has been growing exponentially in the last
decade (Clement, 2019a). In 2010, there were 0.97 billion users worldwide and in 2019
the number of users grew to approximately 2.82 billion.

Although social media is creating more possibilities to connect with people across national
borders, the greater accessibility is also causing the digital space to be overcrowded.
Users on social media platforms are exposed to 4.000 to 10.000 ads daily (Simpson,
2017). A study conducted by Microsoft concluded that the average human attention
span has decreased to eight seconds (“Attention spans” , 2015). The saturated digital
environment is making it more di�cult for marketers to retain as well as gain the
attention of customers. Moreover, customers are becoming more critical towards brand-
generated advertisements (Goh, Heng & Lin, 2013) and consequently, their attention
span is reducing as they are disregarding traditional marketing messages. This has
resulted in a change in the power balance between customers and brands. Payers have
increased bargaining power as technology entails customers having greater access to
information about products and services. It has become important to understand the
customer experience and the factors that impact their decision-making process - both
rationally and emotionally. Thus, to make companies more compatible and adaptable
in a hyper-connected world, companies might be urged to reevaluate their strategic
marketing approaches.

To penetrate the marketing noise, brands have adopted a newer approach where they
utilise the power of social media influencers to help brands reaching the desired target
audience (Arora, Bansal, Kandpal, Aswani & Dwivedi, 2019: 86). This new form of
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marketing is known as Influencer Marketing. The influencers are known as experts from a
distinct niche area such as e.g. fashion or health. The rationale of using these influencers
to promote products is due to their ability to change consumer attitude and behaviour
(Klassen, et al., 2018).

Google Trends of the search term “Influencer Marketing” , shows that from 2015 the
term started to gain popularity (“Influencer Marketing” , 2020). Industry forecast, that
in the year 2020, 65% of influencer marketing budgets will increase which reflects the
rising popularity of this marketing approach (Bailis, n.d.). In 2018, it was estimated
that $ 2 billion was spent on influencer marketing in which the majority of 40% was
spent by the fashion and beauty industry (Berezhna, 2018). According to industries,
influencer marketing in fashion brands “go hand in hand” because both are visually based
which make it “the ideal place to host a campaign for a global fashion brand” (Tayla,
2017). Engagement and presence on social media among individuals who like fashion are
also determined to be high. Another aspect that contributes to influencer marketing’s
popularity in the fashion industry is based on the aspect that trends are seasonal and
the great accessibility of social media makes it easier to keep updated with the newest
trends by the thought leaders in the industry. Lastly, marketers state that Instagram is
the leading platform to conduct influencer marketing campaigns (“Instagram is” , 2019).
This could be an indication that Instagram could potentially o�er a great channel for
brands to utilise to promote their products. To sum up, influencer marketing in the
fashion industry can seem promising. However, it might be overwhelming to conduct
and navigate influencer marketing campaigns as it is still new for many fashion brands.
Here, it can be di�cult for industries to determine which considerations they have to
make to stay competitive in a highly saturated market.

On account of all the above, as industry borders are being redefined with this marketing
approach, it can be relevant to investigate which success factors brands have to take
into consideration to achieve an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. Success factors
can have a positive and or a negative impact on a company’s success and therefore, this
master thesis can provide managers and influencers with an understanding of how to
communicate and construct their marketing e�orts to gain the desired outcome from
the target audience. Therefore, with this thesis, I want to adopt a practical approach to
influencer marketing, where we look into the success factors required to allow the use of
influencers in the best possible way.
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1.2 Research Question

The above leads us to the following main research question:

Which perceived success factors does brands have to take into consideration
for utilising influencers in an e�ective influencer marketing strategy?

The following sub-questions have been developed, to answer the main research question:

1. How can influencer marketing be defined?

2. Which characteristics of the influencers may impact the persuasion of the marketing
message?

3. Which tools can support brands in their influencer marketing strategy?

Sub-question 1: How can influencer marketing be defined?
Firstly, we establish a foundation of what the phenomenon entails. This can provide a
better understanding of underlying elements that can drive an e�ective strategy.

Sub-question 2: Which characteristics of the influencers may impact the persuasion of
the marketing message?
The next sub-questions serve the purpose to identify factors that can impact the
e�ectiveness of a successful influencer marketing strategy. The rationale of investigating
characteristics that can facilitate the persuasion of the marketing message is based on
the premise that a successful influencer marketing strategy makes the followers more
acceptable towards the marketing message. However, it has to be emphasised that
success can di�er from business to business. Nonetheless, in this thesis, I suggest that
by taking the characteristics into consideration, brands can align their own strategy and
balance that to the identified characteristics of the influencers to achieve a favourable
outcome. Furthermore, the characteristics can provide an understanding of the drivers
behind consumer action and behaviour.

Sub-question 3: Which tools can support brands in their influencer marketing strategy?
The last research question will also aim to classify factors that can provide an e�ective
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influencer marketing strategy. The main premise of this thesis is that some companies
do not know how to use influencers. Therefore, with this sub-question, I will adopt
a more pragmatic approach in which we contribute with knowledge of how influencer
marketing can be used in practice. The latter will be achieved by presenting a conceptual
framework that can help brands to operationalise an influencer marketing strategy.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

This master thesis is divided into seven chapters with the following structure:

Figure 1.1: Structure of the thesis

Source: Own figure

1.4 Scope of the Project

In this section, the delimitation and focus of the study will be established.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 4



In regard to influencer marketing, it is possible to investigate the subject from three
di�erent perspectives: influencers, brands and followers. The main purpose of this paper
is firstly, to gain a general understanding of the success factors companies have to take
into consideration for operationalising an influencer marketing strategy. Here, it can be
important to investigate the link between followers and the influencer as it can give us an
understanding of the critical elements that have to be included to implement an e�ective
influencer marketing strategy. Next, despite the fact that the focus is only extended
to study one link, it can still be relevant to include the viewpoint of all the mentioned
perspectives as it creates a more nuanced understanding of the key success factors.

Furthermore, even though that this thesis will contribute to a general approach when
investigating the success criteria, a focus still has to be applied in regard to the influencers
and the followers. Thus, this thesis will focus on fashion influencers, which means that I
will delimit myself from other forms of influencers from other industries as e.g. health
influencers. The same principle has been applied to when influencers and followers have
been identified because to enhance the validity of this thesis, only recipients who follow
fashion influencers have been included.

A further delimitation is regarding the theories. Other existing theories could be applied
to answer the main research question. However, the researcher has found the applied
theories the most relevant and therefore this thesis delimit itself from other theories that
could enlighten the success factors from other perspectives.

Lastly, in regard to the main research question, critical success factors in the external
environment e.g. economics or government legislation and internal environment e.g.
organisational structure could potentially influence the success of an influencer marketing
strategy. However, even though that the author is aware of the impact that these
environmental factors hold, the thesis delimits itself from all these factors and will on
the other hand only look into factors as skills that brands can invest in and monitor.

1.5 Clarification of Concepts

In this section, I distinguish important concepts that are used in the thesis. The aim is
to clarify di�erent concepts to ensure a mutual understanding of the notions between
the author and the reader.
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1.5.1 Fashion Influencers

Fashion influencers are defined as people who have gained popularity by creating and
publishing content about fashion on a social medium. Unlike lifestyle influencers, fashion
influencers are mainly centred around one single niche - fashion (“What is an influencer”
, 2020). However, overlaps to other related niches, e.g. beauty and health can also
occur (“Best Influencer” , 2019). Fashion influencers are generally present on more
visual platforms such as Instagram. Fashion influencers are mainly known to review and
promote products but they are also attending exclusive events e.g. fashion shows and
dinners where they are paid to wear the clothes of the designer (Alexander, 2018).

1.5.2 Instagram Story/Stories

Instagram Stories/Stories is a feature in Instagram which appears in the top of the users
feed and it appears in a slideshow format. Here, users can create a picture or video
which is only available for 24 hours from when the content is posted. Users can add
e�ects, stickers, texts and even music to their Instagram Story. Unlike regular posts on
Instagram, the users cannot publicly like or comment on the Story. However, one can
directly message the users Instagram Story or respond with an image.

1.5.3 Followers/ consumer

In this thesis, followers and consumer are notions that are used as synonyms for each
other.

1.5 Clarification of Concepts 6



2Literature Review

In the following chapter, I present the chosen theories that form the foundation in
answering the main research question. The objective of the literature review is to
firstly, investigate former research within the field of influencer marketing. Hence, I will
present the following that can support us in defining influencer marketing: Influencer
Marketing within the Existing Literature, Opinion Leaders, Word-of-Mouth, Paid Media,
Earned Media and Celebrity Endorsement. Lastly, to understand the factors critical for a
successful influencer marketing strategy we define theories that highlight characteristics
that can impact the persuasion of the marketing message. Here, the following theories will
be used: Source E�ect Models, the Match-Up Hypothesis and Para-Social Relationship.

2.1 Influencer Marketing

The body of this part of the literature review is structured to trace the development
of influencer marketing over time. To answer the first sub-question of, what the
characteristics of influencer marketing are, I will include the di�erent form of interpretation
of the marketing trend within the existing literature. Afterwards, academic theories
about opinion leaders, word-of-mouth and paid- and earned media will be presented as
they all relate to influencer marketing. It has to be highlighted that due to the limitation
of academic literature about influencer marketing, the theories do not explicitly use the
term influencer marketing. However, they do utilise individuals that are influential in
communicating the marketing message. Therefore, it can be deduced that the used
theories to define the phenomenon influencer marketing is related and relevant. Lastly, in
this section, we will present how celebrity endorsement can be set in relation to influencer
marketing.
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2.1.1 Influencer Marketing within the Existing
Literature

In this section, I present the concept of influencer marketing within the existing literature.
Some of the earliest references to influencer marketing were made by Brown & Hayes in
their book “Influencer Marketing: Who Really Influencer Your Customers?” (2008). In
the book, the authors state that influencer marketing is a newly emerging approach in
which “a third-party who significantly shapes the customer’s purchasing decision, but
may ever be accountable for it” (Ibid.: 50). Brown & Hayes explains that word-of-mouth
is an essential part of communicating a message in this form of marketing approach
(Ibid.: 38). Even though that the authors present some of the earliest definition of the
phenomenon, the concept in the book is based on a business-to-business context where
e.g. journalists and financial analysts are distinguished as “the new influencers” (Ibid.:
55). This thesis adopts an approach which focuses on business to consumer relationships
in which the products are sold to the end-user.

In 2008, Rick Ferguson conducted a case study, where the aim was to research emerging
marketing trends. He explains that viral marketing “take the form of influencer marketing
programs.. - builds awareness and buzz.“ (2008: 180). However, he does not elaborate
more on the notion of influencer marketing in the study. Nonetheless, as Brown & Hayes,
he also refers to the concept of utilising word-of-mouth to build customer relationship
(Ibid.: 179). Some of the strengths of the academic literature from Brown & Hayes and
Ferguson is that they present some of the first definition of an influencer. However, a
weakness is that both definitions are too general. For instance, Brown & Hayes definition
of an influencer as a third-party endorser is broad and could be applied to anyone. Brown
& Hayes application of influencers in a business-to-business framework, might not be
applicable in the context of this thesis. Moreover, another gap is that both works of
literature take social media platforms like MySpace into account, which might have
been popular twelve years ago but now other channels are prominent, which can have
an impact on the outcome of the findings. This indicates that the marketing approach
adopted by Brown & Hayes and Ferguson might be outdated as marketing has changed
significantly since then.

A newer and more appropriate approach to influencer marketing is made by Freberg,
Graham, McGaughey & Freberg (2011). They state that “Social media influencers
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(SMIs) represent a new type of independent third party endorser who shape audience
attitude through blogs, tweets, and the use of other social media” (Ibid.: 1). In their
study, they examine the perceived personality that the SMIs contribute to for enhancing
an organisation’s SMI capital. They further elaborate that SMIs through blogging sites
and social media can a�ect consumers attitude about brands. Another contribution to
the study of influencer marketing is made by De Veirman, Cauberghe & Hudders (2017)
who explains that “through their social media activities, nowadays’ digital opinion leaders
or influencers, are able to influence the attitudes, decisions and behaviours of their
audience of followers” (Ibid.: 801). Freberg et al. and De Veirman take newer social
media platforms e.g. YouTube into account and thus, their definition is more relevant in
this thesis. Both research papers relate to the literature in the field by confirming that
influencer marketing can be set in the extension of already existing theories (opinion
leaders and word-of-mouth theories).

Another contribution to the literature of influencer marketing is made by Sudha &
Sheena (2017: 16) who claims that influencer marketing can be divided into two types
of sub-practices: earned- and paid influencer marketing. This can be set in continuation
of the two digital media types - paid and earned media, which is presented by Heidi
Hansen in her book “Branding: Theory, Models and Analysis” (2016: 377). Although
that Hansen does not mention influencer marketing when distinguishing the di�erent
types of media, lines can still be drawn to the sub-practises mentioned by Sudha &
Sheena. The media types present how firms can take advantages of and plan their media
e�orts on a digital platform, which is relevant in the context of this thesis as they can
contribute to the e�ectiveness of the strategy.

Existing studies in literature explore some specific aspect of influencer marketing. E.g.,
the perceived personality of SMIs (Freber et al., 2011); the number of followers and
promoting product divergency (De Veirman, 2017); sponsored posts e�ects on consumer
engagement (Hughes, Swaminathan & Brooks, 2019) and message credibility’s e�ect on
consumers trust (Lou & Yuan, 2019). While there has been some research on a variety
of particular metrics in influencer marketing, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no
study has been conducted that combine a variety of characteristics and investigate the
overall factors that can drive a successful influencer marketing strategy. This represents
a research gap in the academic literature.
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To sum up, the strengths of the studies conducted in the field of marketing is that I can
draw on existing theories to build a framework to understand the concept of influencer
marketing. However, there is a gap in the literature to adopts a more holistic approach to
the factors that can contribute to a successful influencer marketing strategy. Therefore,
to minimise the gap, in this thesis, we address the factors that impact a successful
influencer marketing strategy.

2.1.2 Opinion Leaders

Figure 2.1: Katz Lazarsfeld Two-Step Flow Model

Opinion leaders were initially introduced in 1955 by Elihu Katz & Paul F. Lazarsfeld
in their book “Personal influence: the part played by people in the flow of mass
communications” . Here, the opinion leader is distinguished as an individual who can
influence the attitude and opinion of others. This notion is set to the Two-Step Flow
model which recognises that ideas and information flow through two steps (figure 2.).
Firstly, the information moves from the mass media to the opinion leaders whom in the
second step convey and mediates the message to the wider population. Furthermore,
Sepstrup & Øe argues that some people to a greater extent receives information from
the mass media which makes them more knowledgeable in a specific subject and thus
can function as opinion leaders (2014: 99). Literature about opinion leaders also explains
that “the flow of information occurs within a particular group” (Crittenden, 2015: 80).
The author identifies two types of opinion leaders: vertical- and horizontal opinion
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leaders (Ibid.). Vertical opinion leaders are individuals who are not from the same
social environment as the recipient and therefore the flow of information is vertical and
top-down. Nonetheless, vertical opinion leaders can still impact the recipients’ opinion
and behaviour. On the other hand, horizontal opinion leaders are individuals from
the same social environment as the recipient, which result in the information flowing
horizontally.

2.1.3 Word-of-Mouth

Katz and Lazarsfeld (1966) presented one of the first definition of Word-of-Mouth
(WOM), where they distinguish it as having an impact in shaping consumer behaviour
and attitude towards a product or service. Moreover, Fisk (1969: 112) explains that Arndt
demonstrates the significant influence of WOM on consumer choice. Arndt describes
it as: “oral, person-to-person communication between a receiver and a communicator
whom the receiver perceives as non-commercial, concerning a brand, a product, or a
service” (1967: 3). In academic literature, it is argued that since WOM-messages are
produced by an independent third-party, the information source is perceived as more
credible. This aspect is supported by Cheung & Thadani (2012), who verifies that WOM
communication is regarded more credible media in comparison with traditional channels
e.g. magazines or television advertisement. As the source is not a�ected by commercial
influence, their function gives them the legitimacy to act as opinion leaders who can
convey a marketing message to the recipient.

In addition, Cheung & Thadani explains that the emergence of the internet and dig-
italisation has further extended the power of di�usion and influence of WOM (Ibid.).
Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner & Walsh (2004: 38), distinguishes that traditional WOM
on the internet has entailed the development of Electronic-Word-of-Mouth (eWOM).
Here, consumers have been given online channels which they can utilise to connect and
exchange information through e.g. social media platforms. Before, consumers trusted
WOM generated from peers or family members. However, today the great accessibility
of the internet makes it possible for a greater number of people to share their opinions
about product or services on e.g. online forums (Cheung & Thadani, 2010). Furthermore,
the last aspect correlates with some of the advantages of eWOM, where information can
reach a greater number of consumers. This can provide companies with some benefits
over traditional WOM, as more potential customers can be targeted. However, the
greater reach of eWOM also presents some challenges and liabilities for companies. Yang
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(2017: 94) explains that some of the disadvantages of eWOM are that it can become
more di�cult for companies to control the marketing message.

2.1.4 Paid and Earned Media

Paid media is when brands or firms pay to get their marketing message exposed on a
third-party channel (Hansen, 2016: 377). In digital branding, this can be in the form of
Google Ads, banner advertising and sponsored advertising. The advantages of leveraging
a channel through paid advertising are that it can lend greater visibility and extent the
reach for firms. Furthermore, this form of marketing provides brands with greater control
of the marketing message as the company actively take part in forming it and it is also
easier for the company to gain an insight to data to measure the e�ectiveness of the
campaign. A disadvantage of paid media is that because the third-party is paid for an
advertisement, this type of media can be perceived as less credible by the end-users.

Earned media, on the other hand, is gaining exposure by a third-party endorser, without
paying or encouraging them (Ibid.). This can be in the form of user reviews, sharing
posts on social media platforms or articles that mention the brand or products. A
great advantage of this form of social media exposure is that it is perceived to be more
credible in comparison to paid advertisement due to the unbiased relationship between
the company and third-party endorser. However, earned media entails the disadvantage
of firms lacking full control of the third-party endorsers posts. Here, their interpretation
of the marketing message can be conflicting with what was originally intended.

2.1.5 Influencer Marketing Characteristics

Influencer marketing can be characterised using the theory about opinion leaders. Es-
sentially, parallels between SMIs and opinion leaders can be drawn due to influencers
having the same functional role as opinion leaders where they can exert an influence on
their followers through their social media channels (Li & Du, 2010: 191). Influencers are
perceived as third-party endorsers who share their experience about product and brand as
well as their daily lives with their followers. As shown through the two-step flow model,
the followers can get exposed to opinions about products and services through SMIs.
The majority of the influencers are present on multiple social media platforms, which
can be set in relation to multichannel marketing where di�erent digital platforms can be
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utilised to support customers in their purchase journey (Cha�ey & Chadwick, 2019: 10).
Moreover, SMIs can also be defined as vertical opinion leaders, since the followers do not
belong to the same social group as the influencers but they can still identify themselves
with the SMI they follow. However, it has to be emphasised, that it might look like that
the SMIs are horizontal opinion leaders due to their close relationship with the followers,
which gives the impression that they are from the same social group. Nonetheless, their
position as opinion leaders gives the SMIs the capability to influence their followers’
opinion. Jin, Muqaddam & Ryu elaborates on that and states that one advantage of
influencers as opinion leader is their ability “to interact directly with followers on a
regular basis. The more interactive a public persona is, the more likely it will generate
higher a�nity and trust.” (2019).

In addition, e-WOM communication theories can support us in defining influencer
marketing. SMI utilises online tools like social media platforms to share information and
opinions about products, which means that the SMIs engages in e-WOM. Depending on
whether the e-WOM generated by these SMIs either is positive, neutral or negative, it
can impact the attitude and future purchase intentions of the followers towards products
or services. Furthermore, the benefit of a greater di�usion of the internet also entails
higher e�ectiveness in the spreading of e-WOM messages. As the WOM is generated by
“regular” individuals and not companies, the marketing message is considered unbiased
and thus the e�ect of the e-WOM is perceived as being greater in comparison with
traditional advertisement.

The two sub-practices earned and paid influencer marketing presented by Sudha & Sheena
(2017) can also help to characterise influencer marketing. Earned influencer marketing
(Ibid.: 16) leverages earned media to generate some buzz and positive e-WOM about
brands without the influencers being compensated by companies. Earned media is the
most challenging channel for brands to e�ect because it cannot be controlled explicitly
which makes it di�cult for firms to be featured on the SMIs social media sites. However,
a central aspect of the influencer marketing strategy is to draw advantage of the organic
WOM generated by SMIs to promote products and a�ect their followers. Also, paid
influencer marketing utilises paid media, where brands reimburse SMIs with cash or free
gifts to collaborate and promote their products on their social media sites (Hughes et
al., 2019: 79). The study also explain that the main aim of the influencer marketing
campaign is generally “to increase awareness and to encourage trial” (Ibid.: 81). Here,
companies are in a dialogue with the SMIs, which means that brands together with
SMIs to a greater extent can impact and control the generated e-WOM. Furthermore,
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the interactive aspect of social media makes it possible for companies to gain feedback
about the marketing message. Comments and likes can contribute as a great indicator
of whether the followers have understood the message as intended or made some other
assumptions. Additionally, the firm and influencer can use the feedback to organise their
future communication e�orts.

In addition, in influencer marketing, there is some overlap between earned and paid
media, (Ibid.: 79). There has been some misconception among consumers where paid
e-WOM have been misinterpreted as being organic e-WOM (“Forbrugerombudsmanden”
, 2019). To minimise the misunderstanding, regulations have been made to ensure that
consumers are well informed and not mislead when exposed to marketing messages
online. The Danish Ombudsman has made some laws in which hidden advertisement is
against the Danish Marketing Practices Act (“Danish Marketing Practice Act” , n.d.;
Ganzhorn & Terney, n.d.). This has entailed that the SMIs is required by law to clarify
when sponsored advertisement occurs or else influencers and companies can get fined.
SMIs can disclose that the content is sponsored or gifted by clarifying it orally or writing
“Ad” or “Sponsored” . They can also tag the company whom they are collaborating with
on the post. Furthermore, if the followers are not sure whether the content is sponsored,
it can have an impact on the credibility of the influencer (Stubb & Colliander, 2019:
218).

2.1.6 Celebrity Endorsement

A recent marketing study by Breves, Liebers, Abt & Kunze (2019) states that celebrity
endorsers can be set in relation to influencer marketing as they have similarities in the way
in utilising influential people to persuade the consumers. Because celebrity endorsement
is closely related to influencer marketing, a comparison between the two will be presented
in this section, as it can give us a more nuanced picture of influencer marketing.

Erdogan defines celebrity endorsement as a dynamic marketing communication strategy
which uses a well-known person fame to promote brands, products and services (1999:
291). Erdogan claims in his study that the application of celebrity endorsement has been
used by marketing practitioners since the late 19th century to di�erentiate the product
o�erings from others in the marketplace and thereby contributing to a competitive
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advantage in the “cluttered environments” (Ibid.). This supports the idea that celebrity
branding has been utilised by marketers for many years.

Furthermore, according to industries, there exist three main types of SMIs, which is
micro-, macro- and mega influencers (Influicity, 2016; Davis, 2019). Micro-influencers are
defined as individuals who have 1000 to 10.000 of followers on their social media account
and they are known as everyday people. Next, the macro-influencers are characterised
as having 10.000 to 999.000 followers and have the title of professional creators. Lastly,
mega influencers have over 1 million followers and this category contains social media
personalities as well as celebrities. Celebrities can be actors, singer and athletes and they
have mainly gained fame prior to their social media account. In contrast to celebrities who
became famous through traditional media, social media influencers can be distinguished
as regular people who have become popular online by creating and posting content on
their social media accounts. One of the greatest advantages of celebrities and mega
influencers is that they can contribute with a great reach across masses due to their
large amount of followers. One important aspect to enlighten when comparing influencer
marketing with celebrity endorsement is that nowadays consumers are not convinced
from marketing messages from traditional celebrities. However, 70% of consumers
“prefer non-celebrity influencers for product endorsement” (Sudha & Sheena, 2017: 17).
Despite the fact that awareness can be created by the use of mega influencers, using
macro-influencers can give a more targeted reach and micro-influencer can generate
more engagement due to their credibility.

Hansen explains that celebrity endorsement is a collaboration between two independent
brands: the organisational brand and a personal brand (2016: 209). Celebrity branding is
highly related to ethos branding. Here, Hansen states that the endorser transfers a part of
their own ethos also known as credibility to the endorsed product and thereby the endorser
functions as a quality guarantor for the product (Ibid.). This aspect correlates with
influencer marketing as SMIs can reach the intended audience and facilitate the marketing
message to their fans - ultimately changing their consumer attitude or behaviour. By
generating positive e-WOM of a brand, it can make the brand appear as thought leaders
in the industry. Furthermore, the high engagement rate generated through e.g. like
and comments creates a closer relationship between the SMIs and their followers, which
can make the marketing message seem more authentic and thus have an e�ect on the
consumers buying behaviour.
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2.2 Critical Success Factors

In this section, I will present the theories that investigate di�erent factors that can have
an impact on an e�ective influencer marketing strategy.

2.2.1 The Source E�ect Models

In the field of communication, the Source E�ect Models have been widely used in the
studies of celebrity endorsement (Erdogan, 1999: 297). The source e�ect models present
two models: The Source Credibility Model and The Source Attractiveness Model. Each
of the models suggests a set of certain characteristics that a source can possess to a�ect
the acceptance of a message. The latter is highly relevant to this thesis as the greater
the acceptance of the message can also result in an e�ective marketing strategy, which
previously (c.f. 1.2.) was determined to be a success in the case of this thesis.

2.2.1.1 The Source Credibility Model

Figure 2.2: The Source Credibility Model

Source: Own figure

The Source Credibility Model (figure 2.2.) was originally presented by Hovland, Irving
& Harold in 1953 and the model distinguishes di�erent attributes that are important
for the recipient to perceive the source as credible. McCracken acknowledges in his
research, that di�erent studies support the idea that the source credibility can have an
impact on the persuasiveness of the source (1989: 311). La Ferle & Choi’s research also
indicates that the credibility of the source can have a favourable influence on purchase
attitude and intentions (2005: 72). Here, through the process of Internationalisation, the
endorser can impact the recipients’ beliefs, opinions, attitudes and behaviour (Erdogan,
1999: 297). The source credibility model states that the credibility of the source depends
on the perceived level of expertise and trustworthiness (Ibid.).
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Expertise refers to three key components - knowledge, experience and skills which can
increases the sources level of perceived “valid assertions” (Ibid.: 298).

Trustworthiness is another component to credibility, and it identifies the endorser having
honesty, integrity and believability. Erdogan elaborates that despite that trustworthiness
is argued to be one of the most important components in source credibility model it still
does not impact customer’s purchase intentions (Ibid.: 297).

2.2.1.2 The Source Attractiveness Model

The Source Attractiveness Model (figure 2.3) was introduced by McGuire in 1985. It
distinguishes that the e�ectiveness of the communication message depends on the degree
of attractiveness of the source. Erdogan state that attractive communicators have a
greater impact on the recipients’ beliefs and purchase intentions in comparison with their
unattractive counterparts (1999: 299). Despite the fact that the physical attractiveness
of the source does create a stop-up e�ect, the endorsers’ attractiveness does not only
involve the physical attractiveness of an endorser but includes other personality traits.
The attractiveness depends on the three following components: similarity, familiarity
and likeability (Ibid.).

Figure 2.3: The Source Attractiveness Model

Source: Own figure

Similarity refers to the level of resemblance between the source and the recipient of
the communication message (Ibid.). Similarities can be established by sharing the same
lifestyle, needs, preference, values, goals, behaviour and/or interests (Hansen, 2016:
211).

Familiarity relates to the knowledge about the celebrity, which is gained through the
exposure of the source (Ibid.). Here, the more the recipient believe that they know the
source, the greater the impact of persuasion will the communication message have.
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Likeability is the last component in the model which focuses on the degree that the
source is liked by the recipient (Ibid.). The likeability can be caused by the endorser’s
physical appearance or behaviour. It is argued in research that likeability does not
have an impact on brand image. However, the likeability of a source does a�ect the
persuasiveness of the communication messages - making it more e�ective (Shahrokh &
Arefi, 2013: 113).

2.2.2 The Match-Up Hypothesis

The Match-Up Hypothesis have been included to investigate the match between the
influencer and brand. Erdogan states that there have to exist a fit between the endorser
and the product or brand they are promoting (1999: 302). If there is a high product
or brand incongruency, it can negatively impact the credibility and believability of the
campaign as consumers expect coherence between the endorser and the product. Existing
literature indicates that the e�ectiveness of the endorsement is influenced by the perceived
fit between the endorser and the endorsed product as consumers can ascribe di�erent
reasons for why the celebrity wants to associate themselves with the products. It can
occur that the lack of fit between the two parties can lead to consumers to suspect
that the relationship between the endorser and the brand is merely transactional and
motivated by financial intent.

On the basis of the above, the match-up hypothesis can be seen as a contributing factor
that can impact the persuasiveness of the SMI. Thus, it is included in this thesis to
investigate if the perceived match between the SMIs and the brand can have an impact
on the e�ectiveness of the influencer marketing strategy. Also, the thesis will investigate
if there are some specific characteristics that facilitate the perceived match.

2.2.3 Parasocial Relationship

The theory claim that that endorsers that are able to foster intimate relationship with
their followers can to a greater extent exert an e�ect on them (Sukhdial et al., 2002:
79). To understand the e�ectiveness of an influencer marketing strategy, we will include
the concept of Parasocial Relationship.
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To understand the parasocial relationship, we first have to investigate the notion of
Para-Social Interaction (PSI). PSI was initially introduced by Horton & Wohl in 1956 and
the notion is conceptualised as “the pseudo-intimate relationship between the audience
and media personality” (Rasmussen, 2018: 282). Here, members of an audience develop
an actual psychological one-sided bond which the other media personality is unaware
of. The theory of PSI is most prevailing among celebrities or television stars. Horton &
Wohl elaborates that PSI’s “are illusory and are presumably not shared by the speaker”
(1957: 580). Even though the media personality does not communicate directly with the
viewers, the users still experience emotions related to actual communication despite the
interaction, in fact, being nonreciprocal. The perception of a real-life social interaction
is reinforced when the viewers obtain more information about the persona where factors
as identification and commitment make the media personality greater parts of the
viewers social network (Eyal & Daily, 2012: 763). Schmid & Klimmt (2011) states that
“parasocial interactions are immediate psychological responses of users in the moment
of exposure” (254). Multiple exposures can enhance the perception of intimacy which
converts the parasocial interactions to parasocial relationships (PSR).

Furthermore, a number of studies have been conducted to identify the di�erent dimensions
of PSR. Chung & Cho state that key element to PSR is conceptualised through the
dimension friendship, which can be created through repeated contact with the performer
(2017.: 284). The researcher moreover state that self-disclosure is another fundamental
element in creating PSR because media personalities who reveal personal opinions have
a greater tendency to foster intimacy. Cozby’s study correlates with Chung & Cho’s,
as he confirms that self-disclosure helps nourish interpersonal relationships (1973: 80).
This thesis will draw on Chung & Cho’s presentation of the dimensionality of PSR.
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3Methodology

In this chapter, the methodology in the collected data will be presented. The chapter will
follow the structure of the Research Onion which is a methodology model that presents
di�erent stages known as layers, which a researcher must define in order to develop a
sustainable and credible methodology (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016: 124). There
are the following six layers in the research onion: research philosophy, research approach,
research choice, research strategy, time horizons and lastly data collection.

3.1 The Research Philosophy

Firstly, it is important to define the research philosophy which the thesis will use as it can
provide a framework of the set of beliefs for how knowledge is obtained and developed
(Ibid.: 124). Research philosophy is based on two types of assumptions: ontology and
epistemology (Ibid.: 127).

Ontology concerns “the nature of reality” , which refers to the assumption made by the
researchers of how the world operates. Saunders et al. explain that there are two aspects
to ontology: objectivism and subjectivism (Ibid.: 128). The aim of this research is to
examine the factors that can contribute to a successful influencer marketing strategy.
Here, viewpoints from brands as well as influencers and followers have to be included
to harness a nuanced picture of what can be an e�ective campaign. Thus, as the
thesis aim to understand the subjective meaning of the success factors, an ontology of
subjectivism is adopted due to the premise that the reality is based on human actions
where individuals e.g. followers attach di�erent meaning to the influencers. This aspect
can also be put in relation social constructivism, which is a research philosophy that
views the social world to be constructed through social interaction as human thinking
and social practices (Collin, 2015: 419). This paper is based on a social constructivist
outlook, where people’s knowledge is not founded objectively. However, people are
embedded in a dynamic social context, which results in them interpreting the world
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di�erently. Here, it is important as a researcher to be aware of the fact that di�erent
social actors e.g. followers have di�erent opinions which can generate multiple ways that
“realities are being experienced” (Saunders et al., 2016: 130).

Epistemology refers to the theory of knowledge, which concerns how knowledge about
concepts are developed (Ibid.: 127). The social constructivist viewpoint which is adopted
in this thesis follows the interpretivism epistemology. Despite that social constructionism
is labelled as a more radical version than interpretivism, both still emphasises that
di�erent people from di�erent social and cultural backgrounds experience di�erent social
realities. By adopting the interpretivism epistemology in this thesis, researchers are
actively interacting with the research objects which in this case is influencer marketing.
Saunders et al. explain that interpretivism can entail some implications as researchers
own beliefs and values have an influence on the research process (2016: 141). This
means that as a researcher one cannot avoid getting a�ected by the phenomenon and
a�ecting it by interpreting and stressing some findings in comparison with others.

3.2 The Research Approach

In this section, the main research approach will be distinguished. There are three main
approaches to theory development: deductive, inductive and abductive (Ibid.: 145). In
this thesis, the most relevant approach is the deductive and inductive approach.

The deductive research approach involves starting with existing theories which are then
tested in a specific field or subject (Ibid.: 146). It can be argued that the approach
goes from something general to something more narrowed where a hypothesis could be
examined. The research approach investigates the causal link between di�erent concepts
and variables. The inductive research approach separates from the deductive reasoning
as it firstly investigates some specific observations and then based on the collected data
and identified patterns, generalisations are developed (Ibid.: 147). This framework is
often applied to research that lacks theories. To sum up, with inductive research, a
theory is developed, whereas, with deductive research, a theory is tested.

This thesis will combine the deductive and inductive approach. It will begin with a
deductive study in which we base our research on existing theories. Then the deductive
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study is followed with the inductive research as the main aim of this master thesis is to
identify success factors that impact the e�ectiveness of an influencer marketing strategy.
It can be argued that by examining the elements that can impact the e�ectiveness of an
influencer marketing strategy, this study generates a framework and reduces a gap in the
academic literature. Saunders et al. further explain that the interpretivism paradigm
typically uses the inductive approach which can be due to the approach focusing on
understanding the meaning which people ascribe to a di�erent phenomenon (Ibid.: 136).
This thesis does correlate with an inductive approach as well, where based on our collected
data, we strive to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon influencer marketing.
Thus, the deductive approach will firstly be used to obtain knowledge and theories and
then, subsequently, we will use an inductive approach where findings from the deductive
approach is used to produce some generalisations that minimise the literature gap.

3.3 The Research Design

In this following section, the research design in the research onion will be introduced.
The research design consists of research choice, research strategies and time horizons
(Ibid.: 162) and these elements can a�ect how the research question is answered. In
addition, each choice made in the research design has to be in coherence with the chosen
research philosophy and research approach.

3.3.1 Research Choice

Before the research choice is introduced, the purpose of the research has to be recognised.
The nature of this thesis will be twofold where both the descriptive as well as the
exploratory purpose will be adopted in its research design. The descriptive studies are
utilised to give a correct outline of people and situations (Ibid.: 175). The research has a
descriptive purpose as the thesis aim to gain a clear picture of the phenomenon influencer
marketing. Additionally, it can be argued that descriptive research is a forerunner to
exploratory studies, which focus on providing a deeper insight into a topic (Ibid.: 174).
The main aim of the research is based on characteristics from the descriptive studies as
the purpose is to describe the factors and functions of an e�ective influencer marketing
strategy. However, to accomplish that, one has to explore the link between the consumers
and the influencer to gain a deeper insight into the ideas and thoughts that can contribute
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to an e�ective strategy. Hence, exploratory research is conducted by interviewing experts
i.e. employees from influencer marketing agencies and by conducting netnography on
Instagram, to gain an understanding of the success criteria.

Next, the research choice of the research design will be introduced. The research
choice can either follow a mono method study or a multiple method study (Ibid.: 167).
This thesis will follow a mixed-method research design which is a part of the multiple
method study. In the mixed-method study, the researcher combines both qualitative
and quantitative research (Ibid.: 165-174). Qualitative research refers to non-numeric
data which aim to interpret the meaning from patterns and perspectives generated
by the participants. Quantitative research concerns measurable numeric data, which
can investigate the relationship between di�erent variables and support us in finding
causal links in the research. Here, sequential multi-phased methods research has been
applied, as we first have conducted qualitative research in the form of semi-structured
interviews with employees from influencer marketing agencies. Then the latter has then
been followed up by quantitative data in the form of a survey that shows the followers
perspective. Lastly, we have conducted a netnography on Instagram where we acquired a
deeper understanding of the followers’ behaviour. Di�erent research methods are utilised
for various purposes. In this thesis, qualitative interviews are employed at an exploratory
stage to acquire an understanding of key indicators of successful influencer marketing
strategies. This is followed up by a questionnaire and lastly netnography, which provide
us with descriptive as well as explanatory data.

The main purpose of using this dynamic approach to research is the advantage in that
one phase of research subsequently helps us direct and support the second phase i.e.
qualitative research can be utilised to elaborate on quantitative data (Creswell et al., 2006:
5). Influencer marketing agencies are perceived as experts who present some elements
that can accelerate an e�ective influencer marketing campaign. However, these elements
have to be elaborated and confirmed by the SMI and consumers before a conclusion can
be drawn. Therefore, after looking at the data collected from the qualitative method, it
needs to be interpreted and compared with findings of the quantitative method as well.

The mixed-method methodological choice also fits with the interpretivist ontology and
epistemology as it recognises people as complex individuals with multiple interpretations
and meaning-making (Saunders et al., 2016: 169). In this thesis, we use a combination of
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qualitative as well as quantitative research to investigate di�erent meaning that influencer
marketing agencies, consumers and SMI’s attribute to an e�ective influencer marketing
strategy. By combining di�erent types of methods, it can “enhance and extend the logic
of qualitative explanations about the social world” (Creswell et al., 2006: 2).

The mixed-method choice allows us to use both the deductive and inductive approach
to theory development. Quantitative data can be used to generalise our findings and
the social world to a certain extent, which is also attributes of the inductive approach.
In regard to the deductive reasoning, the theory will be used and set in relation to
qualitative data, which will test some hypothesise i.e. sub-questions. Here, semi-
structured interviews will be used to gain more elaborate answers. Thus, mixed-method
utilises the strengths of both research approaches, where each method contributes to a
di�erent understanding of the same phenomenon.

3.3.2 Research Strategies

The research strategy contributes to answering our main research question (Ibid.: 174).
In this thesis, a combination of di�erent research strategies will be used as they contribute
to a nuanced understanding of influencer marketing. As mentioned in the previous section,
a mixed-method research design is applied, where research strategies that relate to both
the qualitative and quantitative approach are used. This thesis will employ research
strategies in the form of semi-structured interviews and netnography which fits with the
qualitative research approach and a survey that belongs to the quantitative research
approach. The used research method will be elaborated in the section “Data Collection”.

3.3.3 Time Horizon

The next layer of the research onion concerns the time horizon. This thesis will be based
on a cross-sectional study because of the time constraints. Furthermore, the thesis
examines a certain phenomenon at a specific time, which means that the thesis will only
provide a snapshot of the success factors which can change and develop if the study is
conducted again.
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3.4 Data Collection

In the following section, we introduce the last layer of the research onion - data collection.

3.4.1 Qualitative Data

As mentioned before, the qualitative research focuses on gaining an understanding of
the social world from the viewpoint of the individual being examined. In this thesis, I
have collected primary qualitative data by conducting three semi-structured interviews
with employees from influencer marketing agencies and two semi-structured interviews
with influencers. In a semi-structured interview, the interviewer asks the respondent
a series of predetermined questions which can be based on themes or some essential
questions that one may want to be answered (Ibid.: 391). In this thesis, an interview
guide has been made where questions were based on findings from the literature review,
that indicated that di�erent elements e.g. the match between the brand, can have an
impact on an e�ective influencer campaign. The interview guide was sent to each of the
participants in advance to give them time to prepare their answers. Questions are also
not asked in a specific order, but they have followed the flow of conversation with the
individual respondents.

Some of the advantages of the semi-structured interview are that depending on the
answers, the researcher has the opportunity to ask follow-up questions to obtain elaborate
answers. This can provide the researcher with a flexible structure which can be essential
in an exploratory research purpose because we gain a fundamental understanding of the
underlying attitude and opinions of the respondents (Ibid.: 394). Moreover, open-end
and probing questions have been used, as they encourage more elaborate answers from
the respondents. The greater adaptability with the semi-structured interviews fits the
interpretivist philosophy as we will try to understand the meaning that they ascribed to
phenomenona.

Furthermore, I have collected primary qualitative data by conducting netnography on two
fashion influencers Instagram. Netnography is an online research method that emerges
from ethnography where the main focus is participant observations (Kozinets, 2002: 2).
Netnography contributes to “information on the symbolism, meanings, and consumption
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patterns of online consumer groups.” (Ibid.:1). In this thesis, the netnography is applied
to examine how influencers use social media to interact with their followers and to
investigate the e-WOM generated by the followers on the SMI’s Instagram posts. The
advantages of netnography are that the collected data gives insight to consumers free
social behaviour. The data collected from the survey might be biased where the followers
to an extent can be influenced by the belief that they are expected to answer in a
specific way. However, as Kozinets also state, the naturalistic and unobstructed settings
of netnography provide access to information in a specific social situation (Ibid.: 3).
The latter can enhance the validity of the project. One disadvantage of performing
netnography is that it entails some ethical concerns regarding consent and anonymity
(Ibid.: 8). However, it can be argued that the comments are knowingly public accessible
by the followers and thus, a consent from the users is not necessary.

3.4.1.1 Interview with Influencer Marketing Agencies

Three separate interviews have been conducted with people from di�erent marketing
agencies. As the main research question focuses on gaining an understanding of critical
success factors that can drive an e�ective influencer marketing strategy in regard to
influencers, I found it relevant to include people who are experts and the intermediaries
that help brands and SMIs to operationalise an influencer marketing strategy. Thus,
I have included interviews with employees from influencer marketing agencies as they
can contribute to a more in-depth exploration of the phenomenon influencer marketing
because they can provide a holistic view of the best practices in how multiple brands
and SMIs apply this type of strategy.

With the Google search engine, a great variety of influencer marketing agencies was
identified in Denmark. To ensure that the right participants who can help us answer
the main research question were recruited, the most relevant employees were selected
based on their work title on the agencies websites. Furthermore, to guarantee that
enough data was collected, emails were written to a total of 17 people from influencer
marketing agencies who were asked whether they would be interested in participating in
this research study. Out of the 17 people, three employees agreed in participating in
an interview. Below, is an overview of the participants from the influencer marketing
agencies that have been used in the semi-structured interviews. The participants will be
referred by initials throughout the thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of participants from influencer marketing agencies

Three di�erent types of semi-structured interviews have been conducted as it was not
possible for all of the participants to meet in person. The first interview with AN is
an electronic interview, which was conducted through email. Initially, one email was
sent with all the questions and afterwards, when receiving the answers from her, further
questions have been asked to obtain some more elaborated answers. The next interview
with FA was conducted face-to-face on a café near her o�ce in Copenhagen. Lastly,
the interview with MC was conducted through a telephone call. The interviews with
FA and MC was recorded on an ipad and performed in their native language Danish.
Because AN is from Sweden, the interview was conducted in the lingua franca which is
English. The chosen languages aim to ensure that the respondents are able to express
their attitudes and opinions in the best way possible without misunderstandings.

3.4.1.2 Interview with Fashion Influencers

Semi-structured interviews have been conducted with two influencers that can be
identified as fashion influencers. The primary data collected from the SMI’s can support
our other findings from the interviews with people from influencer marketing agencies as
influencers statements can rea�rm or disagree with the data collected from the agencies.
As mentioned in the introduction, even though our thesis has a general approach to
elements that can drive an e�ective influencer marketing strategy, a niche-based focus to
the influencers have been applied. The factors that have guided the selection of the SMIs,
where the influencers were identified as fashion influencers in which they post mainly
about fashion on their Instagram. Furthermore, I went on my private Instagram account
and asked a total of 13 influencers whether they would be interested in participating in
an interview. I wrote to micro- and macro-influencer, as it can be argued that mega
influencers get too many inquiries a day and writing to their managers would entail a
long response time. From the 13 influencers, two wrote that they were interested in
participating in the study. As it was not possible to conduct a face-to-face interview with
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any of the influencers, I have conducted electronic interviews with the below-mentioned
influencers. An interview guide with all of the questions (appendix⇤ ) has been sent to
the influencers. After receiving their responses, some clarifying question was sent to
the influencers to gain more elaborate answers. The interviews were conducted in the
participants’ native language which is Danish. In the following section, I will present the
influencers who have participated in the semi-structured interview and the influencers
will be referred by initials throughout the thesis.

Figure 3.2: Overview of fashion influencers

Nivine Kweik (NK) is a 24 years old influencer who lives in Copenhagen. She works
as a PR and marketing consultant in a newly started Danish fashion brand and she is
also a sales assistant at Kastrup airport. She mainly posts pictures of fashion and beauty.
However, occasionally she is also making content about food.

Linda Pour (LP) is a 23 old and she lives in Risskov. She is currently enrolled in a
master’s program at Aarhus University where she studies business and marketing. LP
also mainly post pictures about fashion however, recently she has also begun to upload
tips in regard to interior and cleaning. LP is anonymous on her Instagram as she does
not show her face on her pictures and videos. She explains that initially she started
with posting pictures of her face but after 1300 followers as she gained popularity, she
stopped posting pictures of her face.

3.4.1.3 Netnography on SMI posts on Instagram

Before making the netnography, one must identify the appropriate online forum that
can answer one’s research questions (Kozinets, 2002: 8). The netnography has been
conducted on the social media platform Instagram as that is the focus of this master
thesis. Next, to choose the right influencers the selection criteria were that the SMI
provided relevant information about fashion and brands, interacted with their followers
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and were active on their social media account. Besides, the author found it relevant
to ensure some correlation and richness between the collected data. Therefore, it was
found appropriate to gather data from the fashion influencers used in the semi-structured
interview: NK and LP.

Three di�erent posts from each of the fashion influencers have been chosen. When
conducting the netnography, the posts were selected on the bases that the following
themes were presents to some extent: fashion content being a part of the message,
promotion of brands and that the SMI interacted with the consumers. Instagram posts
were collected from start March to the end of March 2020. The comment section in
each of the posts will be qualitatively examined to gain an understanding of the followers
underlying opinions and feelings. However, the comment section for the majority of the
posts contained over hundreds of comments which means that it has not been possible to
include all the comments. The comments that have been included, have been selected on
the basis that they represent the majority of the opinions from the follower’s perspective.

3.4.2 Quantitative Data

Quantitative research aims to use numeric data to explain patterns between variables
(Saunders, et al., 2016.: 496). In this thesis, a survey has been conducted to obtain a
more generalised view of the opinions of individuals who follow influencers. Surveys are
widely used in descriptive and exploratory research as they can contribute to a general
understanding of a subject as well as what the drivers for the di�erent actions can be
(Ibid.: 181). Below I will elaborate on how the survey has been conducted.

3.4.2.1 Survey

Primary data from the conducted questionnaire has been distributed digitally on my
private Facebook. To ensure that the questions in the survey were comprehensible, the
questions were sent to a third-party who then screened them. Subsequently, after receiving
the feedback, some questions have been adjusted accordingly to reduce misinterpretation.
The survey has been using closed-ended and specific questions which the respondents
have been instructed to choose and these questions allows us to collect quantitative
data which can easily be interpreted (Ibid.: 409). The survey has collected answers
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from a total of 109 respondents who follows fashion influencers. To ensure the latter,
the description of the survey explained that the questionnaire was only relevant for
individuals who follow fashion influencers. However, if the participant failed to notice the
disclaimer, the first question of the survey asked whether or not the respondent followed
fashion influencers on their social media account. If the respondent answered “no” , they
would not be able to take part in the survey. The majority of the respondents consists of
87.27% of women and 12.73% of men (Appendix, 6.2.). The majority of 58.18% of the
respondent are between the age 20-25 and 23.64% is in the age 26-31 year (Appendix,
6.3.). The geographical distribution was as follows: 60.91% from the regional capital,
12.73% from the region of central Jutland, 11.82% from region Zealand, 10.91% is
from the region of southern Denmark and the rest 3.64% is from the northern Jutland
(Appendix, 6.4.).

3.4.3 Secondary Data

Secondary data which can be both quantitative and qualitative have been used in this
thesis (Saunders, et al., 2016: 319). The secondary data refers to academic and non-
academic articles, reports, books, journals and statistics. The secondary data have been
utilised to support our primary data.

3.5 Securing the Data Quality

To secure the data quality, it is important to be critical towards the credibility of the
data used. Therefore, in this section, the quality of the data will be presented, and it is
relevant to include the notions reliability and validity (Ibid.: 202). Reliability concerns
the degree to which researchers will arrive at the same conclusion and findings if the same
data collection techniques are used. Validity concerns the degree which the methods
used to collect data have measured what it was intended to do.

Firstly, researchers have to take into consideration whether relevant participants have
been included. In this thesis, all three perspectives (SMI’s, brands and followers) have
been involved to secure richness and add credibility to the data in the study. The idea
of engaging more than one source of data can also be set in relation to the notion
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Triangulation where more sources are utilised to increase the validity of the data (Ibid.:
207). The rationale of interviewing influencer marketing agencies instead of brands is due
to the fact that agencies help brands to develop influencer marketing campaigns where
their competencies provide a more in-depth understanding of the phenomenon which can
increase the overall reliability of the study. Furthermore, if interviews with brands were
included, there could be a greater chance of their statements being self-promotional
and this risk has been minimised by interviewing influencer marketing agencies instead.
However, we still have to be critical to the fact that the agencies might still give biased
and promotional statements which can be a potential disadvantage in this study. For the
credibility of the study, it is important to be conscious of the disadvantages and hence
the interviews have been recorded.

In addition, to increase the validity of the study, it has been taken into consideration to
include respondents who undertake di�erent roles and functions in influencer marketing
agencies as it could potentially impact the outcome of the findings. In this thesis, it has
been possible to include employees who work with consultancy, sales and even one in
a managing position. By including a representative sample of the influencer marketing
agencies, it can give a more nuanced understanding of the phenomenon. Furthermore,
to increase the internal reliability and to decrease the research bias that can occur in the
study, the interviews have been conducted and interpreted by the same person, which
ensure consistency throughout the project. When conducting the interviews, it has also
been a priority to be flexible and attentive to the participant’s responses to build up an
understanding by asking open-ended and probing questions.

Moreover, another limitation in the semi-structured interviews is in regard to the electronic
interviews conducted with one employee from an agency and the two influencers. Both
interviews have been conducted through email, which can result in less natural answers
as they have had time to reflect and think about their answers. This can negatively
impact both the reliability and validity of the study. However, to enhance the credibility
of the data, further questions were written to the respondents to obtain more elaborate
answers. Another disadvantage is that the respondents were not able to ask questions
immediately if they misunderstood a question. To reduce the threat, some interview
questions were modified and elaborated on. However, we still have to be critical to the
fact that this might impact the way the respondents answer the questions.
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In regard to the quality of the conducted netnography, the researcher is aware of the fact
that the internal validity and generalisability of the research can be compromised because
data are not representative of the members on the online community (Ibid.: 376). In
line with the latter, followers can adopt an online pseudonym or persona, where they
voice some specific opinion which they normally would not do face-to-face. In order to
minimise the risk of unreliable data, we included a total of six posts from SMIs. However,
there might still be the question of whether the number of conducted netnography is
suitable.

We also have to assess the credibility of the quantitative data which includes the survey.
Firstly, we are critical towards the external validity of the survey whereas we only have 109
answers, it might not be enough to generalise something universal. Another limitation
in the survey is that questions are generally closed-ended which makes it di�cult to gain
in-depth answers. On the other hand, there is a high degree of reliability in regard to
surveys as they are highly standardised. Furthermore, other primary data been included
to support findings from the questionnaire and to generate a greater validity in the study.
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4Analysis

In this chapter, I present the two-fold analysis that will support us in answering the main
research question. In the first part of the analysis, I will apply the academic theories
presented in the literature review as it can provide us with relevant frameworks on how
to understand relations and the reasoning leading to the success factors in influencer
marketing. Thus, the first part of the analysis will adopt a deductive approach where
academic tools are utilised to answer the second research question. Here, all three
perspectives - influencer marketing agencies, followers and SMI, will be included. The
second part of the analysis will present a conceptual framework with practical tools that
brands can utilise to plan successful influencer marketing activities. The objective of
including the second part of the analysis is based on the purpose of this thesis which is
to contribute with knowledge in how influencer marketing can be used in practice. The
practical viewpoint can lead to a deeper and pragmatic understanding of the success
factors in influencer marketing. Thus, the second part of the analysis will utilise an
inductive approach as it will be based on findings from the first part of the analysis. In
addition, the second part of the analysis will address the third research question and only
include the perspective of the influencer marketing agencies.

4.1 Theoretical Point of View

In this part of the analysis, the second sub-question will be addressed to understand the
characteristics of the SMI that may impact the persuasion of the marketing message.
The used theories highlight some characteristics that can guide us in the direction of the
drivers of an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. Firstly, the source e�ect models are
applied to investigate the elements that can a�ect the credibility and the attractiveness
of the SMI’s. Next, the match-up hypothesis will give us an insight into how the match
can a�ect consumer attitude. Lastly, the theory about the para-social relationship is
applied to understand the components that may a�ect the perceived relationship between
the SMI and the followers.
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4.1.1 The Source E�ect Models

4.1.1.1 The Source Credibility Model

The credibility of the endorser is distinguished by their level of expertise and trustworthi-
ness (Erdogan, 1999: 297). Based on the theory, the more expertise and trustworthiness
that can be ascribed to the endorser, the greater is the perceived credibility.

4.1.1.1.1 Expertise

The component expertise is determined by the level of knowledge, experience and skills
possessed by the endorser (Ibid.: 298). Firstly, looking from the perspective of the
influencer marketing agencies, they state that it is important to work with SMI’s who have
the required knowledge and skill in the specific field in which the product is promoted.
In the interview, I asked the employees about which types of influencers that they prefer
to work with. FA explained: “It varies a lot . . . Often it is about influencers either being
experts and as they are skilled at something they have the knowledge or even having a
hobby that they go into which others also find exciting to follow.” (Appendix, 2.6.).

MC elaborates on the idea that SMI’s have to possess some skills and knowledge to
persuade the followers: “They should be able to promote things in their own area
and niche. I feel this is very important because the end-user also believes that if the
influencer is interested in house and gardening things, well then they must also have a lot
of knowledge in that area.” (Appendix, 3.26.). MC further explains that the perceived
level of expertise can make the end-user more likely to listen and purchase the endorsed
products. Based on FA and MC statements, it can be deduced that the influencer
marketing agencies want to work with influencers who have expertise i.e. skills and
knowledge regarding the products that they are endorsing. In addition, the statements
correlate with the theory regarding the source credibility where if the endorser produces
high perceived expertise among the target audience, it can generate a greater acceptance
towards the marketing message, which thereby can have an advantageous impact on
consumers purchase intentions (Erdogan, 1999: 298).

The aspect of expertise having an impact on credibility can be set in relation to the
perspective of the consumers. In the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to
which degree the following testimonials had an impact on their trustworthiness to an
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influencer (Appendix, 6.15.). The majority of 36.70% answered that the lack of expertise
or knowledge about products “to a great extent” a�ected the trustworthiness towards an
influencer (Appendix, 6.15.3.). In addition, 24.77% of the respondents responded: “to a
very great extent” , which shows an overall consensus regarding consumers attitude.

Figure 4.1: Appendix 6.15.3

The respondents were also asked where they mainly gained inspiration for products
and services (Appendix, 6.9.). In relation to brands and companies on social media,
10.9% of the respondents answered, “to a very great extent” and 39.09% answered,
“to a great extent” (Appendix, 6.9.2.). This means that approximately 49.9% of the
respondents gain inspiration from brands and companies on social media. However,
respondent’s answers in the category “influencers on social media” , shows that 29,36%
of the respondent “to a very great extent” gained inspiration from influencers on social
media and furthermore 27.52% answered, “to a great extent” , which makes a total of
56,86% of the respondents (Appendix, 6.9.3.). Therefore, by comparing the answers
from the two categories, numbers show that SMI is the majority of the respondent’s
main source of inspiration.

Findings from the follower’s perspective confirm that expertise and knowledge is a factor
that impacts the perceived credibility of the SMI. The followers were also asked whether
they have gained any inspiration or information regarding products from SMI’s (appendix,
6.17.1.).

The majority of 80.9% answered “Yes” which further rea�rm that knowledge about
products is being transferred from the influencers to the followers. Lines can be drawn
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Figure 4.2: Appendix 6.17.1

to the characteristics of influencer marketing, where SMI are distinguished as opinion
leaders. They are perceived as being the early adopters who are individuals that are more
likely to be well-informed about products and services in comparison with other people
in the follower’s personal network. On their social media platforms, the SMIs have the
opportunity to display their competencies and their thought leadership. Thereby, it can
be argued that as followers gain inspiration from the influencers that they follow, it is
important for the followers that influencers have expertise in the form of knowledge.

Based on the findings from the perspective of the influencer marketing agencies and the
consumers, it can be deduced that having expertise in the form of skills, knowledge and
information is crucial because thus, they tend to be more influential and are more able
to guide their followers in their consumer purchase journey.

4.1.1.1.2 Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness is the last component of the source credibility model and it depends
on the endorsers’ ability to have honesty, integrity and believability (Erdogan, 1999:
297). During the interview, AN explained that some of the advantages of using SMI
entailed that they are capable of creating “a kind of trust that a tv-ad or billboard
never could” (Appendix, 1.12.). She also states that nowadays consumers are met with
advertisements everywhere, where traditional marketing approaches are not as e�cient
as they once were. This has resulted in brands struggling to break through the marketing
noise (Appendix, 1.24.). Nonetheless, AN elaborates that influencer marketing presents
a marketing tool that gives brands the opportunity to resonate with the customers and
to create sales as they perceive these individuals to be more genuine and trustworthy. To
follow up on this aspect, the followers were asked, whether they considered an influencer
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promoting a product more trustworthy than traditional advertising. The majority of 30%
answered, “neither nor” (Appendix, 6.12.4.).

Figure 4.3: Appendix 6.12.4

However, 23.64% answered “highly agreed” and 17.27% “agreed” with influencers being
more credible than a traditional advertisement. The followers were also asked whom
they consider being most credible and the majority of 58.18% answered, “influencers”
(Appendix, 6.10.). Both survey questions show a tendency where the majority of the
followers are considering SMI as more credible in contrast to the traditional advertisement.

To gain an in-depth understanding of which elements could impact the trustworthiness
of the SMI, the fashion influencers were asked what could potentially influence their
followers’ trust in them. SMI NK answered: “sponsored posts can have a negative impact
on their trustworthiness in me” (Appendix, 4.32.). Now, looking into the influence of a
sponsored post from the follower’s perspective, the respondents were asked that if the
SMI were paid to promote a product, would that impact an influencers trustworthiness
(Appendix, 6.15.4.).

26.36% answered “to a very great extent” and 27.27% answered, “to a great extent” .
Furthermore, the followers were asked if SMI promoting too many di�erent products
could impact an influencers trustworthiness and 38.18% answered, “to great extent”
whereas only 2.73% answered “not at all” (Appendix, 6.15.1.). From the consumers
perspective, it is clear that followers are critical towards the sponsored content that SMI
publishes. More specifically, findings further indicate that promoting too many di�erent
products can be problematic because it can negatively impact the trustworthiness of the
SMI.
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Figure 4.4: Appendix 6.15.4

From the perspective of the influencer marketing agencies, FA, confirms that having too
many sponsored posts can seem untrustworthy and inauthentic (Appendix, 2.26.). NK
explains that people follow her on social media because she is true to herself and that the
brands she works with have to be representative of the image that she has built up on
Instagram (Appendix, 4.18.). Thus, it can be argued that promoting too many brands
can negatively impact the integrity of the influencers personal brand. Therefore, it is
important as an influencer to be critical regarding which companies to work with because
it may enhance the SMI’s own honesty and show their ability to act in accordance with
their own standards. This aligns with the theory, in which greater integrity and honesty
can generate greater trustworthiness.

Nonetheless, in order to counteract the issue of sponsored posts, FA states that when
their SMI promotes a product, they are encouraged to wait for a specific time frame
before they can promote something new. FA explains that the rationale for this is that
they want the sponsored content to be spread out as favourable as possible (Appendix,
2.26.). It can be argued that by waiting for a specific timeframe, the promoted content
can to a greater extent be perceived more authentic and natural in the SMIs’ feed.

Furthermore, I asked the respondents to which extent the trustworthiness to the influencer
is a�ected if the influencer only said positive statements about a product (Appendix,
6.15.5.). The majority of 36.36% claim that it to “a great extent” could impact their
trustworthiness.

The result can be set in relation to the fact that trustworthiness is an important element
in e-WOM (Cheing, Lee & Rabjohn, 2008). The SMI is perceived as a third-party
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Figure 4.5: Appendix 6.15.5

endorser who is not attached to any brand and this gives the influencers the legitimacy
to be trustworthy. However, by promoting too many products and only giving positive
reviews can minimise their legitimacy and authenticity. The e-WOM generated by the
SMI’s are encountering some of the same disadvantages as paid media. As mentioned
before (c.f. 2.1.4.), paid media can seem like a less credible form of communication for
the followers due to the fact that SMI is paid for posting the advertisement on their
channel where brands can have an opportunity to impact the outcome of the message.
MC states that one way to encounter this disadvantage is by influencers being critical
towards the sponsored product or service (Appendix, 3.31.).

Based on all three perspectives, we can state that one has to be aware of the fact that
sponsored posts can be a factor that can negatively impact influencers trustworthiness.
Therefore, one has to be selective regarding whom one chooses to work with, and it is
crucial to work with brands that are an extension of the influencers own personal brand.

4.1.1.1.3 Sub-conclusion on The Source Credibility Model

The main findings in the source credibility model suggest that for the followers to find
the influencer as a credible source, the SMIs have to possess a blend of expertise and
trustworthiness. By combining the following elements, the SMI can make the followers
more acceptable towards the marketing message.

By analysing the perceived expertise of the SMI, findings indicated that influencer
marketing agencies put emphasis on SMI having skills and knowledge about the endorsed
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product for their followers to find them credible. From the follower’s perspective, they
also acknowledge that knowledge about products is important because the SMIs is their
main source of inspiration. We can confirm that SMI does work as opinion leaders in
their followers’ network as they mediate product information to them. Thus, we can
conclude that brands have to be aware whether they utilise SMI who is knowledgeable in
the field in which the products are being endorsed as that can enhance the credibility
of the product as well as the SMI. It can be argued that by using influencers who are
perceived as experts in the product category that they are endorsing, could ensure that
the perceived value in regard to a sponsorship goes beyond the monetary incentives with
the SMI, which could further enhance the credibility of not only the SMI but also the
brand as well as the product.

By investigating the perceived trustworthiness of the SMI, findings showed that the
influencer marketing agencies acknowledged the fact that trustworthiness is an important
component that can drive the bottom line in a highly competitive environment, where it is
di�cult to catch customers’ attention. Moreover, findings from the consumers perspective
showed that paid advertisement could negatively impact the SMI’s trustworthiness.
Characteristics such as promoting too many products and brands as well as only generating
positive e-WOM about brands could potentially decrease follower’s trustworthiness
towards the SMI, which could negatively impact the persuasiveness of the marketing
message. Therefore, it is important that brands are aware of the fact that the SMI is
critical towards the brand and product that they want to promote on their social media
channel. Another characteristic which is important to be attentive of is that the SMI
does not overexpose their followers with sponsored posts because then the brands’ own
advertisement may not be able to have an e�ect on the followers. However, a great
disadvantage of SMI being critical towards brands is that brands do not control how
the influencer articulates the product or service and generating negative e-WOM could
potentially damage the perception of the product and brand. Nonetheless, it could give a
less staged impression of the sponsored post, which could enhance the overall credibility
of the endorsement process.

4.1.1.2 The Source Attractiveness Model

The second model in the source e�ect model is the source attractiveness model. The
source attractiveness model identifies some elements that are included when the endorsers’
attractiveness is assessed, which can ultimately make the consumers more inclined to
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accept the marketing message. The attractiveness of the endorser is based on their level
of similarity, familiarity and likeability (Erdogan, 1999: 299).

4.1.1.2.1 Similarities

In regard to the component similarity, the theory states that the resemblance between
the consumer and the followers can have an impact on how inclined the followers are to
perceive the endorser as attractive. Dimensions like lifestyle, needs and interests can all
have an impact on how similar the followers perceive the SMI.

From the influencer marketing agencies perspective, MC states that similarity is an
important aspect for influencers to possess. He explains: “You could say that the most
important part when you are an influencer is that your end-user can identify themselves
with you by either reflecting themselves in what you are doing or that they can feel that
in many ways you are very similar to them” (Appendix 3.22.). MC highlights several
important aspects which are related to the component similarity. Firstly, his statement
correlates with the theory, where he acknowledges that identification is an important
element in generating similarities.

In order to investigate this further, I asked the followers in the questionnaire whether
they could identify themselves with the influencers they follow (Appendix, 6.12.1).

Figure 4.6: Appendix 6.12.1

A majority of 41.82% answered, “agree” in comparison with the 0.91% who answered,
“highly disagree” . Based on the survey we can confirm that the majority of the followers
can identify themselves with the fashion influencers that they follow.
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Another aspect that MC highlights, which is also imperative to investigate are how
the followers are able to identify themselves with the influencers. MC explains that
followers should be able to reflect themselves in the influencers to stay relevant for
them (Appendix, 3.22.). Similarly, FA elaborates on this idea and states that often a
development occurs in the SMI lives which can change the content that they post on
their social media (Appendix, 2.34.). She states that SMIs might start with having an
interest in one single niche e.g. beauty but as they go through di�erent stages in their
personal life, another type of content e.g. having children becomes more prevalent on
their feed. The influencer LP confirms this by explaining that initially when she started
as a fashion influencer five years ago, she only posted pictures of her outfits (Appendix,
5.4.). However, now she wants to share other aspects of her daily life on her Instagram
e.g. interior. LP says that she was afraid of the new types of posts not being interesting
for her followers. Therefore, in one post, LP asked her followers whether a transition to
other types of posts would be relevant for them and the feedback has been positive. On
appendix 7.4.2. one of her followers responded “Definitely! You are so inspiring whether
it is clothes, cleaning tips or interior. You go girl!” .

Figure 4.7: Appendix 7.4.2

Thus, findings suggest that fashion SMIs’ interests and priorities can have shifted from
when they initially started their influencer career. However, this is an advantage as
SMI can create a meaningful connection with their followers by engaging in a form of
storytelling. Same changes can have been happening in their followers’ lives and by
adapting their social media platform with what is currently occurring in their personal
life can make it more relevant for the followers to identify more with the influencers.
Even though NK and LP define themselves as fashion influencers, an adaptation can still
to a greater extent be a factor that makes the social media profile more personalised.
Thus, that can to great extent breed similarities which makes the followers identify more
with the influencers.
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Moreover, in the survey, respondents were asked why they follow SMI. The majority of
the respondents answered: “Inspiration” , “Entertainment” “Tips” and “We share the
same values and interests” (Appendix, 6.11.).

Figure 4.8: Appendix 6.11

It can be discussed that all these three responses rea�rm the fact that followers chose
to follow fashion influencers because they share the same interest and thereby want
to gain some inspiration and tips from SMI who might share the same enthusiasm.
Furthermore, the majority of the followers also share the same value as them, which can
be put in direct relation to the theory, as Erdogan states that people have a tendency to
communicate with individuals who share the same personal attributes as the endorser.
This can also be set in relation to some of the advantages of the influencer marketing
strategy. Instead of consumers trying to stay away from advertisement, in this marketing
practise some individuals have consciously chosen to engage in the content published by
the SMI which can be a premise that can result in that the marketing message resonates
with the followers.

Hence, it can be argued that followers intentionally follow fashion influencers they can
identify with and thereby they want to get exposed to their posts instead of others. We
can further deduce that similarity is generated through identification, sharing the same
life stage, values and interest as the followers.

4.1.1.2.2 Familiarities

The next element in the source attractiveness model is the component familiarities which
concerns the degree which the consumer believes that they know the endorser (Erdogan,
1999: 299). Erdogan explains that familiarities are generated through the exposure
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of the endorser, which means that exposure is an element of the SMI that has been
investigated further.

In the interview with the fashion SMI, they were asked whether there was a specific
number of times that they want to post and update their social media accounts. NK
answered that she is very conscious of how many times to make updates. Generally,
she makes one post each day for her Instagram profile, but she updates her Instagram
Stories several times a day (Appendix 4.10.). According to NK’s statement, by showing
some fragments of her life, she gives her followers a better insight into her life. From
the perspective of fashion SMI, it can be deduced that the number of times that they
expose their followers to their posts is an important factor.

To incorporate the follower’s perspective, in the questionnaire the respondents were
asked to which degree that they saw the SMI posts or stories every day (Appendix,
6.14.2.).

Figure 4.9: Appendix 6.14.2

The majority of 34.55% respondents answered, “to a very great extent” and 23.64%
answered “to a great extent” , which confirms that the followers do also see the SMI
posts daily.

From the influencer marketing agencies perspective, AN explains that frequent updates
of their SMI’s social media profile are also perceived as something important for Up
Agency (Appendix 1.26.). She states: “It is important to both update their social media
somewhat often, but also by being a little personal and let the followers see behind the
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perfect posts in the feed.” . As AN states, posting content frequently is important and
based on the theory, it can be discussed that when SMI expose their followers to their
content regularly, SMI can have the ability to establish greater knowledge of themselves
towards their followers.

Besides confirming that frequently creating content is important for SMI, AN additionally
pointed out that sharing their personal side is another factor that has to be considered
when influencers post content (Appendix, 1.26.). To investigate this, both fashion SMI
were asked whether there is a di�erence when they post something from their personal
life on their Instagram. The SMI agreed that they wanted to combine posts that showed
both their private but also their “influencer life” (Appendix, 4.30; 5.26). The greater
accessibility of digital platforms makes it easier for SMI to distribute information about
themselves to their followers. This can also enhance the possibility of the followers
being more comfortable with the SMI they follow as they believe that they are more
acquainted. In continuation of this, it is crucial to further investigate the impact that
personal posts can have on SMI’s followers as we need a deeper understanding of factors
that may potentially impact the familiarity. However, in order to do this, the thesis
has to supplement with the concept of para-social relationship, as the theory gives an
in-depth understanding of the one-sided attachment between the followers and the SMIs.
This aspect will be discussed later in this thesis.

Based on the three perspectives, it can be deduced that to generate familiarity, SMIs
have to expose their followers regularly to their post and they have to consider the type
of post. Here, a post has to show some personal side of the influencer in order for their
followers to gain a better knowledge of whom the SMIs are. This can help influencers
being more persuasive as the theory of source attractiveness also states that consumers
have a tendency to listen to marketing messages from individuals that they know (c.f.
2.2.1.2.).

4.1.1.2.3 Likeability

Likeability is the last component of the source attractiveness model. With the component,
one investigates to which degree the endorser is liked based on their appearance, behaviour
or other personal attributes (Erdogan, 1999: 299).
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From the influencer marketing agencies perspective, MC states that influencer marketing
di�erentiates itself from other marketing approaches as it utilises influential people who
are liked and popular (Appendix, 3.4.). He states: “Influencers have a greater impact
given that they are liked and popular in their network which allows them to influence
others by creating some brand awareness” (Ibid.). FA explains as well: “It goes without
saying, that the specific influencer that the company is interested in using also have
some followers who like them” (Appendix, 2.32.). The theory states that a likeable
endorser will be perceived as more attractive in comparison with other less likeable SMIs.
Based on both statements it can be deduced that the influencer marketing agencies
perceive likeability as an important element that they take into account when working
with SMIs as that can have an impact on the attitude of the followers.

To gain a nuanced understanding of the likeability of the SMI, this aspect needs to be
supplemented with the perspective of the followers. From the follower’s perspective,
they were asked whether they liked the influencers that they follow and the majority of
60.91% answered: “agree” (Appendix, 6.12.2.).

Figure 4.10: Appendix 6.12.2

It can be discussed that followers from their own free will chose to follow some influencers
where they want to get exposed to the SMI posts in comparison with others. The followers
are selective in regard to who to follow on their social media accounts and as it was
mentioned previously, they follow SMIs mainly because the SMIs have the same interest
as them. This results in the followers getting exposed to and benefiting from relevant
and tailored content on their social media accounts.

In regard to the component likeability, the number of followers was also investigated as
it can be assumed that the number of followers is an indication of the popularity and
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likeability of the SMIs. However, this viewpoint was disregarded because all agencies
emphasise that the number of followers does not play a part in how e�ective they are.
Both AN and FA explains that the degree of engagement plays a greater role than the
number of followers because SMIs with fewer followers can have just as great impact
as SMIs with over 100.000 followers (Appendix, 1.18.; 2.32.). This also correlates
with findings from the follower’s perspective, where only 1.3% answered that they
follow fashion SMI because they have many followers (Appendix, 6.11.). Thereby,
based on findings from all three perspectives, it can be deduced that the number of
followers does not function as a factor that has a positive e�ect on the likeability towards
the SMIs. Nonetheless, all three agencies still pointed out that they see a growing
tendency of companies preferring to work with micro- and macro-influencers as they
to a greater extent can drive engagement and sales. FA explains “One should not be
mistaken for not having many followers. Often influencers with fewer followers have
a greater grip on them.” (Appendix, 2.42.). As mentioned in the literature review,
micro-influencers have 1000 to 10.000 followers and macro-influencers have from 10.000
to 999.000 followers. It can be argued that because of the demand from companies, the
influencer marketing agencies are still to some extent aware of the influencer’s number
of followers not exceeding 999.000 followers. Here, they are more inclined to use micro-
and macro-influencers than mega influencers.

Lastly, based on the theory, it was also investigated whether appearance had an impact
on the likeability of the source. Instagram is a highly visual platform where especially
influencers from a visual niche as fashion SMIs can use the platform to their advantage.
Thus, the initial assumption could be that appearance is a factor that could potentially
enhance the likeability of the SMI. However, only 3.82% of the respondent answered that
they followed SMI because of their appearance (Appendix, 6.11.). To investigate this
further, I compared this to the netnography, which contradicted the survey findings. In
the netnography findings showed that the majority of the comments were related to the
physical appearance of the fashion SMI. In one of NK posts, her followers commented:
“Wow you look amazing” , “I love your ear piercing so much!” and “You are so gorgeous”
. (Appendix 7.2.1.). Thereby, it can be deduced that comments on NK’s post mainly
praises her physical attributes. It is also highly relevant to include findings from LP
because LP’s posts do not include pictures of her face on her Instagram. Nonetheless,
she still receives positive comments like the following: “Wow looks great on you” , “Love
the shoes” and “You’re literally the queen of nude looks” (Appendix, 7.5.1.).
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Figure 4.11: Appendix 7.5.1

Firstly, findings indicate that their physical appearance can be a characteristic that
makes the influencer more attractive and enhances their position as an opinion leader.
In addition, findings from LP also indicate that the physical appearance does not alone
a�ect the attractiveness of the SMI. However, influencers’ ability to combine products
and create di�erent looks can also influence their position as opinion leaders and make
them seem more attractive for their followers. The latter is evident as one of LP’s
followers write “You’re literally the queen of nudes looks” (Ibid.). Here, the followers
explicitly attach a high status to the SMI and acknowledge LP’s ability to assemble
di�erent looks with nude colours.
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Lastly, the contradicting findings also demonstrate that there can be a behavioural gap
in the way that followers believe they act and, in the way, that they in reality behave. To
gain a better understanding of this behavioural gab, FA was asked to further elaborate on
the impact that appearance has on consumer attitude (Appendix, 2.48.). FA explained
that the attractiveness of the SMI depended on the reason why the follower wants to
follow the influencer in the first place. She explains that if make-up and fashion tips
are the main reason to follow some influencers, then the physical appearance will be
important for the followers in comparison with followers who follow SMIs for food recipes.
This can be due to appearance being a factor in the way that fashion influencers have
created their personal brand where the way that SMIs look can display fashion products
in a more appealing way.

The comments from the followers are evident that the SMIs appearance did function as
an indication of opinion leadership. Hence, it can be deduced that physical appearance
does play a role in how attractive the followers perceive fashion SMI.

4.1.1.2.4 Sub-conclusion on The Source Attractiveness Model

To sum up the source attractiveness model, we could conclude that there existed
di�erent characteristics that brands have to take into consideration when determining
the attractiveness of the SMI.

By investigating the element similarities, we can conclude that the majority of the
followers could identify themselves with the SMI that they follow. It is important that
brands take into consideration that the SMI is someone whom they can identify with
by having the same values, interests as well as sharing the same life stage as their
followers. By taking these characteristics into consideration, greater similarity can
be generated, which makes the SMI seem more approachable and thereby also more
attractive. Ultimately, as followers see the similarities between themselves and the SMI,
they can potentially be more inclined to be acceptable towards their marketing message.

The analysis in the component familiarity showed that the fashion SMIs were well aware
of being active on social media played a role in how their followers perceived them. The
SMIs updated their Instagram profile once a day and updated their Instagram Stories
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multiple times a day. Brands should be aware of the fact that as the followers are exposed
to the SMIs content daily, the frequent exposure can make the followers more likely to
listen to the SMIs marketing message. This can be due to the fact that followers can
believe that they know the SMI because of daily exposure. Besides the frequency of the
posts, brands should also consider SMI who expose their followers to their personal side
in their content. By showing ordinary aspects of their lives, can make the SMI appear
more familiar to their followers and the humanisation of the SMIs can to a greater extent
generate familiarity, which complements the SMIs attractiveness.

Lastly, by examining the component likeability findings from influencer marketing agencies
showed that the perceived likeability can impact the attitudinal behaviour of the followers.
This study did not demonstrate a correlation between the number of followers and
the attractiveness of the SMIs, as it was anticipated. However, the SMI engagement
rate could be an indicator of how much the SMIs were liked. A characteristic that
could enhance the likeability towards a SMIs was sharing the same interest as the
followers. Lastly, the findings in the survey contradicted the netnography because it
showed that there is a behavioural gap in regard to the persuasion in the SMIs physical
appearance. Findings from the netnography and the influencer marketing agencies
indicated that followers showed a�ection for the SMIs due to their physical appearance
as well as their ability to assemble outfits. Therefore, physical appearance and how the
SMIs combined products might be factors that could enhance the likeability towards the
fashion influencer.

4.1.1.3 Combining the Source E�ect Models

In this section, we combine the source e�ect models as they can be perceived as an
integral model.

Firstly, the components in the source e�ect models can impact each other as having
expertise to a product could also make the SMI be perceived more honest, which thereby
had an impact on the trustworthiness of the influencer. Correspondingly, a greater
level of familiarity in the source attractiveness model could make the SMI more likeable
towards their followers. Secondly, the overall elements in the di�erent models can a�ect
one another. It was determined in the source credibility model that having skills and
knowledge in regard to the endorsed product, could potentially enhance the credibility of
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the SMI. However, having expertise in regard to a product also produces a greater level
of attractiveness since the consumers might find the SMI more likeable as a result of the
source having skills and knowledge. In addition, because the followers are familiar to
the influencers due to the great level of exposure, which is produced in relation to the
component familiarity, also impact the influencers overall credibility. Lastly, influencers
that are critical towards brands also generate a greater attractiveness by their followers.

Thus, from our findings, we can conclude that there is an interactive relationship
between the two source models, where one element in one model can enhance the overall
attractiveness or credibility of the SMI from the perspective of the other model.

4.1.2 The Match-Up Hypothesis

The match-up hypothesis distinguishes that the endorsements are more e�ective when
there is a perceived fit between the endorser and the endorsed product (Erdogan, 1999:
392).

In the semi-structured interviews with the employees from the influencer marketing
agencies, it was clear that all three sources prioritised the perceived fit between the
influencer and the brand and/or product that is being endorsed. FA states: “But what
I have learned is that the right match is very important. The match is the keyword.”
(Appendix, 2.40.). MC also acknowledges the importance of the product and the SMI
being congruent in the following statement: “It is very important that there are a
connection and match between the influencers you choose and the products you promote.
It is really, really important!” (Appendix, 3.16.). From the two statements, it is evident
that having the right match is assessed to be a crucial component from the influencer
marketing agencies perspective. AN further explains that if the collaboration does not
suit the SMI universe, then the SMI will receive a negative response from their followers
(Appendix, 1.28). From AN’s testimony, it is clear that the perceived fit has an impact
on the e�ectiveness of the product endorsement.

From the follower’s perspective, 41.82% answered that they “highly agree” that it is
important that there is a match between the influencer and the product that they are
promoting (Appendix, 6.12.6.). In addition, the respondent was asked whether the lack
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of coherence or match could a�ect the trustworthiness towards the influencer and the
majority of 42.20% agreed “to a very great extent“.

Figure 4.12: Appendix 6.12.6

Both survey questions confirm that the perceived fit between the SMI and the product
is important in order for their followers to find them trustworthy. The rationale can be
that the followers initially follow the influencers because they have knowledge in one
specific niche e.g. fashion. However, by promoting products that are not directly linked
to their area of expertise can negatively impact the trustworthiness towards the influencer
because the collaboration is not perceived as being authentic. This can consequently
impact the collaboration or the product they are trying to endorse.

In regard to the match-up hypothesis, it can also be highly relevant for brands to
investigate what the premise is for a match. I asked the influencer marketing agencies
how they could ensure that the right match occurred between the SMIs and the brand.
AN explained that Up-Agency uses the tool Woomio to search for audience interest, size
of SMI and influencers with followers in a specific demographic (Appendix, 1.20.). She
elaborates: “Then we asses from influencer to influencer based on their previous posts
and collaborations if their values matches the values of the brand we’re representing.” .
From this perspective, it can be deduced that the influencer marketing agencies first
screen for a match between the SMI and the intended target audience. Then, they
evaluate the perceived fit between the SMI and the brands by investigating the underlying
values between the SMI personal brand and the company’s corporate brand. FA and MC
both state that one has to be updated in regard to relevant SMIs in the specific industry
(Appendix, 2.40.; 3.32.). MC explains that the lack of match can be a great problem for
many brands and thus, a lot of research goes to finding the right fit where they try to
ensure that the products that the SMIs promote also are a representation of what they
usually promote on their social media account (Appendix 3.32.).
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From the SMI’s perspective, they also have similar parameters which they look into
when assessing the natural match between them and the brand. NK states “There must
clearly be a natural match between the brand and me. That means more to me than the
paycheck itself. If it is not a brand I like or can reflect on, I am not inspired enough to
take a proper picture of the product.” (Appendix, 4.36). NK moreover explains that the
brand must fit in terms of her own image, interests and values. Based on the findings
from the perspective of the influencer marketing agencies and the fashion SMI, a product
and endorser fit have to be prevalent for the endorsement process to be successful as
the marketing message will be perceived as credible.

To investigate other parameters of a natural fit between the SMI and the brand, the
employees from the influencer marketing agencies were asked whether it would be more
appropriate for brands to enter a long-term or short-term collaboration with the SMIs. AN
answered that it depends on the client’s strategy and goals, but a long-term collaboration
was preferable (Appendix, 1.22.). MC also emphasised that in his influencer marketing
agency, their main focus is to ensure that SMI enters a long-term collaboration with
brands (Appendix, 3.8.). He states that making SMIs to brand ambassadors will make
the posts and collaboration appear more natural (Appendix, 3.24.). Based on MC
statement it is about involving the influencers as an integral part of the business from
the beginning where if possible, it is important that SMI is a part of developing the
product. It can be perceived as trustworthy storytelling due to the fact that the followers
can see the development of an ongoing relationship between the SMI and the brand. He
explains that it is about locating five or four SMIs (Appendix, 3.8.) who can resonate
with the brand. MC claims: “... you have to look at the long run and you have to
make them ambassadors of the company. I simply do not think there are any quick fixes
anymore in influencer marketing.” (Appendix, 3.28.). Based on the findings from the
influencer marketing agencies, there first has to be a correlation between the brand and
the SMIs. Furthermore, we can also deduce that a long-term relationship between the
brand and the SMI can make the collaboration seem more natural as the SMI is known
to collaborate with the specific brand (Appendix, 3.24.).

To investigate whether a long-term relationship also was desired from the perspective of
the influencers, SMIs were asked in the interview whether they prefer to work with the
same brand or with a new brand. NK explained that she liked to work with the same
brand as it shows synergy and a match between her and the company (Appendix, 4.42.).
LP shared the same opinion and explained that a long-term collaboration shows that she
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genuinely likes the products which make the collaboration appear more credible towards
her followers. Thereby, based on the findings, it can be confirmed that a long-term
collaboration can have a favourable impact on the perceived match between the brand
and the SMI. Based on the findings, a long-term collaboration can produce a greater
value which the brand can gain from in a long time of period in contrast to the “quick
fixes” of the short-term relationship.

4.1.2.1 Sub-conclusion on The Match-Up Hypothesis

Based on findings from all three perspectives, it can be deduced that a successful
influencer marketing strategy can be achieved by having a perceived match between
the SMIs and the brand. In order for this to be facilitated, there has to be synergy
between the SMIs and the brands’ universe. In addition, brands can align parameters
such as segment, interest and values to ensure a natural match between their brand and
the personal brand of the SMI. If the match is not created, it can negatively impact
the trustworthiness of the collaboration. Findings also indicated that the length of
the collaboration is another factor that can impact the perceived match between the
influencer and the brand. Based on statements from influencer marketing agencies and
SMIs, findings show that there might exist multiple benefits for brands by entering
a long-term relationship with the influencers. Some of the greatest benefits are that
brands can draw advantage of the value which the SMIs generate in a longer time
frame, where the perceived fit between the brand and the influencer can generate a
greater synergy than a short-term collaboration. However, one disadvantage which
brands have to take into consideration is that a long-term collaboration can be costly
for the brands. Nonetheless, one can argue that the long-term value generated by the
long-term partnership can also entail greater financial value which can overweigh the
short-term costs.

4.1.3 Para-Social Relationship

The theory of para-social relationship (PSR) refers to the idea that there exists a
one-sided relationship between the spectator and a performer which is often mediated
through a mass media (Rasmussen, 2018: 282). To investigate PSR, this thesis will
focus on the following dimensions: friendship and self-disclosure.
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4.1.3.1 Friendship

Friendship can be distinguished as the mutual relationship which can be created through
frequent contact. Earlier in the source attractiveness model (c.f. 4.1.1.2.), the frequency
of contact was determined to be great as the SMI daily exposed their followers to their
content. Based on findings from the influencer marketing agencies, it was deduced that
frequent exposure could give the SMIs the ability to generate familiarity and this could
correlate with the theory in PSR, where frequent exposure can contribute to a greater
perceived friendship.

To investigate this from the influencers’ point of view, fashion SMIs were asked how they
would describe their relationship with their followers and both SMIs explicitly mentioned
that they saw their followers as their friends (Appendix, 4.24.; 5.20.). NK elaborated
that often it is the same followers who like and comment on her posts and she tries
to reciprocate the gesture as that is a way to create a connection with the followers
(Appendix, 4.24.). This also correlates with the statements from the influencer marketing
agencies where both FA and MC explain that a good SMI is characterised as a person
who is able to interact with their followers (Appendix, 2.8.; 3.20.).

To investigate this further, the fashion SMIs were asked whether they answered their
followers’ comments. Both social media influencers explain that they try to answer
comments made by their followers. NK states that it is very important to her to answer
comments and messages on her Instagram as it shows that she is a humble person
(Appendix, 4.22.). LP shares the same attitude, where she claims that no matter which
type of comment that her followers leave on her profile, she always replies them back
(Appendix, 5.22.). LP further elaborates that maintaining contact with her followers
helps her being accountable for always performing her best on social media. Based
on the SMI statements, it can be confirmed that SMI believes that they have a close
relationship with their followers. Next, it might be prevalent that the SMIs are individuals
who are aware of the fact that a close relationship between them and their followers can
support them in persuading their followers. The accessibility which the internet entails
has developed an interactive environment which allows users to communicate with SMIs
despite time and place. Thus, this results in that social media platforms are the ideal
channel for engaging in PSR. From the context of PSR, being able to communicate with
SMIs can create an illusion of actual social interaction through a sense of belonging
which can further result in amplifying the para-social relationship.
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In order to examine the element of friendship from the follower’s perspective, the
respondents were asked how they would describe their relationship with the influencers
that they follow (Appendix, 6.13.). The majority of 50.91% of the respondents answered,
“none of the above” , where they disregarded that they were “close as family and friends”
and “a little close as acquaintance” . However, when asked whether they believed that
they have a close relationship with the influencers that they follow (Appendix, 6.12.3.),
the majority of 25.45% answered “agree” , which means that the findings contradict one
another. Nonetheless, the rationale of this could potentially be that di�erent attributes
e.g. the interactive aspect of PSI may generate stimulus that can be parallel to real-life
social interactions. However, the PSI may still be pseudo-social and thereby limited in
reality. This means that it can result in the followers potentially denying the existence of
a close relationship and interaction. Adopting that point of view, it is possible that the
followers do perceive their relationship with the SMIs that they follow as close, intimate
and thereby friend like.

To investigate the component friendship in-depth, it is relevant to examine how the
fashion SMIs address their followers. NK states that she tries to interact with her followers
by asking them questions on her posts or through her Instagram Stories (Appendix,
4.22.). To investigate this further, we include the findings from the netnography. In one
of NK’s posts, she writes: “Staying in self-quarantine feels much harder than walking in
these heels rn. How are you guys passing the time?” (Appendix, 7.1.). In another post,
she writes “... In collaboration with @glacialbottle we are reducing single-used plastic
bottles from setting footprints in our beautiful Nature. Let’s go” (Appendix, 7.3.).

In the first example, NK uses the second-person pronoun “you” and in the second post
the following first-person pronouns are used: “we” and “our” . By using these personal
pronouns, the fashion SMIs firstly, directly address their followers, which can simulate
interaction and involvement that can generate a more intimate and personal relationship
between the two parties. Secondly, this creates a focus on the followers, where the
first-person pronouns e.g. “we” personalise the post and can give the illusion of the
followers being part of the influencers personal network. By utilising personal pronouns,
it can support the SMIs in connecting with their audience more e�ectively as it can
remove the line that detaches the performer (SMIs) and spectator (the followers). In
addition to personal pronouns, by asking her followers questions NK o�ers the opportunity
for personal interaction between her and her followers. This creates the impression of
interpersonal communication even though the SMIs do not necessarily reciprocate.
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Figure 4.13: Appendix 7.3.

Additionally, NK explains that she uses her Instagram Story to share more personal
pictures and videos (Appendix, 4.30). She adds “... despite my shyness, I try to
make videos on stories where I talk to my followers and thus create personal contact.”
(Appendix, 4.22.). She states that it is easier to make several posts for her Instagram
Story because they do not have to be “perfect” as the posts on her Instagram profile
(Appendix, 4.10.). The rationale of using Instagram Stories is explained by FA, who
states that their SMI can use the feature Instagram Stories to create a closer relationship
with their followers because it to a lesser extent can be perceived as arranged (Appendix,
2.10). Moreover, a survey conducted by Instagram confirms that Instagram Stories
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can help brands to be perceived more authentic (“How do people” , 2018). A possible
reasoning could be that as Instagram Stories are only accessible for 24 hours, the content
can be perceived as less staged, and more spontaneous and personalised. In addition,
the respondents in the survey were asked to which extent their trustworthiness towards
an influencer could be a�ected if the influencer’s post looks too polished (Appendix
6.15.2.). The majority of 33.64% answered, “to a great extent” .

Figure 4.14: Appendix 6.15.2

The findings from the follower’s perspective show that a too arranged post can impact
the trustworthiness towards an SMI and lines can be drawn to the greater perceived
authenticity and PSR which are generated through Instagram Stories. In the survey, it
was determined that the majority of the followers did see the fashion SMI stories on a
daily basis (Appendix, 6.14.2.). As Instagram Stories is perceived as a more authentic
channel and the followers are exposed to SMIs stories daily, it can be argued that the
multiple exposures that occur through Instagram Stories can enhance the perception
of closeness and result in that the PSI is evolved to PSR. Here, the authenticity of the
Instagram Stories can contribute that the followers might feel a greater level of closeness
and intimacy to the SMIs as their Instagram Stories are less polished. Another aspect of
the feature Instagram Story is also that it gives the SMIs the opportunity to address
their followers more directly as they can face the camera. By facing the camera directly,
it can to a greater extent simulate interpersonal interaction between the SMIs and the
followers, which can enhance the PSR.

Our findings from all three perspectives indicate that the notion of PSR can be extended
to SMIs where PSR arises as followers are frequently exposed to an influencer’s post
which can generate a perceived friendship with the media persona. Even though that
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SMI to some extent tries to interact with their followers and the great accessibility of
the internet have entailed the development of an interactive environment, the PSR is
still a one-sided relationship. Findings indicate that the perception of intimacy and
real-life social interaction is further stimulated by the interactive nature of social media
platforms where followers can comment and like the SMIs’ posts. In addition, it can be
argued that lines can be drawn to the source attractiveness model because the greater
level of friendship and intimacy can generate greater familiarities, which can result in
followers perceiving SMIs as more attractive. Based on the premise of the latter, the
attitudinal behaviour of the followers can be a�ected as the influencer is perceived as
more attractive.

4.1.3.2 Self-disclosure

Self-disclosure is another dimension that is relevant in regard to the theory of PSR. Based
on the theory, exposing the followers to their personal side can enhance the PSR. To
understand the importance of self-disclosure, we firstly include the follower’s perspective.
The respondents in the survey were asked to which extent it is important for them that
SMIs share their personal side on their Instagram (Appendix, 6.16.).

The majority of 45.45% answered “to a great extent” and 36.36% answered, “to a
very great extent” . Thereby, data shows that the majority of the respondents found
self-disclosure of great importance.

To gain a nuanced understanding of why self-disclosure is important, the perspective of
the influencer marketing agencies is included. Firstly, they confirm that it is crucial that
SMIs share their personal life. FA states that besides being capable of interacting with
the followers, other characteristics of a good influencer is their ability to share their own
personal lives (Appendix, 2.6.). She states that by sharing their personal life on their
social media platforms, it can make it more exciting for the followers to keep up with
the SMI and create a bond to their followers. FA’s interpretation can be set in relation
to the theory of self-disclosure that distinguishes that intimate self-disclosure can be
entertaining for the viewer (Utz, 2015: 8). This is in line with findings from the survey,
where a majority of 15.73% answered that they follow fashion SMIs for entertainment
purposes (Appendix, 6.11.). As the followers follow the SMIs for entertainment, it can
be argued that the content that SMIs posts are of interest for their followers. As we
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deduced before, the followers and SMIs share the same interest (c.f. 4.1.1.2.1.) and find
the SMIs that they follow likeably (c.f. 4.1.1.2.3.). Here, parallels can be drawn to the
fact that the followers are likeable towards the intimate self-disclosure that they find
interesting and entertaining which can enhance the perceived interpersonal attachment
between the followers and the SMIs. SMIs employ storytelling where the para-social
attachment is intensified further by sharing their personal side on Instagram Stories
which to a greater extent can increase the persuasiveness of the SMIs.

In addition, throughout the interviews with the three employees from the influencer
marketing agencies findings indicated that authenticity is key in influencer marketing
because that can create a connection with the followers. MC defines authenticity, as
being able to be open and genuine with the followers (Appendix, 3.22.). FA, in addition,
explains that SMIs become authentic when they are relatable for their followers and not
“perfect” all the time (Appendix, 2.48). From the perspective of the influencer marketing
agencies, the aspect that the followers can follow the SMIs journey even on days that
they are feeling bad can demonstrate SMI’s genuine and real-life which makes them
appear more authentic (Appendix, 2.12). From a theoretical point of view, Cozby states
that self-disclosure is an important element in the creation of authentic PSR (1973).
Based on the statements from the influencer marketing agencies, it can be confirmed
that the more intimate the SMIs are, the greater authenticity can be generated, which
makes the influencer more appealing.

To follow up on the latter, it is relevant to include the perspective of the fashion SMIs,
where we investigate the degree to which the information that is revealed is intimate.
As mentioned before, I asked the fashion SMI if there is a di�erence in what they share
from their personal life on Instagram and both influencers stated that they were selective
regarding how much of their personal life they wanted to disclose (Appendix, 4.30.;
5.26.). LP explained: ” I am selective in the sense that I do not share my family or
friends unless I have their consent. On my platform, I try to post things about myself
and my life as good as possible...” (Appendix, 5.26.). She also elaborates that if she
is having a bad day, that is something she wants to share as well because that shows
that there is “a real person behind the screen” (Ibid.). To supplement LP’s statement, I
include the netnography, where in one of LP’s posts, she updates her followers on the
changes in her life. She writes in the post: “The last month’s time has been something
of a roller coaster ride if I have to say so myself. Everything from the study, work and
practical everyday activities. . . On top of that, the biggest and most time-consuming task
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has clearly been that we have moved to a new home (wuhu)” (Appendix, 7.4.). In the
post, LP discloses an intimate look into her everyday life and thoughts. The feedback
from LP’s followers was positive, where one of her followers commented: “@_pours it
is me who thank. You are always so sweet and helpful with finding links, sharing your
inspirational outfits and giving advice. Keep up the good work” (Appendix, 7.4.3.).

As the comment from the follower also indicates, the process of self-disclosure can be
key to authenticity formation as it simulates the way that two friends would interact with
one another in real-life. Here, a greater level of self-disclosure can develop a relationship
which is more emotionally attached. Furthermore, the examples show that self-disclosure
does not necessarily have to be positive to gain a positive response. Based on the
findings, negative self-disclosure in which the SMI reveal something negative about their
life can also breed positive feedback from the followers, which can potentially lead to
greater authenticity among the followers.

In addition, findings also indicate that SMIs encourage their followers to self-disclosure
something about themselves. In the previous section friendship, it was confirmed that
SMIs interact with their followers by asking them questions. In one of NK’s posts, she
also asks her followers how they are passing time during quarantine (Appendix, 7.1.). By
asking the followers about how they spend their time, the fashion SMI NK encourages
her followers to comment on the posts and thereby to self-disclose in return. It can be
argued that by encouraging self-disclosure, the SMIs are also encouraging followers to
engage in a PSR which can further enhance authenticity.

Thereby, it can be deduced that it is important for SMI to expose followers to their
personal side because that can contribute to building a more invested relationship. By
disclosing some personal opinions and beliefs which are not necessarily positive, can be
an indication that the SMIs want to initiate a more personal relationship which can be
perceived more authentic. Thus, di�erent aspects of authenticity can together be a key
contributing factor to create an interpersonal relationship between the followers and the
influencers, which can make the persuasion of the marketing message greater.
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4.1.3.3 Sub-conclusion on Para-Social Relationship

In the dimension, friendship we confirmed that the characteristics of the SMIs being able
to generate frequent posts which also contain personal information about themselves,
enhance the intimacy which could lead to the illusion of a relationship that imitates
friendship. Furthermore, interacting with the followers by responding to their comments
creates an appearance of availability which is common among friends and this can further
enhance the PSR. Another characteristic that can lead the followers to believe that SMIs
are part of their inner circle is the use of personal pronouns in the posts. Lastly, SMI
utilised the feature Instagram Story in a way to develop a closer attachment to their
followers as the feature is perceived as being less staged and arranged.

By investigating the dimension of self-disclosure, it was evident that self-disclosure con-
tributed to authenticity which was perceived as a key element to develop an interpersonal
attachment with the followers. Findings indicated that negative self-disclosure could
generate positive feedback as that could simulate an intimate relationship. Another
characteristic that could enhance the authenticity of the SMI was that they would like
the followers to self-disclose as well. Revealing personal information could intensify a
traditional relationship as it correlates with the transparency seen between two friends
and that could be a factor that could make the marketing message more persuasive.

It can be deduced, that a PSR is mediated between the followers and the SMIs through
various dimensions of friendship and self-disclosure. Despite followers might be aware
of the fact that the relationship is pseudo-social and not, in fact, an actual relationship
between two friends, the followers still react to the SMI as if the relationship is intimate
by e.g. engaging in self-disclosure. The perception of a close and intimate relationship
between the SMIs and the followers can result in the followers being more inclined to
listen to their marketing message which can make the influencer marketing strategy more
e�ective.

4.2 Practical Point of View

This part of the analysis will address the third sub-question, where we present tools
that can support brands in their influencer marketing strategy. Not all the tools in this
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section can be considered academic. However, they are still evaluated to be important
because by mapping out these practical tools, we can to a greater extent identify success
factors that can accelerate an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. Moreover, any
brand can benefit from this conceptualised framework and it is therefore not restricted
to any industry.

Figure 4.15: Conceptualised Framework

Source: Own figure

Not all brands are successful in generating value with an influencer marketing strategy.
The lack of value creation is often due to the absence of a strategic approach. Therefore,
it can be crucial to have a strategic framework that can ensure a successful influencer
marketing strategy. Based on the statements from the influencer marketing agencies,
common factors are identified, and the following conceptualised framework is established:

The conceptualised framework is based on three overall phases: Pre-launch, Launch and
Post-launch. Depending on which of the phases that the brand is in, additional five
processes are identified: Define, Identify, Specify, Create and Evaluate. Each processes
contains some planning tools that brands can take into consideration when creating their
influencer marketing strategy. It is important to mention that other phases and processes
could be applicable in the context of influencer marketing. Nonetheless, the mentioned
elements were the ones that were considered important based on the statements of the
influencer marketing agencies. Below, each of the processes will be presented.
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4.2.1 First process: Define

When planning the strategy there are some predefined tools that have to be established.

Goal/Objective: Based on all three influencer marketing agencies, defining the overall
goal is one of the first aspects a brand should do when conducting an influencer marketing
campaign. AN explains “They need to have a clear vision of what they want to achieve
with the campaign” (Appendix, 1.34.). The goal can help the brand operationalise the
strategic direction that the influencer marketing campaign should take, and it should
align with the brands own key business strategy.

When the overall goal of the campaign has been determined, objectives can be set. MC
explains that when determining the objectives of their clients, they use the Marketing
Funnel (Appendix, 3.28.). The marketing funnel is a tool that can help businesses turn
their leads into customers (Luvett, 2011: 252) and MC states that depending on which
stage of the funnel the brand or their product is in, it can entail some di�erent marketing
objectives. Below are some examples of objectives that correspond with the brands’
position in the funnel.

Figure 4.16: Example of objectives

Source: Own figure

Another tool that could be used to ensure that the right objectives are being set, is by
the use of the SMART tool which is an acronym for Specific, Measurable, Actionable,
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Relevant and Time-related (Cha�ey & Chadwick, 2019: 155). The aim of the SMART
framework is to present some criteria that can help companies to set suitable objectives.
By having some clear objectives, makes it more manageable for brands to understand,
how success can be defined and also measured. Aside from the brands own success,
it is also important for brands to consider the overall value creation which the SMI
and the followers engage in as that can provide a holistic view of how to achieve their
own objectives. Furthermore, MC (Appendix, 3.10.) and AN (1.8.) states that the
objectives can impact which influencer is chosen for the campaign. However, this will be
elaborated further in the Identifying process. Lastly, in regard to objectives, the agencies
also emphasised that Key Performance Indicator (KPI) should be set in relation to the
influencer marketing strategy to ensure that objectives and value creation are being
successfully achieved (Appendix, 1.34.; 2.32.; 3.28.). KPI is a management tool that
can help brands to achieve objectives in a strategy and also ensure that important focus
areas are being measured (Cha�ey & Chadwick, 2019: 77). Examples of KPI’s could be
impressions, clicks, video views or search.

Segment: For an influencer marketing strategy to be e�ective, it is important for brands
to understand who they are trying to impact. Thus, after determining the objectives
of the strategy, brands have to define the main segment(s) that they want to target.
There exist di�erent types of approaches to marketing segmentation. AN states that
looking into the demographic is a part of their strategy at Up-Agency (Appendix, 1.30.).
Demographic segmentation investigates variables, such as age, gender, race, social group,
geographical location etc (Hooley, Piercy, Nicolaud & Rudd, 2017: 166). Another
segmentation approach could be Lifecycle stage, where the followers can be targeted
based on specific value or behaviour that they adopt in a specific stage in their life (Ibid.:
168). The latter have been implicit mentioned by FA (Appendix, 2.34.).

The influencer marketing agencies states that the segment and the choice of SMIs are
interconnected. AN state: “There is also an influencer in every segment so no matter
what your interests are you can always find someone that has a passion for the same
things...” (Appendix, 1.12.). Brands can have many opportunities to choose between
di�erent SMIs but a key factor in marketing practices is to have an understanding of
the individual target audience. Furthermore, when defining the target audience, brands
have to take into consideration that they do not classify multiple segments who are too
narrow or similar to one another. FA elaborates that a too confined segment can be a
disadvantage for brands because then there can be a great risk for overlapping segments
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which can cause overexposure to a marketing message (Appendix, 2.26.). FA further
elaborated that it is favourable that individuals are exposed to a message more than
once. However, if the exposure of the same marketing message is to frequent, then the
collaboration can be perceived as untrustworthy and inauthentic.

Budget: Allocating the budget is also a factor that has to be taken into consideration
from the beginning. FA states that the budget of the campaign will decide how many
influencers are utilised and whether the collaboration is long-term or short-term (Appendix,
2.22.). However, it is also important to acknowledge that the objective of the campaign
can also impact the length of the collaboration. MC states that if the goal is to create
loyalty among customers then a long-term influencer marketing strategy can be more
beneficial (Appendix, 3.8.) which can be due to the fact that SMI can support the
marketing funnel by creating sustainable long-term growth for brands. Thus the budget
of the campaign can clarify which resources are being utilised. Furthermore, each brand
may have di�erent marketing strategies, where their focus may be on di�erent aspects of
the business. This means that a one-fits-all number cannot be deduced as the marketing
budget have to be adapted in accordance with the situation that the brand is in.

4.2.2 Second process: Identify

The second process of the conceptualised framework focuses on identifying the right
influencer for the campaign. FA explains that the right influencer is one who has the
ability to persuade their followers (Appendix, 2.34.). It can be argued that the academic
part of the analysis (c.f. 4.1.) could be applicable during this process, as the theories
present di�erent tools that brands can utilise to ensure that the identified influencer
have persuasive characteristics. Below is a table that provides an overview of all the
elements from the first part of the analysis which brands can take into consideration
when identifying a persuasive SMI for their campaign.

Furthermore, another crucial aspect that brands have to take into consideration to
achieve an e�ective influencer marketing strategy is that based on how the brand defines
success, there are some di�erent characteristics of the SMIs that they can focus on.
From the perspective of the academic analysis, it was deduced that expertise could have
an impact on purchase intentions (c.f. 4.1.1.1.1.), which means that if the success
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Figure 4.17: Overview of persuasive characteristics

Source: Own figure

of the company is to drive sales and conversion, then the focus should be on utilising
influencers who are perceived credible by having knowledge and skills in regard to a
product. Moreover, in the match-up hypothesis (c.d.4.1.2.), it was deduced that the
perceived match generated higher credibility of the SMI. Hence, to create sales, there
should also be a natural match between the SMI and the brand or product that they
are endorsing. If the focus is to create some product or brand awareness, then brands
have to focus on the elements that can impact consumers attitudinal behaviour. In the
academic analysis, it was deduced that elements in the source attractiveness model and
in PSR could drive the attitudinal behaviour of the followers (c.f. 4.1.1.2.4.; 4.1.3.1.).
Thus, in order to achieve success with creating awareness, brands should focus on SMIs
who are e.g. perceived as likeable, friends and engage in self-disclosure.

In addition, in the identifying process, the objectives of the campaign determine the type
of SMIs that is utilised. Both FA (Appendix, 2.40.) and MC (Appendix, 3.10.) agreed
that if the objective is to create some brand awareness, then it could be advantageous
to use SMIs who have many followers. Based on figure 4.17, high engagement was a
characteristic of a persuasive SMI. However, based on the statements from the influencer
marketing agencies, the engagement rate is only crucial if the objective is to generate
awareness. If the main focus is to generate sales, then it could be beneficial to examine
the SMIs reach. Moreover, to drive sales it will be more suitable to use micro or
macro-influencers, who have another deeper connection with their followers that enable
them to impact the followers’ purchase decisions. These findings correlate with the
literature, where it was established that mega SMIs could generate awareness, macro
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SMIs could generate targeted reach and micro SMIs could generate more engagement
(c.f. 2.1.6.).

Nonetheless, another approach to identifying the right SMIs is explained by MC, who
states that some uses companies such as Brandheroes who provides influencer catalogues
where they help identify influencers for brands. For some brands, the identifying process
can be time-consuming and therefore if they have enough economical capital, then they
can use influencer marketing agencies as mediators.

After allocating potential candidates, the next step is to further investigate how SMIs
match the brand. MC explains that they look into prior collaborations that the SMIs
have been doing (Appendix, 3.22.). Brands have to evaluate whether the past promoted
brands and promoted content can be aligned with the values of their own brand.

4.2.3 Third process: Specify

The last process in the pre-launch phase focuses on specifying the details of the collabo-
ration between the brand and the influencer.

Guidelines: Firstly, both parties have to align their expectations to the collaboration
because that can produce more e�ective campaigns. This can either be in regard to
exclusive dealing contracts, the number of posts created by each influencer or the creative
side of the content. Both MC (Appendix, 3.14.) and FA (Appendix, 2.24.) explained
that it can be an advantage to have established some guidelines before the production
of the content begins as that can support the brand and SMIs in how the campaign
should be executed. FA states that she has encountered issues regarding some campaigns
were brands did not have a conversation about their expectations to the content with
the SMIs. This has in some cases lead to that contracts had to be cancelled which
can be costly for both the brand and the SMI. Thus, it is important to clarify how
success is defined by both parties, in order to harvest some value from the collaboration.
Moreover, MC claim that guidelines can be in particular important when engaging in
short-term collaboration with SMIs because as they are only used for one single post, it
can occur that the SMI does not have an in-depth understanding of the product or brand
(Appendix, 3.12.). Therefore, to ensure that the brand is being represented properly,
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they have to make guidelines when entering short-term partnerships with SMI as that
potentially can lead to success.

Incorporating SMI: Some brands can have some strict guidelines on how the content
should look because they want to be perceived in a specific way (Appendix, 2.24.).
However, it is important that the SMIs are advised in this process because they can
unlock unique insight into the target audience which brands can tap into (Appendix,
3.30.).

4.2.4 Fourth process: Create

After specifying the details about the collaboration, the next process focuses on SMIs
creating the content that has been agreed on. This process is part of the launch-phase
where di�erent content strategies can be employed. On the figure below, examples of
two contents strategies that align with di�erent goals have been created.

Figure 4.18: Content Strategies

Source: Own figure

In the first strategy, the focus is on generating awareness, and the SMIs can create one
post on their feed which shows the product. This is perceived as a more budget-friendly
strategy in comparison with the second content strategy that focuses on relationship
building. Here, SMIs who are brand ambassadors is used to make a combination of
feed posts but also Instagram Stories as the latter is deduced to be perceived as more
authentic and less staged by consumers. Moreover, MC states that in the agency they
“are trying to think in actionable ideas where you can bring the influencer into play in
the real world” (Appendix, 3.16.). MC explains that the SMI can be invited by the
brand to an event, which can give the SMIs the opportunity to showcase how the brands’
products are incorporated in their daily lives. Furthermore, it can also be an advantage
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for the SMIs as they are provided with some content to publish on their social media
account. In this content strategy, the creation process can be ongoing because the SMIs
might take part in developing the product, service or brand.

In regard to the creative part of the content, brands could look into whether the message
that the SMIs want to mediate to their followers is the right one, develop campaign-
related hashtags, and ensure that the posts comply with the Danish Marketing Practices
Act where the commercial intention of the content is explicitly stated.

Draft: After the content strategy has been made, FA (Appendix, 2.24.) and MC
(Appendix, 3.14.) explains that a draft is sent to the brand in order for them to monitor
and confirm the content made by the SMIs. When the content is confirmed, it is released
by the SMIs. However, when the campaign is launched, it is important that brands
monitor whether the content is released as agreed upon. Brands should consider having
some action plans in place if the SMIs do not comply with the agreement.

4.2.5 Fifth process: Evaluate

Evaluate is the last process of the conceptualised framework which is part of the post-
launch phase. All three influencer marketing agencies explained that evaluating the
strategy is part of their process when working with influencer marketing campaigns. AN
states that when evaluating the campaign, they ask questions such as what went well
or/and bad and how can they do it di�erently next time (Appendix, 1.34.). AN also claim
that it is about evaluating your Return On Investment (ROI) (Appendix, 1.14.), in which
the brands measure whether the ROI of the campaign has been positive or negative. The
ROI can either be tangible, which focus on the explicit profitable financial outcome or it
can be intangible, which investigate customer satisfaction (Cha�ey & Chadwick, 2019:
22). Furthermore, it is important to measure the success of the influencer marketing
campaign by evaluating whether the goals and objectives set in the beginning have been
met (Appendix, 3.28.). FA stated that it is often in the evaluating stage that brands
determine which specific influencers they want to pursue a long-term strategy with. Here,
they evaluate whether the influencers in the campaign performed in accordance with the
objectives and if they did not then the brand do not prolong their contract (Appendix,
2.22.).
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Lastly, as the conceptualised framework also shows, the fifth process leads to the first
process which is the define process. When the campaign is finalised, two main scenarios
can occur: either the objectives are met or not. In both scenarios, new objectives can
be formulated. If the initial objectives of the campaign are fulfilled, then it can occur
that the brand is not in the same position in the marketing funnel. However, they might
have moved down the funnel from the awareness section to the consideration part. This
can lead to a new set of KPI’s and objectives being set, which can result in a new cycle
in the conceptualised influencer marketing framework.

Thus, by taking the above-presented tools in the conceptualised framework into consid-
eration, brands can to a greater extent ensure that a successful influencer marketing is
created.
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5Discussion

In this chapter, I will discuss and evaluate the overall success factors identified in the
analysis section. To accomplish the latter, I firstly examining whether there exists a
pattern between the identified findings in the analysis and the already existing literature.
Then, I will investigate whether the findings show indications of new tendencies occurring
in the field of influencer marketing. The second part will be centred around three key
themes that are based on some significant findings in the analysis section.

5.1 Key findings

The findings in this master thesis can add to the existing literature about influencer
marketing. A theoretical and practical understanding of the success factors in influencer
marketing has been presented by examining which characteristics of the SMI that can
contribute to the persuasiveness of the message and also by presenting additional tools
which brands can use to facilitate a successful influencer marketing strategy.

In the source credibility model, this master study found that the credibility of the SMI
is a�ected by their level of expertise and trustworthiness which is also consistent with
other studies conducted to investigate the persuasiveness of endorsers (Pornpitakpan,
2004). In addition, De Veirman et al. (2017) concluded that the number of followers
can have a positive impact on the SMI opinion leadership. Our results, however, di�er
from De Veirman et al. results as the engagement was determined to play a greater
role in determining the likeability of the SMI than the number of followers. Possible
reasoning can be that the number of followers is not enough justification for opinion
leadership among the followers’ network.

With the use of the source attractiveness model, it was demonstrated that an endorser
who has similarity, familiarity and likeability is perceived as being more attractive than
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one who does not have those characteristics. The majority of the findings in the source
attractiveness model is in line with already existing literature that claims that attractive
speakers to a greater extent can influence the attitudes of the audience towards the brand
(Sharma, 1990; Seiler & Kucza, 2017) and not have an impact on purchase attention
as attractiveness is not perceived to be a factor that is persuasive enough to generate
conversion (Lim, et al., 2017: 30).

In the match-up hypothesis, it was established that the natural match between the
endorser and the brand, product or service is essential for the followers to find the
endorsement credible. This correlated with findings from Seiler & Kucza who established
that product congruency could positively a�ect consumers attitude towards the adver-
tisement. Moreover, with the analysis in the match-up hypothesis, we also supplemented
with additional factors that could impact the match between the endorser and the brand
or product. The latter is to the knowledge of the researcher not elaborated on prior
to this study and therefore, the thesis adds to already existing literature of match-up
hypothesis.

When investigating PSR, our findings suggested that PSR were driven by the elements
in friendship and self-disclosure. Our results approve the claims of Chung & Cho’s
(2017) research as they indicated that frequency and personalisation of a message could
potentially enhance the illusion of intimacy which could develop to friendship. However,
it has to be noted that their research was based on celebrity endorsement and not SMI,
which shows that our research adds on to the literature of PSR in regard to influencer
marketing. Moreover, similarly to previous research of Ferchaud et al. (2017), our
findings also agree that self-disclosure could potentially strengthen the authenticity of
the SMI.

Lastly, the conceptualised framework highlighted di�erent practical planning tools that
could drive a successful influencer marketing strategy. To the knowledge of the researcher,
no prior academic study has combined the academic tools with practical tools. The
conceptualised framework has provided new insight and can optimise the understanding
of influencer marketing. Therefore, this conceptualised framework adds to the literature
of influencer marketing because it provides a practical and holistic approach to the
phenomenon.
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5.2 New tendencies in the influencer
industry

Critical consumers

The first significant finding indicates that an emerging tendency is that consumers are
becoming more critical towards the influencer marketing approach. The overall findings
showed that followers perceive SMI as more credible in comparison with other traditional
marketing practices which is also concluded in other studies such as Shareef, et al.,
(2019). However, when investigating the credibility of influencers, an unanticipated
finding was identified because the majority of the followers did not find SMI who promotes
a product as credible. Although some challenges to SMI’s promotional content was
anticipated, based on the researchers’ interpretation, the findings could be an indication
of a growing tendency where consumers are becoming partially critical towards the
influencer marketing practice.

Another significant finding indicates that having too much promotional content can
negatively impact trust. Firstly, the finding is a contribution to the literature as no
such characteristics have to the knowledge of the researcher, been identified previously.
Secondly, this can be a further indication which rea�rms the argument that the consumers
are becoming more sceptical towards SMI. This also correlates with a statistic (Ehrhardt,
2019) and report (Hypebeast & Strategy& , 2019) from marketers that claim that
engagement and influence of SMIs are decreasing across various industries (e.g. fashion,
beauty or lifestyle).

Authenticity and credibility are success factors that can drive the success of an influencer
marketing campaign. However, the significant findings above demonstrate that there
are indications of a tendency where buyers are becoming more sceptical in placing
their trust in SMIs. This could entail challenges in the future implementation of the
strategy. Possible reasoning for behavioural change could be derived from the aspect
that is mentioned in the literature review (c.f. 2.1.5.). Here, based on Hughes et al.
(2018) study, influencer marketing is a hybrid approach that combines elements from
both earned and paid media. The attributes of paid media can contribute to influencer
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marketing being perceived more commercialised and from the viewpoint of the followers,
it can be less authentic due to the fact that consumer is finding it di�cult to separate
paid media content from earned media content. However, in the next section, the two
significant findings - Strategic Preparations and Brand ambassadors could be used as a
guiding tool to prevent that the challenge of critical consumers have an impact on the
success of the influencer marketing campaign

Strategic Preparations

The next significant finding indicated that the foundation of a successful influencer
marketing strategy is driven by strategic preparations. The strategic preparations are
presented in the second part of the analysis which manifests itself in the conceptualised
framework. The conceptualised framework presents some managerial implications that
are drawn from the main research question, where when investigating the success factors,
it was clear that like in other forms of marketing practises, in influencer marketing
brands also have to consider some planning tools. When brands conduct some strategic
preparations related to e.g. the objectives and evaluation of the campaign, it could to
a greater extent resulting in a tailored strategy which could contribute to successful
strategic execution.

These practical findings correlate with claims from marketers in the industries who
agree that a strategic planning approach is one of the factors that are key to success in
influencer marketing (Chen, 2019; “Influencer Marketing Strategy” , 2018). For instance,
according to the head of content in a communication agency, Sekjær (2019) state that a
strategic approach can lead to “better results and greater trustworthiness” . Sekjær also
claims that a strategic approach can minimise some of the disadvantages of influencer
marketing which could be avoiding an incongruence between brand and SMI or even
fake number of followers. Thus, it can be deduced that findings indicate that strategic
preparations are a new tendency in the influencer marketing industry.

Influencer marketing should not be regarded as a static and closed concept. On the
contrary, there are several components - academic as well as non-academic, which have
an impact on the dynamic system of influencer marketing. As mentioned previously,
there is a growing tendency in the influencer industry where consumers are becoming
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more critical towards SMI. This makes it important for brands to make some strategic
preparations because the strategic approach can present some tools that can create a
strong foundation for success. As the conceptualised framework also display, influencer
marketing is part of several dynamic processes and phases which together can lead to a
successful influencer marketing strategy. Thereby, by supplementing with a conceptualised
framework, this current study contributes to the literature with some planning tools that
can be considered useful recommendations for brands to take into consideration in their
influencer campaign.

Brand Ambassadors

Another significant result is that findings from both the academic and the practical
analysis indicate that the use of SMIs as brand ambassadors can be the new tendency
in the influencer industry. The finding was unexpected because initially it was not
anticipated that brand ambassadors would be considered as important. Nonetheless,
all three agencies and the SMIs claimed that there were several benefits with the use
of a long-term collaboration. E.g. it can to a greater extent contribute to a natural
perceived match between the endorser and the brand (c.f. 4.1.2.). In line with our
findings, industries (“5 Influencer” , 2019; “8 Influencer” , 2020; Landers, 2020) share
the same perspective and state that the projections for a dominant marketing trend in
2020 are that long-term influencer partnership will be more prevailing in the industry.

As stated at the beginning of the discussion, the influencer marketing industry is evolving
and there is a growing tendency of consumers becoming more sceptical and losing trust
to SMI. Here, it can be beneficial for marketers to adopt more tactical approaches
where a greater level of authenticity can drive SMIs and brands to engage in longer
collaborations than before. It has to be emphasised that the collaborative e�ort is mutual
and hence involves e�ort made by both the influencer and the brand. In addition, MC
mentioned that in brand ambassadorship, it is about making the SMI an integral part of
the business (c.f. 4.1.2.). This can be done by providing SMI with additional expert
knowledge about the product or brand. As we also deduced in the source credibility
model, a greater level of knowledge could enhance the credibility of the SMI. Therefore,
brand ambassadors can seem more authentic and natural because it shows that the SMI
have knowledge about the product. Also, by endorsing the product on an ongoing basis,
can contribute to organic e-WOM being generated, which can seem less commercialised
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and more authentic as SMI through multiple exposures can show how they believe in
the product. Moreover, this makes the SMI an extension of the brand, where brands
have the opportunity to tap into the SMI segment. MC also states in the interview that
forming a long-term relationship with SMIs can lead to having someone who promotes
your brand because they believe in it (Appendix, 3.8.). Therefore, the new tendency of
engaging in long-term partnerships with SMI can be a way to leverage organic e-WOM
and create a deeper relationship with the consumers.

Lastly, it has to be emphasised that a study conducted by Smith et al. (2018) discussed
that the research on brand ambassadors is very limited. From an academic point of view
and on the basis of our own study, the significant findings indicate that further study of
the topic should be conducted as it is clear that the future of the influencer marketing
industry will be embossed by long-term influencer partnerships.

To sum up the discussion above, it can be deduced that some aspect of the analysis aligns
with already existing theories and some results add to the literature about influencer
marketing. Furthermore, significant findings indicate that the attitude of the consumers
have changed in the influencer marketing industry as they are becoming more aware of
the fact that SMIs is commercialised. Consequently, this has led to consumers being
more sceptical towards SMIs promoting products and this can result in a decline in value
regarding influencer marketing. However, findings also indicate that brands have to
firstly adopt a strategic approach when conducting an influencer marketing campaign
because that to a greater extent can result in success. Furthermore, significant shows
that another tendency in the influencer marketing industry focus on brands engaging in
a long-term partnership because they can be beneficial for both the brand and the SMI
as the long-term collaboration can be perceived more authentic which can regain some
of the trust that has been lost.

5.2 New tendencies in the influencer industry 77



6Conclusion

The objective of this thesis has been to investigate the perceived success factors brands
had to consider when utilising influencers in an e�ective influencer marketing strategy.

The findings from the analysis indicate that the e�ectiveness of an influencer marketing
strategy depends not only on di�erent success factors that enhance the persuasive
characteristics of the SMI but also on success factors in regard to the planning tools
presented in the conceptualised framework.

From the source credibility model, it could be concluded that knowledge and skills
were perceived success factors that could have an impact on SMIs being recognised as
credible. It could also be concluded that fashion SMIs were regarded as trustworthy,
which is another success factor that can enhance the persuasiveness of the marketing
message. However, multiple sponsored posts and only producing positive e-WOM of
the promoted product can potentially have a negative impact on the e�ectiveness of
the influencer marketing strategy because it a�ects the SMIs legitimacy as a third-party
endorser and thereby their trustworthiness. Therefore, another factor in succeeding in an
influencer marketing campaign entails that an appropriate period of time has to pass
before some new promotional content is being released by the SMIs. From the source
attractiveness model, I could conclude that the attractiveness of the endorser depended
on the SMIs ability to be identifiable. Multiple exposures and exposing the consumers
to their personal content were also considered success factors as they could generate
familiarity, which ultimately made the SMIs more attractive. In a visual niche such as
fashion and beauty, the physical appearance of the SMIs is a success factor that made
them more likeable. The engagement rate and how products were combined were also
considered characteristics that influenced the e�ectiveness of the SMIs. Findings also
showed that the knowledge and skills could have a direct impact on follower’s purchase
intention, whereas the attractiveness of the SMIs had a greater influence on consumer
attitude. On account of the above, it can be concluded that di�erent elements in the
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source e�ect model function as success factors as they could enhance the persuasiveness
of the marketing message by increasing the credibility and attractiveness of the SMIs.

Next, we can conclude in the match-up hypothesis that the perceived match between
the fashion influencer and the product/brand that they are endorsing can facilitate an
e�ective influencer marketing strategy because a lack of match can negatively impact
the credibility of the SMIs. Image, interests, values and the length of the collaboration
can all function as success criteria that can help produce synergy between the endorser
and the product or brand.

By including the theory of Para-Social Relationship, we can conclude that the dimen-
sionality of friendship and self-disclosure presents di�erent perceived success factors that
can simulate interpersonal interaction that foster and enhance para-social relationships
with the SMIs. Firstly, an illusion of friendship can be simulated by interacting with the
followers through comment, messages, use of personal pronouns and by showing their
personal side through Instagram Stories. Next, it could be concluded that self-disclosure
creates authentic PSR between the SMI and the followers. Furthermore, authenticity
is determined to be a key factor in making the SMIs be perceived as genuine which
could reinforce the para-social attachment with the followers. Here, engaging in negative
self-disclosure and encouraging followers to self-disclose in return could be contributing
factors to an e�ective influencer marketing strategy.

In the Conceptualised Framework, we could conclude that defining goals, segment,
budget; identifying the right influencer; specifying the collaboration; creating the content
and evaluating the influencer marketing strategy are all considered practical tools which
are also success factors that can drive an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. Another
crucial deduction in the conceptualised framework is that it takes into account that
brands perception of success might di�er from what is adopted in this master thesis.
The conceptualised framework presents di�erent factors, where if the success of the
influencer marketing strategy is based on increased sales, then the premise is to focus
on factors that enhance the perceived credibility and natural fit of the endorsement. If
the definition of a successful influencer marketing strategy is based on increased loyalty
and a�nity among the target audience, then the brand should focus on SMI who have a
great perceived attractiveness and PSR among their target audience.
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From the discussion, it could be concluded that this master thesis is in line with already
existing literature and furthermore, likewise, it also adds additional success factors
that can enhance the e�ectiveness of an influencer marketing strategy in the field of
influencer marketing. Furthermore, it was concluded that based on the findings in
the analysis, a new tendency indicates that consumers are becoming more sceptical
towards the influencer marketing strategy. However, findings also indicated that strategic
preparations and brand ambassadorship could be key to regain trust by consumers.

Thus, this thesis provides brands with insight regarding success factors they can utilise and
monitor to achieve an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. As consumers are becoming
more critical towards brand generated marketing messages, influencer marketing can
become an increasingly important marketing approach. Indications shows that consumers
might not be interested in being disrupted by brands who are pushing their advertisement
on them. However, there is a growing tendency in utilising real people who shows
the product in more natural settings. An e�ective influencer marketing strategy can
potentially provide brand awareness, support customers in their buying journey and
retain customers in a highly saturated market place. By staying informed and attentive
regarding the above mentioned factors, brands could to a greater extent achieve an
e�ective influencer marketing strategy that contributes positively to their bottom line.
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8Appendix

In this chapter, the collected data will be presented.

Appendix 1. Interview with influencer
marketing agency employee Amanda Norr
(AN)

1.1. Afza: Firstly, thank you for participating in this interview. I will now explain the
purpose of this interview. I am currently on the last semester of my master program
at Copenhagen Business School, where I am writing my master thesis about influencer
marketing. With my master thesis, I want to examine the success factors that can
drive an e�ective influencer marketing strategy. Here, it is important to incorporate the
perspective of influencer marketing agencies as they support brands to develop an actual
strategy.

Could you please state your full name and elaborate on the position within Up-Agency?

1.2. AN: My name is Amanda Norr and I work as an Influencer Specialist and Account
Manager at Up Agency. In my position I handle influencer campaigns for brands,
everything from recruiting the right influencers, writing briefs, setting up contracts,
making sure everything is posted as it should and then evaluation. I also work with sale
within the company which means that I sell our services to new customers/brands.

1.3. Afza: Could you tell me a little about Up-Agency?

1.4. AN: Up Agency is fairly new agency, we have existed in one and a half year. We
are an influencer marketing agency that works as an extended arm for brands that wants
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to get into influencer marketing. We also do seminars within influencer marketing. Our
unique selling point is that we’re fully focused on data, when you buy a campaign from
us, we’ll make sure that you know exactly what you’re ROI from the campaign was.
We’re also hard-core believers in transparency, which is something many people thinks
are lacking in the influencer marketing world today.

1.5. Afza: How would you define influencer marketing?

1.6. AN: From my perspective it is a marketing strategy that helps you create a
relationship to your customers in a way that no traditional media can. With influencer
marketing the communication is a two way street and I think that’s why it has proven
so e�ective.

1.7. Afza: Can you elaborate on the type of influencers that Up-Agency want to work
with?

1.8. AN: Since we have di�erent customers, the type of influencer varies depending
on what the customer wants. But in general we want to work with influencers with
strong data, of course with followers in the right target group and that has built a deep
connection to their followers.

1.9. Afza: Do you see tendencies where one particular platform is more popular than
others when implementing successful influencer marketing campaigns? For instance
marketers states that Instagram has gained popularity. Do you agree?

1.10. AN: I fully agree that Instagram is the most popular platform to do influencer
marketing. I personally prefer Instagram when I set up campaigns because it’s a platform
that pretty much everyone is on these days and an Instagram post is also easier to
evaluate than for example a blog post where the numbers sometimes can be misleading.
But we see an increase in popularity in for example Youtube and now TikTok that’s
growing rapidly in the influencer world.

1.11. Afza: Why do you believe that influencer marketing is gaining so more popularity?
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1.12. AN: Because influencer marketing gives the brands a chance to build and maintain
a relationship with their customers which also creates a kind of trust that an Tv-ad or
billboard never could. There is also an influencer in every segment so no matter what
your interests are you can always find someone that has a passion for the same things as
you and you can find inspiration from that particular person.

1.13. Afza: Which advantages/challenges are there in using influencer marketing?

1.14. AN: Advantages are definitely relationship building, trust and reach since almost
everyone has at least one social media platform that they use. Challenges are definitely
finding the right influencers because if you don’t have the right tools or know what to
ask for it can be a jungle to find your way through with fake followers and bad reach
and so on. And the same goes for calculating and evaluating your ROI if you don’t have
the right tools and knowledge.

1.15. Afza: What is Up-Agency or other firms’ main purpose when working with social
media influencers?

1.16. AN: Most of our customers are new to the influencer marketing scene and
thus the first step is to create awareness. When the brand has generated some brand
recognition then we can move on to focus on creating sales.

1.17. Afza: When working with influencers, how do Up-Agency ensure that they are
utilized in the best way possible to achieve the desired impact?

1.18. AN: We make sure that their data is good and that we get a good price per
impression. Many brands without the right knowledge thinks that 100k followers means
that they will reach 100k. That’s not true because you have to look at engagement
where influencers with less followers can have just a great if not greater impact on
their followers. Many influencers only reach half or less of their total audience which is
important to take into consideration when negotiating. So, when we use influencers for
a campaign, we make sure that every aspect of the influencers data is good and that
they’re a good match with the brand in question. Because if you use an influencer that’s
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not a good match with the brand, no matter how good the data is, it will not work as a
marketing tool.

1.19. Afza: So, how do you ensure the right match between the firm and the influencer?

1.20. AN: We use a tool that’s called Woomio where we can search for audience interests,
size of influencers, influencers with followers with a particular demographics. Then we
asses from influencer to influencer based on their previous posts and collaborations if
their values matches the values of the brand we’re representing.

1.21. Afza: Do Up-Agency and companies prefer to work with new influencers or do
they like to use the same influencers to establish a relationship?

1.22. AN: It all depends on what the client wants and their marketing strategy. Some
wants to reach as many as possible and then it’s good to try di�erent influencers for
every campaign, while some brands wants to focus more on building relationships and
trust, then the way to go is to use “ambassadors” instead that post for example once
a month. I would define a long term collaboration as at least 6 months and from our
perspective the long term strategy do o� course have benefits which the short-term
cannot give. The brands will for instance come out more credible looking and authentic
by having an influencer that promotes for you in the long run.

1.23. Afza: Why do you believe that influencer marketing works?

1.24. AN: Definitely because of the relationship building and the trust that it creates.
But also because of the attention span factor. Today we’re met with ads everywhere we
look, both online and o�ine, and it’s hard to break through the noise because most of
the time we’re not paying the ads any attention and consumers are very critical towards
traditional marketing which they think is untrustworthy. But when it comes to influencers
you have chosen to follow them because you have a genuine interest in what they do,
wear or recommend and you find them trustworthy. They might have an extensive
interest and knowledge in one specific area that the followers also find interesting. Thus,
it’s more likely that you spend your time hearing out what they have to say about a
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product then that a particular Facebook ad would catch your attention. I believe that
corporations can use these influencers to create sales and to attract customers.

1.25. Afza: How do you believe that influencer establishes a relationship with the
followers?

1.26. AN: It is important to both updating their social media somewhat often, but also
by being a little personal and let the followers see behind the perfect posts in the feed.
And the most important part, by interacting with their followers, answering comments
and DM’s and so on.

1.27. Afza: Is there something that can impact their relationship with the followers?

1.28. AN: Definitely, if they do collaborations that don’t fit the influencers universe or
values they will probably be met by an immediate negative response from their followers.

1.29. Afza: Could you please explain the selection process or the strategy Up-Agency
adopt when working with influencers?

1.30. AN: As mentioned previously it depends on the customer but we always look at
data where we followers demographic, engagement rate, reach and impression e�ciency
and so on. Look and feel as if is the influencer a good match with the brand, and the
content that the influencer produce if that’s something the brand wants to use in their
own marketing.

1.31. Afza: Do you believe that influencer have to possess certain factors or components
before they have the ability to persuade the followers?

1.32. AN: No, I think that someone with 600 followers can influence their audience just
as much as someone with 3 000 or 100 000. It’s all about the influencers own unique
relationship to his/hers followers.
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1.33. Afza: What do firms have to take into account to achieve a successful influencer
marketing strategy?

1.34. AN: They need to have a clear vision of what they want to achieve with the
campaign, their KPI’s, adjust the content after that goal and then make sure to evaluate
every campaign. What went well, what went bad, how can we do it di�erently next time.

1.35. Afza: Lastly, what do you think the future of influencer marketing will be?

1.36. AN: I think that influencer marketing will continue to grow but maybe in di�erent
forms and on new platforms. But I definitely think that people working with influencer
marketing will educate themselves more and this is also where we as an agency comes in.
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Appendix 2. Interview with influencer
marketing agency employee Freya Asberg
(FA)

2.1. Afza: Tusind tak, fordi du vil deltage i dette interview. Jeg vil først og fremmest
forklare hvad formålet med dette interview er. Jeg er på mit sidste semester af min
kandidat på Copenhagen Business School, hvor jeg at skrive min kandidatafhandling om
influencer marketing og herunder vil jeg gerne finde frem til, hvilke succeskriterier som kan
drive en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategi. Herunder er det meget relevant at have
et perspektiv med fra egentlig influencer marketing agencies, som hjælper virksomheder
med at udforme en strategi. Så egentlig er det, hvad spørgsmålene vil pege mig i retning
af.

Freya kan du fortælle mig, hvad din position på Represented egentlig går ud på?

2.2. FA: Jeg sidder jo egentlig i en rådgiver stilling, som vi kalder influencer marketing
advicer, som både er en rådgiver stilling og en salgs-stilling. Min stilling går ud på at
rådgive kunderne på bedst mulige vis i forhold til, hvad deres mål er til en kampagne
med influencer marketing. Men det kan også være, at de er nysgerrige på det og vil vide
noget om det. Men det handler også om at sælge nogle kampagner, som er den rette
løsning eller hvad man nu kan sige i forhold til de KPI’er de har.

2.3. Afza: Det lyder også super spændende. Freya, baseret på din erfaring, hvordan vil
du så definere influencer marketing?

2.4. FA: Det er et godt spørgsmål! Det er mange ting. Egentlig handler influencer
marketing egentlig om, at der er disse influencers, som er talerøret mellem forbrugerne
og virksomheden og influencers er oftest helt almindelige mennesker medmindre du
selvfølgelig har kendisstatus. Men disse almindelige mennesker har skabt sig et univers,
hvor de har rigtig godt fat i deres følger, som er loyale og som følger med i deres hverdag.
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2.5. Afza: Jamen det passer også meget godt i forhold til den forståelse jeg har. Nu
så jeg lidt rundt på Bloggers Delights hjemmeside og der så jeg forskellige typer af
influencers. Kan du beskrive, hvilke type influencers det er, at I arbejder med?

2.6. FA: Det er meget forskelligt, fordi det er svært at putte en influencer i en boks,
fordi det handler tit om, at de enten er eksperter og dygtige til noget, hvor de så har
viden eller endda har en hobby, som de går op i som andre også synes er spændende at
følge med i. Eller det kan også være, at de har en livsstil, som andre syntes er spændende
eller det omvendte. Det kan være, at de er super almindelige og er en mommy blogger,
som bare ehm blogger og fortæller på Instagram, hvor hårdt det nogle gange kan være at
være single mor. Eller det kan være, fordi det hele går i leverpostej og madpakkesmøring,
eller sådan nogle hverdagsting. Så i virkeligheden vil jeg sige, at jeg ville have svært
ved at putte vores influencers i bestemte kasser, fordi det man kan sige de alle sammen
kan er, at de alle på en eller anden måde har formået at skabe et bånd mellem dem og
følgerne. Jeg vil ikke putte dem i en bestemt boks. Det de ofte er dygtige til, hvis de er
nogle dygtige influencer - og dem bruger vi selvfølgelig . . . vi vil gerne bruge de dygtigste
. . . det er, at de er gode til at formidle og god til at dele ud af deres egen personlig
hverdag og personlige liv. Det vil jeg ofte karakterisere som en god influent, hvori det
også er måden de laver en forbindelse med følgerne. Derudover er en god influent også
en der er god til at sætte sig ind i de forskellige virksomheders ønske og den vinkel som
de vil fremhæve i en given kampagne. Men generelt en som deler ud af deres personlige
liv det skal de være dygtige til, så de derved gør det spændende for følgerne.

2.7. Afza: All right. Men er der egentlig nogle bestemte karakteristika i forhold til at
de skal have en bestemt reach eller antal følger osv.?

2.8. FA: Ja altså vi plejer at sige at vores mål for eksempelvis vores micro influencers
er, at de har jo 500 til 5000 følger. Det er jo en slags influent og de kan jo noget som en
makro eller mega influent ikke kan. Blandt andet, at de har en meget høj engagement
rate og det betyder, at folk ofte er enorm interesseret i, hvad de laver, hvor der er
mange der kommentere og mange der klikker og følger med i deres stories. Så det er
en form for influent, som viser, at man ikke skal have så mange følger for at være en
god influent, men det handler om, hvordan du interagere med dine følgere. Så vi bruger
macro influenter, som har 5000 til 100.000 følgere også bruger vi også mega influenter,
som har over 100.000 følgere. Men så kan man jo sige, at dem vi anvender mest er dem,
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som hedder macro influenter som ligger imellem kategorien. Vi har også en ordning, hvor
man kan blive Premium blogger på vores blogger platform og for at blive det skal man
have et vis antal læsere om måneden før man kan komme i den kategori. Man kan nok
også betale sig frem til det, men så er det ikke sikkert, at vi bruger dem i kampagner,
da det handler mere om, hvor mange læsere de har om måneden.

2.9. Afza: Okay. Kan du afklare om der er en bestemt platform, som performer bedre
end andre?

2.10. FA: Det er helt bestemt Instagram, som stormer frem og det er også den vi
bruger allermest. Før var det jo blogs, men nu er det Instagram og den er det hotteste
og hvor flest mennesker befinder sig og holder sig opdateret. Så giver det også mening
at annoncere og at være der. Vi bruger dog stadig dem der har de store blogs, hvor hvis
det giver mening, at de har et stort læsertal er det ret fint at bruge noget blogindlæg
også. Det er jo også, fordi timespend er længere på et blogindlæg. Det vil sige, at man
bruger længere tid på at læse det og derved kan man komme rundt om virksomheden
eller services på en anden måde. Normalt er Instagram post baseret og på Storiesne
kan influenterne forklare og være mere nærværende samt dybdegående med produktet.
Mange gange er storiene ikke nær så opstillet, så på den måde kan du komme nærmere
dine følgere gennem stories end gennem posts. Man kan snyde mere på post, fordi
man kan bruge et filter, så det ser mere lækkert ud. Men på stories, der er du mere
umiddelbart dig selv. Selvfølgelig kan man lægge et filter på! Men altså, du kan ikke
lave dine features om på dit ansigt. Derved er Instagram den største platform vi bruger.

2.11. Afza: Nu er du selv kommet lidt ind på det, men hvilke fordele er der ved
influencer marketing? Du nævner noget med nærvær og vise sin personlige side osv, men
kan du uddybe lidt mere?

2.12. FA: Ja det er jo netop, at de kan vise sit rigtige liv, som virker mere autentisk.
Man har jo netop den fordel, at man har nogle følgere som følger med i ens liv hver dag
og følger med i op og nedture, når man har det skidt. Dette gør, at man viser noget
som følgerne kan relatere til en, som giver noget mere tillid. Selvom nogle vil mene
at tilliden er brudt på andre punkter, fordi reklame er reklamer. Men der mener vi jo
også, at det aldrig har været meningen at reklamen skulle skjules. Man skal heller være
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ærlig overfor, at det er en reklame og fortælle, at man til gengæld har takket ja, fordi
man i forvejen bruger produktet og har brugt det noget tid, hvor testen har gjort noget
fantastisk for ens hud og derfor vil man gerne lave en kampagne, hvor man yderligere
kan give sine følger 10% . Så det handler mere om at finde det rette match, så man ved
at influenten takker ja på grund af, at det er et godt produkt og ikke blot, fordi at det
bare er penge. Der tror jeg også mange influenter har fundet ud af, at det er vigtigt ikke
at takke ja til, hvad som helst, fordi det påvirker og kan ødelægge ens autencitet og
troværdighed. Selvfølgelig er der nogle der vil takke ja til, hvad som helst. Men der går
vi meget op i, at have en dialog med influenterne og spørge om det er noget de kunne
have lyst til, så det netop ikke bliver kunstigt eller fordi vil have pengene. Vi skal netop
kunne se, at der er et match i forhold til deres univers og det de repræsenterer generelt.
Dette skal selvfølgelig også være match i forhold til produktet.

2.13. Afza: Og hvad er dine tanker i forhold til ulemperne ved at bruger influencer
marketing? Er der overhoved nogen ulemper nu, hvor forbrugerne forholder sig mere
kritiske til traditionel reklamer?

2.14. FA: Der er selvfølgelig de ulemper der er når disse øv kampagner bliver taget op
for eksempel brazilian butt lift med Fie Laursen, som er super uheldigt. Det kommer
desværre i medierne og det kommer der fokus på i sted for alle de andre kampagner,
som virkelig har fungeret. Jeg vil sige det der kan være svært ved influencer marketing
er, at det kan være svært at måle på. Man kan jo sige sådan noget som GoogleAds og
SEO der er der noge man kan måle på, men der er også noget, hvor man bliver nødt til
at lave nogle benchmark, hvor man kan regne ud på baggrund af andre kampagner eller
andre former for annoncering, der kan vi regne ud, at der cirka kommer dette ud af det.
Dette er det samme for influencer marketing, hvor man eksempelvis har en rabatkode
med, der kan man tracke, hvor mange gange den rabatkode er blevet brugt. Derefter kan
man se, hvor mange konverteringer, der er blevet lavet. Men det kan selvfølgelig være
svært nogle gange, at måle præcis på, hvad man får ud af det. Så målingen kan nogle
gange være en ulempe, men det gælder de fleste former for marketing i virkeligheden.
En anden ulempe er selvfølgelig også, at nogle gange over shiner influenten produktet.
Men det er så vores job at sørge for, at der er en god balancegang og at begge vores
klienter altså virksomheden og influenten får værdi for samarbejdet.
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2.15. Afza: Nu nævnte du at målet at bruge influencers i kampagner kan være
forskelligt. Når virksomheder kontakter jer, er der nogle bestemte mål, som de ønsker at
indfrie med brugen af influencers?

2.16. FA: Ofte er der meget inbound, hvor mange virksomheder der skriver til os. Men
rigtig tit kontakter vi også selv virksomheder, hvis vi kan se der er et perfekt match
mellem dem og en en influent som vi har. For eksempel Helse Matilde hun handler tit i
det storcenter, som hedder Krone i Vanløse. Her tænkte vi, at det giver god mening
at lave en kampagne der, fordi det vil virke rigtig autentisk, at man laver en kampagne
med netop hende, fordi hun i forvejen kommer der meget. Så der er også gange, hvor
vi ringer til virksomheder og spørg om, hvilke former for marketing de fører og om de
måske har overvejet, hvad influencer marketing kan gøre for dem. Hvis de føler der er et
match og noget de kan se en værdi i, så laver vi en kampagner med dem. Men det er
også en virksomhed i sidste ende, så vi kontakter nogle gange mange virksomheder, hvor
det handler om at tage disse leads og få dem i hus. Men stadig skal det siges, at det er
vigtigt at der er et match. De kampagner som ikke har fungeret, der har der netop ikke
været et match mellem influenten og virksomheden, samt det produkt de har.

2.17. Afza: Men hvordan sørger I for, at der er denne match og synergi mellem
influenten og virksomheden de promovere for?

2.18. FA: Det handler om at befinde sig på de sociale medier rigtig meget og vide,
hvor de forskellige influencers står i livet og sige for eksempel at Simone Tajmer hun
skal giftes og der er nogle, der har kontaktes os angående noget markedsføring af nogle
flotte lokaler på Frederiksberg. Her er det så, at vi skal lave en connection og se, at der
kunne være et virkelig fedt match. Så det handler ligeså meget om, at man skal være
skarp på alle de influencers der er. Desto mere man er på de sociale medier, desto mere
bliver man oplyst omkring, hvem der er ude i markedet. Det vil sige du har et større
udvalg af potentielle influenter, der kan matche forskellige virksomheder. Det er jo klart,
at alle dem der er top of mind altså det er jo mange af de store såsom Helse Matilde,
Irina og alle de der. Men der er lige så vel dem som ligger det under og som har 40.000
følger og som er mommy influencer og har følgere der er meget interesseret i det liv som
de har. Det er jo lige så vigtigt at finde sådan nogle så det ikke kun er alle de store som
alle kender men at man ligeså vel er opmærksom på alle de nicher der ligger. Det kan
være en influent der går op i golf eller har en anden atypisk sportsgren. Så sådan nogle
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er også gode at følge med i, fordi inden man får set sig om så er der en virksomhed som
står og mangler en influent som matcher der. Grundlaget for at lave et godt match er
derfor ved at lave sin research godt, være med på de sociale medier og sørge for at følge
med på Instagram når der kommer nye som er interessante. På den måde sørger man
for, at man potentiel har en person som matcher.

2.19. Afza: Så kendskab ud til markedet lyder til at være vigtigt.

2.20. FA: Ja og det er lige så vel vigtigt at kende til nogle influencers som har en
lidt bredere vifte af personligheder, som de viser frem, fordi desto mere specifik du er
desto mere vil du afskærme dig selv fra at blive kontaktet af nogle som du måske finder
relevante. Det er jo klart, at hvis jeg udelukkende kun ligger post ud af boligindretning
op så er det klart man ikke vil blive pitchet til en tøj kampagne. Derfor må man gerne
tænke på, at man gerne må være alsidig, men så skal man heller ikke være for alsidig,
fordi så kan man blive for bred og intetsigende. Det skal være en med personlighed så
firmaet kan sige “Gud ja - der var hende der med yogaen, som er veganer men samtidig
er hun bæredygtig og kan lide at pleje sig selv osv. Men hun laver ikke kun yoga, fordi så
kan vi ikke sælge vores protein shake.” Derfor handler det hele tiden om en balancegang
i virkeligheden, hvor det handler om at have lidt bredte på uden for meget, fordi så
bliver det svært for følgere egentlig at finde ud af hvad er det egentlig denne influent
kan egentlig. Og for virksomheder er det svært at tyde jamen hvad er det hun er ekspert
inden for og hvorfor skal man vælge hende fremfor en anden influent.

2.21. Afza: Det giver også god mening. Men når I så har lokaliseret disse influencers,
er det mest hensigtsmæssigt at etablere et længerevarende forhold med influencers eller
er det bedst at brands egentlig bruger nye influencers til forskellige reklamer?

2.22. FA: Det er meget forskelligt, fordi det kommer også an på deres budget da et
længerevarende samarbejde kræver, at det er fra et halvt til et helt år som så også
kræver et vis større budget. Her skal influenten lave content over et helt år plus hvis
der er det vi kalder for eksklusivitetsaftaler oveni så gør det at influenten ikke må lave
noget med konkurrerende brands på samme tidspunkt i et helt år. Virksomheden skal
derfor også betale for at den influent ikke kan lave noget for nogle andre i den periode.
På den måde så kan det siges at man fratager at hun får arbejde i den periode. Så der
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kræver det jo selvfølgelig en vis sum penge. Men vi ser at folk køber ind på de samme
influenter igen fordi de har haft en succesoplevelse. Vi ser dog også at nogle har kørt
med tre forskellige influenter også syntes de en eller to af dem kunne være noget de
kunne tænke sig at gå videre med og samtidig skifter nogle ud og prøver noget nyt.

Fra influenternes perspektiv, der er det helt klart at de ønsker lange samarbejder, fordi før
det første for dem virker autentisk over for deres følger, at man kører et længerevarende
samarbejde. Plus influenterne er sikret en honorar over en længere periode, hvilket
betyder, at de ikke skal ud og finde et arbejde andre steder. Det er lettere for en influent
ikke at skulle lave forskellige andre kampagner for fire andre virksomheder, men bare
at have en enkelt virksomhed som de kan fokusere på. Nogle gange kan det være en
fordel for virksomheden at have nogle længerevarende samarbejde, fordi man kan lav
nogle content-pakker som er billigere. Et enkelt stykke content er dyrere, hvis det er at
der bare skal laves et enkelt post eller storyline. Men hvis man skal lave over et helt
år så kan man også forhandle med influenterne, fordi de ved det er en god deal over
en længerevarende stykke tid og for virksomhederne er det også fordelagtigt at have en
billigere pris, men samtidig at kunne skabe værdi for kunderne.

2.23. Afza: Det her med at kunne etablere et forhold med sine følger - hvordan tror
du at influenterne kan gøre det?

2.24. FA: Der er to sider af den sag. Den ene er at vi ofte opfordrer influencers til
at være så autentisk som muligt, derfor så “styrer” vi som sådan ikke og ønsker ikke
at influenterne agere anerledes end de plejer. Hvis vi begynder at fortælle dem hvad
de konkret skal være jamen så piller vi ved alt det som gør at følgerne fulgte dem for.
Derfor er det vigtigt at influenterne er som de er og at vi ikke retter på dem. Omvendt,
hvis der nogle influenter der kommer og spørg os til råds om hvorfor de ikke får mange
tilbud på kampagner så vil vi selvfølgelig give dem nogle råd med på vejen. For eksempel
har Bubber for ikke så lang tid tilbage spurgte os til råds fordi han ikke har været på
mange kampagner. Dette har jo nok også været fordi der har været en skandale med at
han var sin hustru utro med sin barnepige så det er jo klart at det ikke er lige nu, at
han skal køre kampagner. Men han spurgte mig “Hvad kan jeg gøre for at blive bedre
for at komme i spil?” . Her sagde jeg, så til ham, at der skal mere personlighed i hans
profil, fordi han er en profil som i forvejen er barmhjertig, åben og welcoming. Men han
har mange billeder fra når han er ude med Børnefonden og andre billeder som er meget
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alvorlige og der sagde jeg til ham at hvis han kunne lave nogle stories, når han er derude
og fortælle lidt om hvor han skal sove de næste par dage og alt det bagudliggende.
Derved kan følgerne komme inde bagved kulissen, hvor folk får en fornemmelse af, at de
er med omkring personen på den anden side. Det gør også at folk er mere nysgerrige og
bliver ved med at følge med og interagere med det content som influenten lægger op.
Igen det handler om bredden og her var Bubber for snæver på sin profil, hvilket også er
en stor kontrast til hans egen persona som er meget udadtil. Egentlig plejer vi at lave
nogle kladder, hvor man starter ud med de retningslinjer som virksomheden for eksempel
sætter. Det kan være de er meget strikse i forhold til hvad man lægger ud i forhold
til content, fordi de gerne vil fremstås på en bestemt måde. Så udarbejder influenten
noget content og denne kladde bliver så sendt ud til os. Efter det tager vi så en dialog
med kunden om hvad de syntes om det og på den måde kan det være, at de er tilfredse
med postet men ikke selve storien, som måske ikke har så meget fokus på produktet. I
dag sad jeg med en granola reklame med min kollega Sasha, hvor virksomheden selv
havde fundet en influent de vildt gerne ville have, men vi så at virksomheden matchede
bedre med en anden influent. Men da de virkelig gerne vil have den første influent de
havde i tankerne som egentlig var meget sprudlende og ligepå, skulle de også have lov
til at arbejde med den de ville. De havde dog ikke luret at hun ikke altid laver pænt
content før, at de så arbejder med hende. Hun udarbejder så nogle stories, som de ikke
syntes var særlige æstetiske. Vi fandt så en anden influent til dem som stadig havde
denne gode personlighed, en som stadig gik op i at skabe lækkert content som så flot ud.
Så det har også en indflydelse på matchet - netop hvordan influenten og virksomheden
gerne vil udtrykke sig. Ofte har virksomheder nogle retningslinjer for, hvordan de gerne
vil udtrykke sig og derved fremstå udadtil og det er her vi som rådgiver skal træde til.

2.25. Afza: Okay. Jamen er der så nogle faktorer som kan have en indflydelse på
forholdet mellem influenten og følgerne for eksempel i forhold til sponsoreret post?

2.26. FA: For det første er det vores ansvar at sørge for at content bliver lagt fordelagtigt
som muligt og at det hverken bliver overeksponering og at det selvfølgelig virker så
naturligt som muligt. Vi har også en regel med, at hvis man har lavet noget tilsvarende
eller noget der ligner lidt et andet produkt, så skal der minimum gå noget tid før man
må lave noget andet. Det er simpelthen for at sørge for at det ikke virker for underligt.
Det som vi går meget op i at sørge for at sprede det sponsoreret content så der ikke
kommer en overlap i det samme segment. Vi har jo set kampagner fx fra Lunaway som
netop har overeksponeret de samme følger fordi de ikke har taget højde for at følgerne
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følger de samme influenter og der derved kommer en overlap. Derfor må målgruppen
ikke være for snæver og selvfølgelig betyder det ikke, at man ikke skal se noget mere end
en gang. Man kender det fra en selv, hvor tit når man har set noget mere end en gang
så bliver man nysgerrig på det og vil derefter overveje at købe det. Man vil sjældent
købe noget ved første øjekast og her kan det virkelig hjælpe at se produktet hos nogle
man virkelig stoler på. Derfor må tingene gerne blive vist et par gerne, men hvis der er
for mange posts som er sponsoreret så kan det virke utroværdigt og ikke autentisk.

Ehm altså. . . Vi sørger derfor for at ligge content også kan vi se, hvilke kampagner der
kører på en gang. Derved kan vi følge med i vores egen influenter, men også have et
godt overblik over andre diverse influencers profile. Det er vigtigt hvis nu vi skal bruge en
som ikke ligger i vores netværk. Vi bruger jo alle influenter hos os. Men så ser vi jamen
har hende her lavet noget andet for andre måltidskasser for eksempel eller noget der
stikker helt modsat end det hun normalt gør. På den måde går vi ind og dobbelttjekker
og kigger og ser om der er noget, der ikke stemmer overens med deres eget personlige
brand og det de gerne vil reklamere for. Det er vores del af bordet at sørge for det.

2.27. Afza: Nu nævner du overeksponering og match som en af de faktorer som
betyder noget, Men er der andre faktorer som kan have betydning for forholdet mellem
influenten og følgerne?

2.28. FA: Ja, derudover vil jeg sige at der er mange af vores sponsoreret post som
performer bedre end almindelige post. Det er lidt sjovt, fordi det skulle man ikke tro.
Der er faktisk flere tilfælde, hvor det sponsoreret indhold klarer sig bedre i forhold til
engagement og reach end det organiske. Det er sjovt at folk er meget interesseret i hvad
det sponseret indlæg er selvom de godt ved at det er reklame som i øvrigt også er noget
influenten skal gøre følgerne opmærksom på det. Her er det igen de produkter som
performer godt, de produkter som influenten har brugt før eller som faktisk passer godt
ind i deres univers, hvor det giver super god mening at sponsorere noget de i forvejen vil
bruge.

Men altså der har jo også været tilfælde, hvor vi kan se der sker et brud i forholdet
mellem influenten og følgerne. Her i går havde vi faktisk et tilfælde, hvor en af vores
influenter oplevede en lille shitstorm. Det er Mette Helene og det var fastelavn her i
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weekenden, hvor hun klædte sig ud og hun ville gerne ligne en prinsesse fra 1001 nat.
Så hun havde ikke et kostume og hun tænkte at “jeg tager da bare lige det jeg har i
skabet” . Så hun tog en elefanthue og et tørklæde og en sikkerhedsnål. Hun synes jo
hun selv lignede en prinsesse, men det var der mange der blev enorm stødte af det, fordi
hun i deres øjne klædte sig som “en muslim” . Dette var ikke hendes intention men
dette blev opfattet sådan. Sådan noget kan have en negativ påvirkning, fordi her har
hun trådt sine følgere over tæerne og agerer på en måde som gør at de bliver stødte.
Men ofte hvis du er en god influent kan man netop rette op på det og det gjorde Mette
Helene. Hun lavede en story efterfølgende, at hun havde slettet de billeder hun havde
med sit kostume også lavet hun en storyline over fire-fem sekvenser. Her fortalte hun
simpelthen at hun var rigtig ked af det og ville gerne sige undskyld til sine følgere, fordi
hun ikke var klar over hendes “hvide privilegium” i at for hende gjorde det ikke ondt. Til
gengæld, hvis man kommer fra en kultur, hvor man i mange år har været undertrykt
og har gjort, at man har været igennem nogle svære ting så vil man se på hende gøre
grin med det at være muslim for eksempel. Og hun anerkendte, at det var respektløs
og det er ærgerligt, at det først er noget hun kan se noget nu men det var hun ked af.
Det var følgerne selvfølgelig meget glade for, hvor de også sagde, at det var fedt at hun
kunne sige undskyld og det er virkelig cool, at hun har undersøgt og læst om et bestemt
begreb “det hvide privilegium” . Man kan virkelig rette op på mange ting hvis du viser
din personlighed og ja deler ud af dine tanker og på den måde rette op på mange ting.
Men det er klart at shitstorme kan have enorme indflydelse på forholdet mellem følger
og influent.

2.29. Afza: Ja der er mange shitstorme og det er selvfølgelig også dem man høre om!

2.30. FA: Ja præcis og vi gør jo også meget for at vise at influenter ikke kun er nogle
dumme ænder men at der er mere til disse mennesker.

2.31. Afza: Bestemt! Kan du gå igennem jeres udvælgelsesprocessen i forhold til
influencer marketing kampagner?

2.32. FA: Det er en god start at vide noget om mange influenter. Udvælgelsesprocessen
er meget baseret på virksomhedens egne mål og KPI’er for kampagnen. Det handler
også om hvad er det for en virksomhed, fordi det er det som er hele kernen kan man
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så sige. Vi havde et samarbejde med folkekirken Vesterbro og der var det vigtigt for
dem, at de kunne bruge nogle influenter som ikke nødvendigvis var meget troende men
stadig levede efter nogle kristen værdier og var døbt fordi kampagnen hed “Velkommen
til livet” . Det var så et kriterie fra dem og derefter skal jeg så screen nogle influencers
som naturligt har lyst til at lave en kampagne som lever efter de kristne værdier, men
som også kan se sig selv tale om, hvorfor de er døbt eller har valgt at døbe deres børn.
Så det handler meget om den enkelte case og kampagne.

Det handler også om engagement. Måske har de 100.000 følgere, men kun ti liker deres
billeder så er deres engagement rate rimelig lav og det er jo også noget vi kigger på. Så
kigger vi også på, hvor mange eksponeringer der er på deres stories kontra, hvor mange
følgere de har, fordi det kan jo være ligemeget hvis man har de 100.000 følgere når
kun 5000 ser ens stories. På den anden side kan man have influencer som har 75.000
følgere men 40.000 ser deres stories så er de nok mere relevante. På den måde kigger
vi altid på det med småt. Vi kigger på deres tal på deres Instagram. Målgruppen er i
øvrigt også vigtigt og det er også noget vi kigger på i forhold til influenterne. Det siger
mere eller mindre sig selv at den influent som virksomheden er interesseret i at bruge
også har nogle følgere som kan lide den influent som de følgere. Aldersmæssigt, hvor er
overvægten? Hvis man finder en influent der er i overvægten 18-24 årige og jamen er
kundens produkt og kernekunde gruppe så i aldersspændet mellem 25-34 så dur det ikke
at vælge influenten, fordi det vil de ikke få så meget ud af. Så det er både, hvordan de
interagere, hvordan deres engagement rate er, hvordan deres reach er, det er bredden på
deres profil i forhold til hvordan de placere sig til den service, produkt eller virksomhed.
Det er også vigtigt at måle efter e�ekten af kampagnen. Også er det også meget med
er det en snakke kampagne vi er ude i? Altså skal influenten kunne snakke meget og
derfor være god til at formidle rigtig godt mundtligt? Eller skal de være god på skrift
fordi det handler meget om at kunne forklare sig via et post? Så kigger man også på
deres evner der. Der er en som Cerceline enorm dygtig retorisk og er god til at fange sit
publikum ved at skabe noget empathy, som også gør hende meget likable. Hun er også
god til at formidle sig selv på story så hun vil jeg klart anbefale til en virksomhed som
skal have noget forklaret dybdegående altså noget kvalitativt. Hvorved en der er dygtig
til at skrive så giver det mening at kombinere det med en virksomhed, som har brug for
posts. Der er nogle influencers der kan det hele og det er jo det med bredden, hvor de
både kan fange følgerne gennem posts men også formidle sig gennem stories.
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2.33. Afza: Og dette leder også videre til, hvilke evner skal influenter have for at kunne
overtale sine følger?

2.34. FA: Det med at overtale sine følger er jo også super vigtigt fordi man kan jo sige,
at hvis du er god til at overtale dine følgere jamen så kan virksomheder have det lettere
ved at arbejde med dig. Men det følger også i hånd i hånd - altså en god influent og en
der kan overtale sine følger. Hvis dine følgere synes, at du er en spændende persona
og du kan noget særligt som eksempelvis at du er underholdende, sjov eller kan guide
sine følgere i forhold til et specifikt produkt, og samtidig kan dele ud af dig selv og tro
mod det univers du har bygget op, jamen så vil det også give afkast. Du vil altså kunne
mærke at følgerne hænger ved. Vi kan se at dem der gik fra at være mode, fashion og
beauty influencers, jamen når de får børn så bliver de mere mommy influencers, fordi så
handler det mere om børn og hvordan får jeg også tid til at gøre noget ud af mig selv
når jeg er mor. Der er så mange ting der kan ændre sig igennem ens influencer karrierer.
Men der er også nogle følgere som har fulgt en i mange år som nok også går igennem
den samme udvikling som influenten og det gør jo at de så kan afspejle sig i influentens
liv. Der handler det tit om at der kommer nogle nye følgere til, fordi nu kan man altså
byde på noget nyt. Også er der selvfølgelig også nogle der møder udelukkende mommy
influencer vejen, hvorimod andre siger de har også den bredde, hvor de også bare er mor
nu. Man er ikke kun mor, men man vil også være kendt som den som er smart som mor,
hvor man stadig gør noget ud af sig selv eller stadig træne og dyrke sport. Det handler
altså om hvordan man får ind disse ting inkorporeret i det liv som man har.

Ehm. . . Hvad var det nu du spurgte om?

2.35. Afza: Spørgsmålet var om der er nogle specifikke egenskaber der kan gøre at
influenter lettere kan overtale sine følger og her lyder det som om at kunne relaterer sig
til dem er en faktor. Er det korrekt?

2.36. FA: Ja altså at kunne skabe et bånd til sine følger er vigtigt og her i forhold
til influencer marketing der er præmissen jo også at kunne spejle dele af sit liv med
influentens liv. Nogle er dog dygtigere end andre til at gøre det. Men nogle er bedre
til at være overbevisende overfor andre. Men ofte har man ikke behov for at være så
skide overbevisende, hvis det virkelig passer til ens liv og univers så det er der jeg vil hen.
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At man lige har fået en baby og dermed har købt en ny babyseng fra Baby Sam, jamen
det giver jo godt mening og det er naturligt så er det ikke fordi du på den måde skal
have de vildeste overtalelsesevner. Oveni det, hvis du har en rabatkode 10% så er der jo
nogle gravide mødre der nok sidder derude og tænker jamen det er relevant og brugbart
for dem fordi de kan spare nogle penge. Ehm så ja sådan nogle ting.

2.37. Afza: Okay. Hvordan mener du at kendskab til influenten bliver skabt?

2.38. FA: Altså det er selvfølgelig, hvis man har fulgt en influent i en længere tid så
har man et andet billede af dem. Det som vi erfarer er, at de ældre influenter i Blogger
Delight har måske haft nogle af de samme følgere i 10 år og det er ofte de samme
folk som så kommentere og liker deres billeder. Det man så kan sige ud fra det er jo
selvfølgelig at hvis du poster noget oftere jamen så har man naturligt også et bedre
kendskab til den influent. Der er nogle influenter som måske kun ligger billeder eller
stories ud en gang om ugen og det gør det lidt svært for følgerne at få et bedre billede
af dem Hvorimod, hvis du har en influent som så poster billeder ud hver dag jamen så
giver det også mere og følgerne husker også disse influenter bedre.

2.39. Afza: Det her kommer nok til at lappe over andre spørgsmål og svar, men hvis
du skulle nævne nogle kriterier som driver en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategy hvad
vil du inddrage der?

2.40. FA: Altså det her med overtalelsesevne, at være autentisk og at kunne vise sin
personlige univers og dermed kunne skabe et forhold til sine følgere er selvfølgelig ting
er vigtige i en god influencer marketing kampagne. Men det som jeg har erfaret er,
at det rette match er mega vigtigt. Match er altså the key word. Det man også skal
være opmærksom på det er, blot fordi du har mange følger jamen det er ikke garant
for, at du kommer bredt ud og at du pludselig har et stort reach. Det handler mere
om at gå at kigge på tallene og hvem ser dine posts, stories og det du lægger ud. Så
vær kritisk og opmærksom på at selvom det ligner at hende her hun er en match på
overfladen og hun har mange følger. Men overvej, hvor mange når hun ud til som er
relevante for virksomhedens målgruppe, som man kan se under Stats. Mange af de
store virksomheder har adgang til disse numre, hvor de kan se, hvor i landet hendes
følgere bor og hvor gamle er de. Du kan også se nærmest al ting fx hvordan de handler
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osv. Det med geografi er også vigtigt fordi det nytter ikke at segmentet som influenten
rammer ligger i Jylland men at virksomheden har et fysisk produkt som sælges i en
butik i København. Derfore er geografi, aldersgruppe og reach også vigtige. Hvor langt
kommer de ud og engagement er også vigtigt fordi når folk interagere med noget så
sidder det også lettere fast. Så er der jo også interesse, som kommer til udtryk når folk
kommentere, skriver og spørger “hvor har du købt den bluse” eller “hvilke restaurant
besøgte du i den story” . Sådan nogle ting viser at der er en interesse. Men i forhold til
engagement skal man også være kritisk fordi ofte så ud af hvor mange følger man har så
er 50 kommentar ret meget, men kigger man i procent ser det småt ud. Så jo nogle
gange er det vigtigt at være kritisk. Men normalt siger vi over 1.5% engagement rate er
flot. Men det er ikke afgørende. Hvis målet er at skabe awareness så er engagement rate
ikke betydningsfuld. Måske handler det så mere om hvem der har set det og derfor kigger
man på at influenten har mange flere følgere. Så det kommer igen an på kampagnen i
forhold til influencer marketing.

2.41. Afza: Det er super. Hvad tror du at fremtiden for influencer marketing vil være?

2.42. FA: Nogle af de tendenser vi kommer til at se er et længere format. Nu er IGTV
jo kommet så det er lidt YouTube agtigt. Det er jo ligesom de videoer man laver på
YouTube. Ehm, der ser vi mere og mere folk der laver længere videoer og de laver altså
længere formater. Folk synes det er spændende at se længerevarende ting, hvilket er
meget godt fordi så kan du virkelig komme i dybden med noget. Ehm hvis du har folks
opmærksomhed i længere tid så kan du også nemmere fået forklaret og vist noget end
man kan på et post. Så det er helt klart noget vi ser allerede nu. Ehm. Så er der
jo podcasts. Mange af vores influencers er faktisk gæste speaker på podcast eller at
nogle af dem har selv lavet nogle. Der er en af vores influencer som har denne podcast
“Farmand” . I sted for mommy blogger så er det super fædrene med cykelhjelmene der
bare aflevere børne om morgen også tager de på arbejdet. Der tager de pis på det at
være far og det at have en dad body og form. Der har vi også solgt ind et afsnit af
en podcast, hvor de fortæller at det afsnit er så sponsoreret af for eksempel Simple
Feast. På den måde kommer de også ind på deres egen mening, men samtidig giver
disse virksomheder dem også noget content at lave.

Ellers tror jeg også det med, at det var lidt tys at noget var en reklame. Men nu er
det mere udbredt, hvor vi eksempelvis er meget gennemsigtige, at det er noget der er
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sponsoreret. Det bliver altså mere populært og folk tager det til sig at det er en anden
form for markedsføring og det gør ikke noget at folk ved det. Det er ikke mening, at det
skal skjules og man er mere åben omkring det.

Ellers så tror jeg også micro influencers vil komme mere frem særlig, fordi mange af de
store influencers bliver kigget på med anderledes øjne, hvor følgerne tænker “jamen det
har hun jo bare sagt ja til fordi hun får penge for det.” Ehm. . . Hvor micro influencers
de vil gerne gøre et godt stykke arbejde. Det kan være, at de blot får et produkt, men
de prøver det af rent faktisk og skriver lidt om det og er mere engageret i kampagnen
og dermed får man også en anden form for kvalitet. Man får også kvalitet med brugen
af andre typer af influencers, men det er noget helt andet og det er en meget højere
engagement rate også, fordi de følgere som de har jo er kommet, fordi de aktivt har
valgt at trykke følg hos denne profil. Personligt så helt ærligt, så følger jeg en hav af
andre influencer, som har mange følger, men det er fordi at andre følger dem at jeg
også tænker jeg burde. Med de mindre influencer, der har der været et andet valg til
grundlag for det. Der har jeg selv valgt at følge dem, fordi jeg syntes de havde en mega
spændende profil og have noget at byde på i forhold til den person jeg er. Sådan vil
det være oftest og det gør, at man kan sige, at man kan komme længere med en micro
og macro influencer. Man skal ikke tage fejl af at de ikke har mange følgere. Tit har
influenter med færre følgere mere fat i deres følgere. På den måde ser vi mere micro
eller det som er kendt for start macro.

2.43. Afza: Perfekt. Afslutnigvis, er der noget jeg skal være opmærksom på?

2.44. FA: Vi ser jo en større interesse i fx mommy influencers som jeg har været inden
på. Og det er jo et resultat af at mange har taget afstand på denne perfektheds-kultur
som der har været udbredt på Instagram. De perfekte kroppe, Bounty strande, turkist
vand, perfekte outfit. . . det er blevet mere in at være almindelig. det er mere okay at
vise de sider der kan være kedelige og nederen og sådan noget der. Det gør jo også,
at mange af de influenter der er sådan de kommer selvfølgelig også mere i lyset og de
kan levere noget mere autentisk og det er det vi gerne vil have. Vi ser en tendens til
at autenticitet betyder meget. Det perfekte match betyder meget. Og det er noget
nemmere at inkorporere det i et liv som er mere umiddelbart og ligetil og relaterbart
og lidt mere leverpostej end en pige som står i en bikini hvor man så tænker jamen
sådan kommer jeg jo alligevel ikke til at se ud alligevel. Så er det noget nemmere når
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en mommy influencer tager det på, fordi hvis den ser godt ud til hende så ser den også
meget godt ud på mig fordi hun ser almindelig ud og det gør jeg også. Igen vi afspejler
os i andre. Det ser vi også meget mere af.

Afslutningvis er det vigtigt i forhold til influencer marketing at have det perfekte match og
hele det her med brugerperspektivet som betyder rigtig meget. Det er vigtigt at ramme
gennem det hensigtsmæssige brugerperspektiv, fordi hvis brugeren søger noget med
underholdning jamen så nytter noget meget seriøst noget ikke noget. Det handler om at
trække det ned på niveau til forbrugeren, hvor man kan tale om det i øjenhøjde. Det gør
det mere fordøjeligt og du kan komme ret langt. Det er balancegangen. Forbrueren skal
kunne se connectionen mellem det du siger og dig som person. Det handler om at se
hvad er influencernes potentiale.

2.45. Afza: Jamen med det så siger jeg tusind tak, fordi du ville deltage i interviewet.

2.46. FA: Jeg er glad for at kunne hjælpe.

2.47. Afza: Kan du uddybe om, hvorvidt udseende har betydning for, hvor attraktive
følgerne finder influenterne?

2.48. FA: Uuh det er noget af et bredt spørgsmål. For det kommer an på hvad man
lægger i ordet attraktiv. For nogle er en profil attraktiv hvis de er meget informations-
givende om et emne/hobby man interesserer sig for. Det kan også være fordi man måske
finder influenten underholdende og dermed er attraktiv at følge fordi den giver én et
godt grin – hvis du forstår hvad jeg mener. Det kommer an på HVAD influenten kan
opfylde hos følgerne.

Jeg tror derfor det har meget at gøre med hvilke forudsætninger der ligger til grund for,
at en følger vælger valgt at følge en influent. Hvis en følger har valgt at følge en influent
fordi han/hun er god til at lave mad, så vil jeg mene udseendet har mindre betydning.
Følger man derimod en influent som lægger smuk make-up og som giver én tips og tricks
til ens stil/make-up fx, så har udseendet nok mere at skulle have sagt. Omvendt tror jeg
tit det handler om, om hvorvidt man kan spejle sig i influenten på den ene eller anden
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måde. Hvad enten det er for at få information, blive underholdt, eller for at få en virtuel
” ven” eller ” veninde” . Mange influenter bliver måske mere spændende og autentiske
at følge hvis de er mere relaterbare og ikke kun er perfekte hele tiden. Vi ser også en
tendens til, at mange efterlyser mere autenticitet og troværdighed hos influenterne. Fx
Mathilde Gøhler der er så gudesmuk får rigtig rigtig god feedback på en enkelt make-up
tutorial hun har lavet hvor hun også dækker sine urenheder, fordi folk endelig kan se
hende som et menneske, som også en gang imellem har uren hud.

Det korte af det lange svar må nok være at det kommer an på, hvad man som individuel
person finder attraktivt at anvende influenten til på IG – er det noget hvor udseendet
spiller en rolle for måden hvorpå influenten har bygget sit univers op, så ja..men er
det nogle helt andre ting som fx underholdning, information mm, så vil jeg mene at
udseendet ikke har så stor en betydning. Nogle har endda profiler hvor personen bag slet
ikke bliver vist frem nogle steder (kunst, indretning mm), men blot er dygtig til at skabe
et univers som følgerne finder interessant, derfor vil jeg sige det er svært at konkludere
at det udelukkende skulle være udseendet der gjorde dem mere attraktive. Jeg vil sige
det er mere handler om hvad man søger at en influent skal give én.
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Appendix 3. Interview with influencer
marketing agency employee Mathias
Christensen (MC)

3.1. Afza: Tusind tak, fordi du vil deltage i dette interview. Jeg vil først og fremmest
forklare hvad formålet med dette interview er. Som du også ved, er jeg på mit sidste
semester af min kandidat på Copenhagen Business School, hvor jeg at skrive min
kandidatafhandling om influencer marketing og herunder vil jeg gerne finde frem til,
hvilke succeskriterier som kan drive en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategi. Derfor er
det også meget relevant at have et perspektiv med fra influencer marketing agencies,
som hjælper virksomheder med at eksekvere strategier og kampagner. Så egentlig er
det, hvad spørgsmålene vil pege mig i retning af.

Mathias jeg kunne forstå på dig, at du havde lidt travlt, så jeg har faktisk gjort interviewet
lidt kortere. Men kan du starte ud med at fortælle mig, hvad din position på Happyandco
egentlig går ud på?

3.2. MC: Jeg sidder som det vi kalder for Head of digital. Det vil sige, den digitale
ansvarlig. Vi har en digital afdeling og det mit ansvar at lede den, hvilket er forstået på
den måde, at jeg sørger for at få projekterne igennem til tiden. Jeg ligger også de her
digitale strategier, hvor blandt andet influencer marketing nogle gang imellem er en del
af det. Derudover laver jeg andre former for digitale strategier samt media planner øhm
... Også rådgiver jeg en masse hos kunderne også sørger jeg for de projekter vi ligesom
har kommer igennem på den bedste mulig måde får kvalitetssikret de ting rigtigt. Så det
er min, hvad hedder det, overordnet ansvarsområder. Så sidder jeg også i ledergruppen
ude på dette bureau. Så er der også noget med i forbindelse med bureauet som helhed
er. Vi er jo sådan set et brand bureau til den digitale tilstande, som vi kalder vi os. Så vi
bevæger os i forskellig boldgader, digital er en af dem men den kreative er så den anden
store vækstmotor for os.

3.3. Afza: Okay det lyder meget spændende! Men Mathias, der findes mange
definitioner for influencer marketing. Hvordan vil du og Happyandco definere influencer
marketing?
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3.4. MC: Ja altså jeg synes på mange måder har det ændret sig meget i løbet af de
seneste år. Altså for mig ligger det lidt i ordet at det er som, når bruger kan bruge et
produkt og kan influerer andre til at bruge det også. For mig er det essensen af det.
Så er der jo også ofte en masse forskellig forgreninger af influencer marketing og i de
seneste år har nogle jo vist sig at være stærkere end andre. Micro influencer er så nogen
af dem. Blogger er andre og brandambassadører er noget helt tredje. Så jeg synes der
er mange forskellig grene af det i dag, men fælles for dem er så den mulighed, hvor det
er nogen der kan influerer andre til at bruge et produkt eller service. Det som også gør
at influencer marketing di�erentiere sig fra andre marketingsmetoder er i og med at
influencer har en større gennemslagskraft idet at de er vellidt og populære i deres følgers
netværk som netop gør at de kan influere andre til at potentiel at skabe noget brand
awareness.

3.5. Afza: Super. Kan du forklare nogle af de influenter I er mest interesseret i at
bruge? Altså her nævnte du de her micro og macro influenter. Er det nogle af dem som
I er mest interesseret i eller skal de have specifikke antal af følger?

3.6. MC: Altså vi har prøvet lidt af det hele kan man sige. Vi har i en periode arbejdet
meget med micro influenter og det gjorde vi egentlig, fordi vi troede på daværende
tidspunkt, - og det udviklede sig jo hele tiden, men at micro influenter havde mere
gennemslagskraft i deres netværk, fordi folk stolede mere på dem. Det var jo efter der
var en udvikling med, at hvor det egentlig kom frem, hvor meget blogger de egentlig
tjente på deres kampagner og også, at blogger i sig selv værne mere utroværdige end
mirko influenter som måske har lidt mere gennemslagskraft i deres netværk. Derfor
arbejdede vi i en periode mere med micro influenter og det var typisk folk der havde
2000 til 5000 følgere, fordi vi kunne få nogle flere af dem og på den måde ramme mere
specifikt i målgruppen rundt omkring i landet. Vi har aldrig arbejdet særlig meget med
blogger, simpelthen fordi vi ikke tror på det har særlig stor værdi i længere perioder. I
hvert fald for vores kunder som primært arbejder med b2b niveau.

3.7. Afza: Når I bruger disse influenter, er der så nogle platforme I fokusere mere på
end andre?

3.8. MC: Altså jeg vil sige, at de platforme vi fokusere mest på og tilsammen vi
forsøger at arbejde med influencer i dag det er sådan set, at vi gerne vil gøre dem til
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brandambassadører for virksomheder. Så de steder vi føler vi får mest ud af arbejdet
med influencer, det er faktisk komme ind og få lov til at prøve de produkter vores kunder
tilbyder under neglene. Det vil sige vi vil heller have fem eller fire stærke influencers, som
kan blive og er gode ambassadører for brandet. Du kommer tætter på virksomheden ved
at sætte de her ambassadører eller influencers i et rum sammen med de mennesker, der
har virksomheden, hvor kan være med til at produktudvikle eller være med skabe det
content der laves osv. Vi tror faktisk helt klart på, at hvis du får dem ind i det rum dér,
så får du ikke bare en masse loyalitet, awareness og kommunikation omkring dit brand,
men du får også nogle der virkelig mener det! Det synes jeg virkelig er en udfordring i
dag - netop at finde nogle der går op i det.

3.9. Afza: Okay, Nu nævner du lidt det med brand ambassadører og dette leder mig
til et andet spørgsmål, som er ser I at hvad er mest hensigtsmæssigt? At have at
virksomheder arbejder med influenter på længere sigt eller opholde et længerevarende
forhold sammen eller vil have nogen influenter de bruger til få kampagner og det det?
Fordi med brandambassadører, så forstår jeg det som et længerevarende samarbejde.

3.10. MC: I princippet kommer det også an på, hvad det er for et produkt du sælger
eller om det en service eller det er et b2b produkt, eller hvad det nu er du skal ud
og sælge eller markedsfører. Men jeg vil så sige vi har haft kampagner for eksempel
for leverandører såsom hot sauce, hvor det har givet meninger at arbejde med micro
influenter, fordi der er mange foodies derude og de foodies vil vi gerne ramme, med nogen
af dem der har måske 5000 følgere, hvor vi sender dem ned købe nogle produkter. Det
mening at bruge micro influenter, hvor de har mange følgere i en case, hvor det handler
om at ramme mest mulige mennesker hurtigst muligt. Det vil sige få spredt et budskab
om et produkt. Der, hvor du er i en længere sigtet fase, hvor du skal opbygge brand
kendskab for eksempel, hvor der mange der går på TV som er en af de største driver af
kendskab derude. I en længere sigtet strategi der vil for eksempelvis brandambassadører
være meget stærkere, fordi du har længere tid til at skabe et bånd. Du får nogle reelle
mennesker, der er ambassadører for dit produkt. Så egentlig, hvor meget tid du har, så
hvis du ikke har lang tid og skal bare ud og banke noget viden ud om et produkt så vil
det give god mening at vælge nogle af de her mega influenter, som hurtigt kan sprede
budskabet. Jeg tror ikke bare på de giver så stærkt brand, som hvis du vælger at bruge
nogen som du kan gøre til ambassadører
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3.11. Afza: Du nævnt nogle af de ulemper, der er ved influencer marketing, men er
der andre ulemper umiddelbart også?

3.12. MC: Jeg plejer sådan at kigge på to umiddelbare udfordringer. Den ene er jo,
at alt peger på at folk de mister troværdigheden til brandet, når der er blogger eller
influenter ind over, fordi man er betalt for snakke godt om produktet de ofte lidt på
spidsen. Så det er noget som er udfordringen, når man arbejder med influenter marketing
og hvorfor vi også tror meget på at gøre folk til brandambassadører. Her det også
vigtigt at influenten selv kan stå sig kritisk over for diverse virksomheder selvom det er
sponsoreret så de opretholder deres troværdighed. Punkt to er jo, at når du arbejder
med influenter marketing, så kan du ramme måder komme til at overlevere dit brand til
andres hænder. Måsker er de personer ikke er ligeså dytige til at nå under huden på dit
brand eller i virkeligheden ikke tror så meget på det selv fordi de ikke er ambassadører,
så kan det være nogle forkerte historier du kommer til fortælle dem medmindre, at du
har nogle ret stramme retningslinjer for, hvad der skal ske. Så det er også en af de
udfordringer jeg synes der med det. Så er det jo også en blevet til en dyrere beskæftigelse
at arbejde med influencer, så man skal virkelig kigge på som virksomhed får noget ud af
det. Hvad er ens mål? Hvad er det man vil have i den anden ende, når man investerer
15.000 kroner influencer? Hvad skal denne influencer så gøre for virksomheden. Det
synes jeg er meget vigtigt idet det med at det egentlig bliver dyrere og dyrere at arbejde
med dem.

3.13. Afza: Okay. Men, hvordan sikrer I jer, at de influenter bliver brugt på bedst vis
og flugter med det som virksomheden gerne vil have? Er det virksomheden der siger vi
vil gerne bruge denne her influent som I har eller er det jer der vælger dem?

3.14. MC: Det skal ske jo ret tit i samspil med virksomheden. Normalt er det, at man
prøver at lave den korrekte uddrag til den kampagne, hvor vi så prøver at sørge for at
lave den korrekte medieplanlægning først også når man laver sådan en researchfase og
lægge en strategi for hvordan kampagnen eksekveres, så vil du også finde ud af, hvad
det er for nogle influencer man arbejder med. Når man kigger på, hvilke influencer man
skal arbejde med, så findes der en masser af virksomheder der lever af at have influencer
kataloger. Der har vi også arbejdet med en virksomhed, som for eksempel Brandheroes
har vi arbejdet med. De er primært er på mirko influencer niveau. Der kan man sætter
sig ned som virksomhed som dem der har et kategori af influencer. Ellers kan man sætte
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dem i rum med os brand bureau og virksomheden der skal bruge influencer, så kan man
i fællesskab finde de rigtige. Det er en af måder vi gøre det på. En anden måde at
gøre det på er, at man sidder med virksomheder der konkret har nogen der kan være
interessant at arbejde med. Så sidder vores folk og screener om det er de rigtige at
vælge til den specifikke kampagner der. Vi har også oplevet at det nogle gange kan være
godt for virksomheden at ligge nogle retningslinjer for hvordan kampagnen i praksis skal
eksekveres.

3.15. Afza: Når I sidder og screener, kan en foodie influent så reklamere for et
skønhedsprodukt?

3.16. MC: Det er meget vigtigt, at der er en sammenhæng and match mellem de
influencer du vælger og de produkter du promovere. Det rigtig rigtig vigtigt! Noget af
det der også er interessant i dag, er hvordan du bruger influencerne. Altså der synes
jeg, at det er utrolig vigtigt. Man kan jo sige, at der som slutbrugeren kører lidt død i
nu er, at hvis kampagnes bliver eksekveret på Instagram eller Facebook eller YouTube,
fordi der har man været vant til at se meget reklame. Vi forsøger så vidt muligt at
tænke i handlende ideer, hvor man kan bringe influencerne i spil ud i den virkelige verden.
Det synes jeg er meget relevant at gøre. Der findes en case netop i øjeblikket med en
virksomhed der hedder Bedre Nætter. Måske kender du dem - de sælger senge.

3.17. Afza: Ja jeg syntes jeg har hørt om dem fra en reklame på Instagram.

3.18. MC: Ja de targeter rigtig meget folk der kan finde på at købe senge online. Det
korte af det lange er, at de har en influencer kampagne som . . . jeg desværre ikke har
været med til at lave, men som jeg synes er god, så den kan jeg altså godt fremhæve. . .
de har en influencer kampagne kørende i øjeblikket, hvor de har lavet et hotel inde i
Aarhus, hvor man kan booke en masse Airbnb også sove i deres senge. Så har de også
kombineret det med noget lækkert wellness ophold, for at kunne få en god oplevelse i
forbindelse med at sove i en af deres senge som de sælger. Det bruger de så influencers
til at eksekvere. Det vil sige, at der er influencers, som kan få lov til at komme ud og
sove på de her hoteller ligesom os helt almindelige dødelige mennesker. Men der får du
sat influencerne i en situation, hvor de kan sprede det gode budskab omkring en god
handlende ide, hvor det ikke bare er at skrive hashtags på et sponsoreret indlæg også
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vise et billede af en væg. Men i højere grad viser influenten i mere naturlige settings osv.
Det gør jo også at forbrugerne finder dette mere relaterbart og autentisk.

3.19. Afza: Super fint. Dernæst har vi også dette aspekt, som du også har berørt med,
hvordan influenten etablere et forhold til deres følger. Hvad er din erfaring med det?

3.20. MC: Det virker måske overfladisk, men dem som er dygtige til det, der handler
det om at de er i stand til at interagere med deres følger på en god måde og endda
få dem brugt i deres stories. Det er jo de dygtige influencers, men dem synes jeg ikke,
at der er sindssyge mange af. Men dem vi gerne vil arbejde med, som bureau er også
dem der er i stand til at skabe et bånd til deres følgere. Dette er noget vi screener når
vi kigger på de enkelte influencers som vi skal bruge til kampagner. Men derudover så
kigger vi også på influencens segment. Altså hvem er det der følger den enkelte influent,
hvor vi går ind og kigger på er det nogle der er relevante. I forhold til influenten så
kigger vi også på, hvor engageret er de i det content de skaber? Men generelt synes jeg,
at det er langt fra mange som er i stand til det.

3.21. Afza: Men er der så nogle specifikke faktorer som har en indflydelse på forholdet
mellem influenten og følgerne?

3.22. MC: Det er klart at, hvis du er en influencer som arbejder meget indenfor mad
og drikke og begynder at reklamere for et skønhedsprodukt, så mister du din autencitet
og det fat du har på slutbrugeren. Autenciteten er at du er ærlige og åben overfor dine
følgerer. Man kan sige at den vigtigste del, når du er influencer er, at din slutbruger kan
identificere med dig, fordi de endten kan spejle sig i det du laver og føler, at du på mange
måder minder om dem. Eller ihvertfald har noget de kan perspektivere til deres eget liv.
Så er det jo klart at hvis du slår på at være foodie, men reklamere skønhedsprodukter,
så mister din slutbruger den for for identificering faktor. Det er et kæmpe problem og
det er også derfor, at vi så bruger meget tid så når vi screener influencers så sørger vi for
at få kigget på hvad de promovere udadtil på deres posts, men også hvad de promovere
gennem deres stories. Hvis det udadtil virker som om det er hus og have, men når vi så
går igennem deres Instagram profil og vi også kan se, at de også promovere for produkter
såsom mad og skønhedsprodukter, så har vi en udfordring, fordi så tror vi ikke på at den
influent er relevant for deres slutbruger længere. Det kan være fordi de promovere for
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mange forskellige ting, hvilket kan give forskellige signaler udadtil og på længere sigt ikke
være fordelagtigt for deres brand som sådan. Hvis slutbrugeren kan se at du reklamere
for for mange forskellige brands som ligger udenfor influencerens kerneområde så kan
det virke utroværdigt, fordi det kan virke som om du bare takker ja til et samarbejde for
pengenes skyld og ikke fordi du tror på produktet.

3.23. Afza: Ja okay fordi jeg tænkte, har I haft nogle episoder, hvor for mange
sponsoreringer har haft en meget negativ indflydelse på en influent? Og fortæller I jeres
influenter, at der skal gå et vist stykke tid før de kan promoverer et produkt?

3.24. MC: Det har vi bestemt, på grund af de udfordringer der kan være som nævnt
tidligere. Vi havde eksempelvis en influent i København, som havde fået sponsoreret en
stol fra et konkurrence firma, så det er for eksempel nogle ting vi kan løbe i fælderne på
her. Det er ihvertfald et klasse eksempel på ting der ikke må ske, fordi så er det virkelig
svært for den enkelte virksomhed at skille sig ud. Det er også derfor det er vigtigt at
gøre dem til brandambassadører, fordi derpå så virker opslagende også mere naturlige når
man har kendskab til at den influent plejer altså normalt at reklamere for det brand osv.

3.25. Afza: Mener du at influencer skal have visse former for egenskaber før de har
denne evne til at overtale sine følger?

3.26. MC: De skal kunne promovere for ting i deres eget område og niche. Det føler jeg
er meget vigtigt fordi slutbrugeren har også den opfattelse, at hvis influenten interessere
sig for hus og have ting jamen så må de også have meget viden indenfor det område.
Det får måske også forbrugeren til at være mere tilbøjelig til at lytte og måske endda
købe det produkt de reklamere for end hvis det var en kendis. Der kommer absolut de
bedste kampagner ud af. For eksempel i forhold til denne Bedre Nætter case, så er det
jo svært at være specialist inden for hotel og seng, men der skal du stadig kunne finde
nogle der passer inden for den industri. Det kan også være livsnyder segment, som ofte
er lifestyle influencers i sted for, eller folk som rejser. Så du skal stadig kunne finde nogle
der passer nogenlunde ned i den kasse som virksomheden arbejder inden for.

3.27. Afza: Okay. Nu er vi snart ved enden. Men hvad synes du, at man som brand
og virksomhed skal være opmærksom på, hvis man vil opnå en succesfuld influencer
marketing strategi?
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3.28. MC: Det vigtigste for mig vil være en af de første ting vi kigger på når vi sætter
os ned med vores kunder og det er hvad skal vi bruge det her til. Hvad er ens KPI’s?
Vi plejer at dele det op i tre forskellige faser. Den første er en awareness fase, det er
den øverste fase. Du kan tale om en marketing fase eller andre kalder det også en lead
plejer fase. Til sidst har man den fase, hvor det handler mere om at lukke et salg eller
at sige, at det her skal lige lukke en konvertering for eksempel. Men hvis man taler
om, at det her skal kunne gøre noget for dig her og vi befinder os i awareness fasen,
så skal du ud og finde nogle influencers som er dygtig til at fortælle dit budskab ud til
flest mulige mennesker hurtigst muligt. Her vil du nok finde nogle der har rigtig mange
følgere, men som stadig kan stå inden for produktet. Hvis du er i lead plejer fasen og
marketing fasen, jamen så handler det om at du skal ud og finde nogle mennesker der
kan være rigtige gode ambassadører til dit produkt. Det er simpelthen fordi det her er
en fase, hvor folk skal overbevises for at købe dit produkt, så derfor er det vigtigt at
du finder nogle mennesker som er i stand til at tale rigtig godt om det, hvor det ikke
bare er another day, hvor de reklamere for noget. Og arbejder du så med nogle, hvor
du skal ud og lukke en handel eller et salg for eksempel, så skal du se om vi har nogle
influencers på markedet som er speciel gode til at give rabatkoder eller kuponer til at
lukke disse specifikke salg. Så det er jo nogle forskellige måder at bruger influencers til.
Men kigger du på et overordnet niveau, hvad du kan bruge influencers til, så bliver du
nødt til at kigge på den lange bane også er du nødt til at gøre dem til ambassadører
hos virksomheden. Jeg tror simpelthen ikke der er nogle quick fixes længere i influencer
marketing. Afslutningvis er det også vigtigt at evaluere om du har indfriet de mål som
du havde sat dig for i begyndelsen. Hvis det ikke er tilfældet så skal man eventuel ændre
strategi til næste gang man vælger at lave sådan en kampagne.

3.29. Afza: Super. Jamen afslutningvis Mathias, hvad mener du at fremtiden af
influencer marketing vil byde på?

3.30. MC: Jamen de tendenser vi ser er, at folk er begyndt at kunne se igennem
influencers på mange måder. Fra mit perspektiv, så i fremtiden for influencer marketing,
der finder man som virksomhed 5-10 influenter, som man arbejder med på et højere
niveau. Det vil altså sige, at det er nogle du lader komme ind i det allerhelligste i dit
brand altså tage dem med ind i arbejdslokalerne og i virkeligheden kan være med til at
produktudvikle og dette gøre tingene endnu federe, hvor de kan kommunikere produktet
til slutbrugeren på en rigtig god måde. Influenter kan også bidrage til en helt unik indsigt
til slutbrugeren af produktet. Det er fremtiden for influencer marketing. At man får
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dem helt inde under huden og gøre dem til gode ambassadører til produktet frem for
disse quick fixes, som på mange måder blogger løsningerne er og enkelte samarbejder
med influencers er. Selvom, at det kan lukke et salg hurtigt, jamen så er der ikke noget
efterfølgende.

3.31. Afza: Perfekt! Jamen Mathias tusind tak fordi du ville deltage.

3.32. MC: Det var så lidt og alt held og lykke med det hele.
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Appendix 4. Interview with influencer Nivine
Kweik (NK)

4.1. Afza: Tusind tak, fordi du vil deltage i dette interview. Jeg vil først og fremmest
forklare hvad formålet med dette interview er. Som du også ved, er jeg på mit sidste
semester af min kandidat på Copenhagen Business School, hvor jeg er igang med at
skrive min kandidatafhandling om influencer marketing og herunder vil jeg gerne finde
frem til, hvilke succeskriterier som kan drive en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategi.
Derfor er det også relevant at have et perspektiv med fra influencers, fordi I er bindeleddet
mellem følgerne og virksomhederne. Så egentlig er det, hvad spørgsmålene vil pege mig
i retning af.

Kan du angive dit navn, alder, bopæl og beskæftigelse?

4.2. NK: Jeg hedder Nivine Kweik og er 24 år. Jeg er bosat i Køge. Til daglig arbejder
jeg hos SAS i Kastrup Lufthavn og derudover hyret som PR og marketingkonsulent i et
nyopstartet dansk modebrand.

4.3. Afza: Hvilke social medie platform laver du opslag på og hvilke slags opslag laver
du?

4.4. NK: Jeg bruger Instagram som platform. Her poster jeg primært billeder omkring
fashion og beauty. Derudover deler jeg en gang imellem reklamevideoer, sponsorerede
giveaways, billeder af mad og generelt andre hverdags beskæftigelse. Så egentlig så vil
jeg kalde mig selv en fashion influencer.

4.5. Afza: Kan du fortælle mig lidt om, hvad der fik dig til at blive influencer?

4.6. NK: Jeg har altid været glad for at tage kvalitetsbilleder og dele ud af mine
hverdags beskæftigelse på Instagram, herunder tøj, makeup, mad og rejser. Det startede
egentlig som en hobby, men da jeg løbende blev kontaktet af forskellige brands og
virksomheder omkring samarbejder, åbnede det mine øjne op for influencer marketing og
Instagram som en mulig arbejdsplatform.
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4.7. Afza: Hvor meget tid bruger du på de sociale medier til daglig?

4.8. NK: Der er dage, hvor jeg kan bruge flere timer dagligt og andre dage, hvor jeg
tjekker ind et par gange om dagen. Instagram er ikke blot en platform, hvor jeg laver
opslag, men også en inspirationskilde og et forum, hvor jeg kan kommunikere og støtte
andre influencers med samme interesser som jeg.

4.9. Afza: Er der et bestemt antal gange du ønsker at poste og opdatere din sociale
medier og hvorfor?

4.10. NK: Bestemt! Jeg giver altid en lille bid af min hverdag hver dag. Jeg poster
som regel en post op på min profil om dagen, men jeg kan godt finde på at opdatere
min MyStory op til flere gange på en dag. Grunden til at jeg laver stories flere gange om
dagen er fordi det helt klart er lettere at lave og det behøver ikke at være helt perfekt
som på postene på min Insta. Jeg er bevidst over, at jeg skal være aktive og tilgængelig
på min Insta, fordi jeg ved hvor vigtigt det er som en influent at hele tiden at kunne
skabe en connection med følgerne. Det er også det som gør min profil til mig netop at
jeg kan give et indblik i min hverdag.

4.11. Afza: Følger du andre influencers?

4.12. NK: Jeg følger andre influencers med lignende eller samme interesser som jeg,
da cyber verdenen til tider kan virke ret ensom. Derfor synes jeg det er vigtigt at støtte
hinanden fremfor at se hinanden som konkurrenter på markedet. Udover fashion og
beauty influencers følger jeg generelt influencers som inspirerer mig i form af rejser,
madoplevelser eller bare på det personlige plan.

4.13. Afza: Hvordan vil du definere influencer marketing?

4.14. NK: Jeg er ikke så god til at definere begreber som sådan, men jeg ser nok
influencer marketing værende en mere personlig form for marketing. Influencers er for
virksomheden/brandet et netværk, som kan nå ud til nye segmenter/målgrupper og
dermed tiltrække nye potentielle kunder. Man skal se influenceren som mellemmanden
for virksomheden og forbrugeren.
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4.15. Afza: Hvorfor tror du, at influencer marketing opnår mere popularitet end
eksempelvis traditionelle reklamer?

4.16. NK: Personligt vil jeg mene, at influencer marketing opnår større popularitet og
resultater, fordi man er mere tilbøjelig til at købe et produkt såsom en top, hvis man
har set den på en influencer med ” normale” mål, fotograferet i et almindeligt setting
og hvis krop ikke er blevet retoucheret fuldstændigt som på en model i en webshop.
Forbrugeren har nemmere ved at afspejle sig i influencers end i topmodeller, skuespillere
og artister. Influencers lever ofte et ” normalt” liv som forbrugeren gør, medmindre det
er en influencer med over 500.000 følgere.

4.17. Afza: Er der nogle ulemper ved at være influencer?

4.18. NK: Der er klart ulemper ved at være influencer. Man skal konstant være aktiv
for at følgerne ikke mister interessen. Man skal sikre sig at indgå i samarbejder som
ikke ødelægger ens image eller troværdighed overfor ens følgere. Fx skal det produkt
man reklamerer for passe ind i influencerens image, da det ellers kan virke som falsk
marketing, som mister følgerens interesse. Dette gælder også personlige udtalelser og
holdninger som man nogle gange føler sig nødsaget til at udelade, da det ellers kan støde
en del af dine følgere.

4.19. Afza: Hvorfor tror du folk følger dig på de sociale medier?

4.20. NK: Jeg tror folk følger mig, fordi jeg er tro mod mig selv og mit image på
Instagram. Jeg indgår kun i samarbejder, som jeg kan stå inde for. Eksempelvis så
arbejder jeg ikke med hvilke som helst brands, som ikke er en naturlig forlængelse af
mig som et brand, hvilket øger min troværdighed som influencer overfor mine følgere.
Derudover tror jeg generelt bare, at mine følgere bliver inspireret af min stil, kan lide
måden jeg tager mine billeder på og hvordan mit feed har en rød tråd.

4.21. Afza: Hvordan etablerer du et forhold med dine følger?
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4.22. NK: Det er vigtigt, at jeg besvarer kommentarer og beskeder for at vise ydmyghed
og samtidig skabe mig et netværk hos mine følgere. Samtidig stiller jeg spørgsmål til
mine følgere gennem captions eller på stories, for at inddrage dem og vise dem at deres
støtte og meninger betyder meget for mig. Samtidig prøver jeg, trods min generthed,
at lave videoer på stories, hvor jeg snakker ud til mine følgere og på den måde skaber
personlig kontakt.

4.23. Afza: Hvordan vil du beskrive forholdet mellem dig og dine følgere?

4.24. NK: Jeg ser mine følgere som venner, da de støtter mig og sender en masse
kærlighed på mine billeder. Mange af mine kommentarer og likes på mine billeder
kommer fra de samme følgere, hvilket jeg prøver at gengælde bedst muligt og på den
måde skabe et bånd til mine følgere.

4.25. Afza: Svarer du dine følgere og er der bestemt form for kommentarer du svare
på?

4.26. NK: Som nævnt før, besvarer jeg så mange beskeder og kommentarer som
muligt, men det er klart, at der er nogle kommentarer som blot kan besvares med et par
emojis, hvorimod længere kommentarer kræver længere svar. Det er min måde at vise
engagement på overfor de følgere, der tager sig godt tid til at kommentere mine billeder.

4.27. Afza: Føler du at du har en indflydelse på dine følger?

4.28. NK: Jeg tror generelt vi alle har en indflydelse på hinanden på Instagram som
platform. Vi bliver alle inspireret på en eller anden måde og ud fra mine følgeres
kommentarer eller beskeder, kan jeg se, at jeg er motiverende og inspirerende for mange.

4.29. Afza: Er der forskel på det du lægger ud fra din personlige liv på Instagram?

4.30. NK: Det er selvfølgelig svært ikke at adskille mit personlige liv fra mit liv som
influencer. Netop fordi jeg primært deler ud af fashion, beauty og madbilleder og derfor
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kan det være svært at ikke forholde sig personligt. Jeg er dog stadig lidt selektiv idet
selvom jeg gerne vil give indblik i min hverdag så deler jeg ikke billeder af mine alt for
dårlige dage eller meget personlige billeder. Ikke fordi jeg vil fremstå som perfekt, men
jeg synes ikke det hører til på en profil med et bestemt formål. Jeg ser min profil som
en inspirationskilde i henhold til fashion, mad og andre hverdagsting. De personlige
billeder/videoer deler jeg på mine stories.

4.31. Afza: Ifølge dig, hvad skal der til for at du fremstår troværdig og autentisk over
for dine følger?

4.32. NK: Som nævnt tidligere, er det vigtigt at jeg kun promoverer produkter som
jeg selv kan stå inde for og kunne finde på at købe, hvis ikke jeg fik det sponsoreret.
Det kan nemt gennemskues efterhånden, hvis man reklamerer/promoverer for noget som
følgerne ikke har indtryk af, passer ind til mig. Eksempelvis, så poster jeg også en del
tips omkring nogle gode brunch steder i København osv, men skulle jeg til at reklamere
for eksempelvis noget med en grill og barbecue jamen så vil det ikke virke troværdigt,
fordi jeg ikke har noget viden inden for det område. Derudover poster jeg maks et billede
om dagen, da jeg har et liv uden for Instagram med to jobs, familie og venner som skal
tages hånd om. Dette giver jeg også udtryk for overfor mine følgere, hvilket de fleste
respekterer og har tålmodighed til. Samtidig giver det også følgerne et indtryk af, at der
også er et reelt menneske bag min Instagram profil.

4.33. Afza: Hvilke faktorer mener du, som kan få dig til at fremstå utroværdig overfor
dine følgere?

4.34. NK: Jeg mener bestemt at sponsoreret posts kan have en negativ på troværdighe-
den mellem mine følgere og jeg. Hvis mine følgere mistænker at jeg kun poster billeder
som er sponsoreret, svækker det det personlige forhold og jeg kan komme til at fremstå
utroværdig, hvis ikke jeg også deler personlige posts som udelukkende handler om mig.
Mine følgere er kun vant til at se mine posts et 3-4 dage om ugen eller max 1 gang
om dagen. Netop fordi jeg har en travl hverdag uden for Instagram, ved mine følgere
at de ikke bliver overeksponeret med posts, hvilket jeg føler giver en ret god balance i
forholdet mellem instagrammer og følger
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4.35. Afza: Hvilke kriterier kigger du på når du skal samarbejde med en virksomhed?

4.36. NK: Der skal klart være et naturligt match mellem brandet og jeg. Det betyder
meget mere for mig end selve aflønningen. Hvis ikke det er et brand jeg kan lide eller
kan afspejle mig i, er jeg ikke inspireret nok til at tage et ordentligt billede af produktet.
Derudover skal projektet give mening ift. mit image, interesser og værdier. Jeg kigger
på brandets kvalitet, troværdighed og værdier og spørger mig selv om jeg ville have det
godt med at reklamere for sådan et brand, inden jeg indgår i et samarbejde.

4.37. Afza: Kan du gå igennem den udvælgelsesproces, når du vælger at samarbejde
med et brand?

4.38. NK: Jeg kigger først på om det er et brand jeg i forvejen kender. Hvis jeg kender
det så er det et brand jeg synes om? Ville jeg selv købe produktet, hvis ikke jeg fik det
sponsoreret? Passer det ind i min stil og image? Hvis ikke det passer ind i min stil,
støtter det så en vigtig sag? Kan jeg med god samvittighed reklamere for det overfor
mine følgere? Hvis jeg ikke kender det så er brandet troværdigt? Hvem er de som brand,
herunder mission og vision? Kan brandet/produktet udlignes med mine værdier? Kan jeg
være med til at løfte brandet? Kan jeg støtte en god sag ved at indgå i et samarbejde
med brandet? Et godt eksempel kunne være et bikini brand à her ville jeg straks takke
nej, da det ikke hører til mine personlige værdier eller image på Instagram at reklamere
for.

4.39. Afza: Hvad er dit hovedformål når du vælger at arbejde med et brand?

4.40. NK: Mit formål er først og fremmest at skabe positiv brand attitude gennem
samarbejdet, som forhåbentligt giver andre brands lyst til at samarbejde med mig.
Derudover at skabe inspirerende contents og på den måde nå ud til nye potentielle
følgere.

4.41. Afza: Foretrækker du at arbejde med nye virksomheder eller bliver de samme
virksomheder som regel brugt?
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4.42. NK: Jeg kan godt lide at arbejde med de samme virksomheder igen og igen, da
det udstråler en god synergi; et godt match. Omvendt elsker jeg at arbejde med nye og
små brands, som gør det nemmere at følge med i deres udvikling med bl.a. mig som
brandambassadør/influencer. Jeg foretrækker nok langsigtet samarbejder, hvis det er et
brand jeg virkelig har god kemi med. Jeg ville definere det som 6 måneder til at starte
med og derfra vurdere om samarbejdet skal fornys.

4.43. Afza: Ved du om samarbejdet mellem dig og brandet skaber øget kendskab eller
salg?

4.44. NK: Det er ikke alle brands, som giver muligheden for at følge med i salgstallene.
Hvis det er store brands, ved jeg at samarbejdet har forøget salget, hvis de bliver ved
med at forny samarbejdet. Nogle af mine samarbejder giver profit alt efter hvor mange
salg jeg genererer via mit Url link eller en promovering kode, som jeg deler med mine
følgere. Dette giver mulighed for at se præcist hvor mange salg, jeg har genereret til
brandet.

4.45. Afza: I følge dig, hvad bliver brands nødt til at tage i betragtning hvis de vil
opnå en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategy?

4.46. NK: Jeg tror at store brands skal være bedre til at indgå samarbejder med micro
influencers. Jeg mener dette er essentielt, hvis man gerne vil nå ud til flere potentielle seg-
menter og målgrupper. Som jeg også har nævnt tidligere, er det nemmere for forbrugeren
at afspejle sig i mig som micro influencer end i influencers/skuespillere/artister/modeller
med 100 tusinder af følgere som lever et eksklusivt liv. Derfor ser forbrugeren micro
influencers som en ” levende mannequin” som er troværdige ift. kropsmål og livsstil.

4.47. Afza: Hvad tror du at fremtiden af influencer marketing vil indebære?

4.48. NK: Jeg tror bestemt at micro influencers i fremtiden vil have en meget større
rolle for de helt store og internationale brands, fordi vi netop når ud til helt andre
segmenter/målgrupper/potentielle kunder end hvad skuespillere/artister/modeller kan.
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4.49. Afza: Afslutningsvis, er der noget andet du mener jeg skal være opmærksom på
i forhold til influencer marketing?

4.50. NK: Forestil dig dette scenarie: Du ser en reklame for et brand, hvor virksomheden
bag prøver at få dig til at købe et produkt ved selv at fortælle dig, hvor godt produktet
er. Så forestil dig dette scenarie: Din gode veninde eller et nært familiemedlem fortæller
dig om det her produkt og anbefaler det til dig, fordi det er så godt. I hvilket scenarie
ville du være mest tilbøjelig til at købe produktet? Altså er det anbefalinger fra personer,
vi har tillid til eller kan afspejle os i, som er den stærkeste drivkraft i købsprocessen,
hvilket jeg mener er grunden til, at influencer marketing på et tidspunkt bliver mere
anerkendt som markedsføringsstrategi.
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Appendix 5. Interview with influencer Linda
Pour (LP)

5.1. Afza: Tusind tak, fordi du vil deltage i dette interview Linda. Jeg vil først og
fremmest forklare hvad formålet med dette interview er. Som du også ved, er jeg på mit
sidste semester af min kandidat på Copenhagen Business School, hvor jeg er igang med
at skrive min kandidatafhandling om influencer marketing og herunder vil jeg gerne finde
frem til, hvilke succeskriterier som kan drive en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategi.
Derfor er det også relevant at have et perspektiv med fra influencers, fordi I er bindeleddet
mellem følgerne og virksomhederne. Så egentlig er det, hvad spørgsmålene vil pege mig
i retning af.

Kan du angive dit navn, alder, bopæl og beskæftigelse?

5.2. LP: Jeg hedder Linda og jeg er 23. Jeg bor i Risskov og jeg er en kandidatstuderende
på Århus universitet, hvor jeg studerer BSS.

5.3. Afza: Hvilke social medie platform laver du opslag på og hvilke slags opslag laver du?

5.4. LP: Jeg poster primært billeder, men også videoer af tøj. Mit formål med mine
posts er at inspirere mine følgere. Herunder laver jeg til tider også giveaways. Egentlig
har jeg startede ud med at lave opslag om mode, men nu når jeg er i gang med at flytte
fra mine forældre så finder jeg det mere relevant at poste om fx hverdagsting og andet
der sker i mit liv. Men jeg må indrømme jeg har været meget tilbageholdende på den
front, fordi jeg var bange for at det ikke var noget der interesseret min følgerer. Men
responsen på det har været meget positiv! Jeg har haft følgere som har DM’et mig og
fortalt mig, hvor glade de er for den nye vikel på min Insta. Umiddelbart vil jeg mene, at
det er fordi at opslagene er noget de kan afspejle sig i. Det virker som om som jeg også
bliver ældre at mine følgerskare også udvikler sig med mig.

5.5. Afza: Kan du fortælle mig lidt om hvad der fik der til at blive influencer?
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5.6. LP: Jeg besluttede mig ikke specifikt for, at blive influencer. Jeg har altid haft
en passion for mode, og det faldt mig naturligt ind, at tage billeder med fokus på mit
outfit. Jeg finder også meget inspiration fra andre og vil gerne selv kunne give andre
folk inspiration.

5.7. Afza: Hvor meget tid bruger du på de sociale medier til daglig?

5.8. LP: Jeg bruger nok 2-3 timer samlet set i løbet af en dag. Jeg prøver at dele min
tid op, fordi desto ældrer jeg er blevet desto mindre prøver jeg at være limet op af min
telefon, men jeg må indrømme at det er svært at kun at holde sig til 2-3 timer!

5.9. Afza: Følger du andre influencers?

5.10. LP: Ja, jeg følger helt bestemt andre influencers. Lige så vel som at andre finder
inspiration på mit feed, finder jeg også tøj inspiration hos andre influencers på Instagram.

5.11. Afza: Hvordan vil du definere influencer marketing?

5.12. LP: Influencer marketing er et nyere og mere digitaliseret marketingsredskab som
di�erentierer sig fra den mere traditionelle form for marketing.

5.13. Afza: Hvorfor tror du at influencer marketing opnår mere popularitet end
eksempelvis traditionelle reklamer?

5.14. LP: Den platform som influencers har bygget op, er en gylden nøgle for virk-
somheder. En influencers platform er et felt fyldt med potentielle kunder for en virk-
somhed, da de allerede har sat deres tillid til influencers. Som virksomhed træder man
ind i et felt af individer som er samlet i ét forum, hvor alle mere eller mindre deler fælles
interesser. Det gør det lettere, hurtigere og mere e�ektivt for virksomheder at nå ud
med deres produkt, da deres ide af deres målgruppe allerede er samlet på den platform,
hvor reklamen skal til at foregå.
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5.15. Afza: Er der nogle ulemper ved at være influencer?

5.16. LP: Der er helt klart et stort pres i forhold til at skulle opdatere ens profil ofte.
Man ved, at der sidder reelle mennesker på den anden side af skærmen, som venter på
posts fra en. Men når det så er sagt, så kan det pres også være en motivation for at
blive ved med at poste og være konsistent i ens arbejde. Hvis man kan lide hvad man
laver, vil det her pres ikke føles negativt.

5.17. Afza: Hvorfor tror du folk følger dig på de sociale medier?

5.18. LP: Jeg tror de følger mig baseret på om de kan lide mig og det jeg poster. Jeg
vil mene, at det er naturligt at man antager én som værende ekspertise i et felt, hvis
man har en passion for det og er konsistent i ens arbejde.

5.19. Afza: Hvordan vil du beskrive forholdet mellem dig og dine følgere?

5.20. LP: Jeg vil beskrive det som en platform fyldt med venner. Jeg elsker at
opretholde et forhold med mine følgere og føle mig connected med dem.

5.21. Afza: Svarer du dine følgere og er der bestemt form for kommentarer du svare
på?

5.22. LP: Jeg svarer altid mine følgere tilbage. Det er ligegyldigt hvilken form for
kommentar det er. For mig er det super vigtigt at opretholde kontakten mellem mig og
mine følgere fordi på den måde kan jeg altid sørge for at præstere mit bedste.

5.23. Afza: Føler du at du har en indflydelse på dine følger?

5.24. LP: Det vil jeg mene jeg har. Det baserer jeg på de kommentarer og beskeder
jeg modtager. Jeg modtager dagligt beskeder fra mine følgere om, at de har købt et
specifikt styk tøj eller laver deres ka�e som mig efter de er begyndt at følge mig.
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5.25. Afza: Er der forskel på hvad du deler ud af i forhold til dit personlige liv på
Instagram?

5.26. LP: Jeg er selektiv i den forstand, at jeg ikke deler min familie eller venner
medmindre jeg har deres accept på min platform. Jeg prøver så vidt muligt at poste mig
og mit liv, da det er min beslutning at dele den med flere tusinde mennesker. Jeg finder
det meget relevant at dele ud af min personlige side, som hvis jeg har en dårlig dag eller
har mange tanker i hovedet så elsker jeg at dele dette med mine følgere fordi det får det
også til at virke som om der er en ægte person bag skærmen.

5.27. Afza: Ifølge dig, hvad skal der til for at du fremstår troværdig og autentisk over
for dine følger?

5.28. LP: De antager mig som værende troværdig og autentisk, når jeg reelt set er det.
Det betyder at jeg ikke poster for meget reklame, selvom at den reklame oprigtigt kan
være mine ærlige holdning. Selvom reklame for nogle kan virke positivt, så kan det for
andre virke provokerende. Det handler om at finde en balance, uden at træde for mange
over tæerne.

5.29. Afza: Hvilke kriterier kigger du på når du skal samarbejde med en virksomhed?

5.30. LP: Jeg kigger som det første på, om jeg ville købe produktet, hvis jeg ikke fik
det tilbudt i et samarbejde. Hvis jeg kan nikke ja til det, kigger jeg dernæst på hvilke
værdier virksomheden har – hvad går de op i? Hvad er deres formål? Hvilket brand
image har de? Baseret på dette, beslutter jeg mig for, om jeg vil samarbejde med dem
eller ikke.

5.31. Afza: Hvad er dit hovedformål når du vælger at arbejde med et brand?

5.32. LP: Mit hovedformål er at give mine følgere indsigt til noget nyt på markedet.
Jeg har det indtryk af mine følgere, at de bliver inspireret til nye køb via min instagram.
Derfor giver det god mening at samarbejde med virksomheder, med det formål, at
fremvise en bredere vifte af produkt muligheder på markedet pt.
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5.33. Afza: Foretrækker du at arbejde med nye virksomheder eller bliver de samme
virksomheder som regel brugt?

5.34. LP: Jeg foretrækker langsigtet. Jeg foretrækker at bygge et forhold til virk-
somheden, da jeg tror på, at man får de bedste resultater ud af det. Jeg synes også, at
det virker mere troværdigt overfor mine følgere, at de kan se, at jeg oprigtigt kan lide
produktet, når jeg samarbejder med dem over en længere periode. Jeg vil definere et
længere sigtet samarbejde, når man arbejder på mere en én kampagne sammen. Det
varierer hvor mange måneder det kan være, men så snart man er med på kampagne nr.2
antager jeg det som værende langsigtet.

5.35. Afza: Ved du om samarbejdet mellem dig og brandet skaber øget kendskab eller
salg?

5.36. LP: Ikke alle virksomheder vælger at dele statistikker. Men en god indikation på
øget salg og kendskab er, hvis virksomheden fortsætter med at samarbejde med dig og
jeg har haft nogle virksomheder som har valgt at arbejde med mig igen. Så jeg antager
at det er, fordi jeg har skabt værdi for dem.

5.37. Afza: I følge dig, hvad bliver brands nødt til at tage i betragtning hvis de vil
opnå en e�ektiv influencer marketing strategy?

5.38. LP: Det er helt bestemt at lade influenserne styrer det meste af showet. Det kan
hurtigt blive for reklame agtigt og ikke særlig autentisk, hvis virksomheden bestemmer
hvordan det hele skal foregå og hvad der skal skrives. Jeg foretrækker at have en stemme
i aftalen, da det er mig der kender mine følgere, og det er mig mine følgere stoler på.

5.39. Afza: Hvad tror du at fremtiden af influencer marketing vil indebære?

5.40. LP: Det er svært at sige. Jeg tror på, at influencer marketing fortsat er et
marketingsredskab som virksomheder vil tage i brug. Så længe at individer vil følge
influencers, så tror jeg på, at influencer marketing også vil eksistere.
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5.41. Afza: Er der noget andet du mener jeg skal være opmærksom på i forhold til
influencer marketing?

5.42. LP: Jeg kan anbefale at skildre mellem mikro influencers og macro influencers.
Der er stor forskel for ens marketingsstrategi, heriblandt økonomisk, afhængigt af hvilken
af disse typer influencers man benytter sig af. Ellers vil jeg bare sige held og lykke med
opgaven!
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Appendix 6 Survey: Followers Perspective

In this section I present the data that have been collected with the questionnaire. The
survey was published on Facebook and was conducted in both English and Danish.
However, in this section the questions and the elaborate answers from some of the
respondents have been translated to English.

6.1. Do you follow any fashion influencers on social media?

Yes, I follow one or more: 83.21%
No: 13.74%
Don’t know: 3.05%
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6.2. What is your gender?

Female: 87.27%
Male: 12.73%
Other: 0%

6.3. What is your age?

14 - 19 years: 13.64%
20 - 25 years: 58.18%
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26 - 31 years: 23.64%
32 - 37 years: 1.82%
Over 38 years: 2.73%

6.4. Where do you live?

Region Capital: 60.91%
Region Zealand: 11.82%
Region of Southern Denmark: 10.91%
Region of Central Jutland: 12.73%
Region of Northern Jutland: 3.64%
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6.5.What is your employment?

Full-time employee: 22.73%
Part-time employee: 8.18%
Student: 62.73%
Stay-at-home: 0.91%
Retired: 1.82%
Other: 2.73%

6.6. Which social media platform(s) do you use daily?

Instagram: 24.49%
Facebook: 24.26%
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Snapchat: 22.20%
YouTube: 10.76%
TikTok: 5.26%
Twitter: 2.52%
Pinterest: 2.75%
LinkedIn: 7.55%
Other: 0.23%

6.7. How much time do you daily spend on social media?

0 - 30 min: 0%
30 min - 1 hour: 2.75%
1 hour - 2 hours: 26.61%
2 hour - 4 hours: 49.54%
Over 4 hours: 21.10%
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6.8. What is your primary reason for being on social media? Please choose more options.

Boredom (pastime): 19.20%
Inspiration: 16.39%
Stay updated with friends: 17.10%
Stay updated with news in general: 14.29%
Follow up on the newest trends: 11.71%
Entertainment: 19.44%
Other: 1.87%
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6.9. Where do you mainly get inspiration regarding products and services (e.g. recipes,
clothes, beauty, home decor, etc.)

6.9.1. From family and friends:
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To a very great extent: 3.64%
To a great extent: 30.91%
To a certain extent: 45.45%
To a lesser extent: 15.45%
Not at all: 2.73%
Do not know: 1.82%

6.9.2. From brands and companies on social media:

To a very great extent: 10.91%
To a great extent: 39.09%
To a certain extent: 36.36%
To a lesser extent: 10.91%
Not at all: 1.82%
Do not know: 0.91%
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6.9.3. From influencers on social media:

To a very great extent: 29.36%
To a great extent: 27.52%
To a certain extent: 30.28%
To a lesser extent: 10.09%
Not at all: 2.75%
Do not know: 0%
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6.9.4. From advertisement on the TV:

To a very great extent: 1.82%
To a great extent: 3.64%
To a certain extent: 12.73%
To a lesser extent: 23.64%
Not at all: 56.36%
Do not know: 1.82%

6.9.5. From magazines:
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To a very great extent: 1.83%
To a great extent: 6.42%
To a certain extent: 11.01%
To a lesser extent: 17.43%
Not at all: 63.30%
Don’t know: 0%

6.10. Who do you consider to be most credible?

Influencers: 58.18%
Celebrities: 3.64%
Brands/companies: 18.18%
None of the above: 17.27%
Don’t know: 2.73%
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6.11. What makes you follow fashion influencers on social media? Please choose more
options:

Tips: 13.93%
Rolemodels: 3.60%
We share the same values and interest: 11.69%
Inspiration: 15.73%
They have knowledge and expertise about products that are relevant to me: 6.07%
Their opinions are credible: 5.62%
They keep me updated with trends: 8.76%
Entertainment: 15.73%
They are physical attractive: 3.82%
They make interesting content: 8.54%
Other people that I know follows them: 4.27%
They have many followers: 1.35%
Other: 0.90%
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6.12. How much do you agree with the following statements?

6.12.1. I can identify myself with the influencers I follow? (E.g. same values, age,
lifestyle, etc.)

Highly agree: 9.09%
Agree: 41.82%
Neither nor: 36.36%
Disagree: 9.09%
Highly disagree: 0.91%
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Don’t know: 2.73%

6.12.2. I like the influencers that I follow:

Highly agree: 20.91%
Agree: 60.91%
Neither nor: 18.18%
Disagree: 0%
Highly disagree: 0%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.12.3. I believe I have a close relationship with the influencers I follow:

Highly agree: 6.36%
Agree: 25.45%
Neither nor: 22.73%
Disagree: 22.73%
Highly disagree: 21.82%
Don’t know: 0.91%
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6.12.4. If an influencer promotes a product, I consider it more credible in comparison
to traditional advertising (e.g. magazines):

Highly agree: 23.64%
Agree: 17.27%
Neither nor: 30%
Disagree: 20.91%
Highly disagree: 8.18%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.12.5. I am more likely to buy a product if an influencer has said something positive
about it:

Highly agree: 28.18%
Agree: 27.27%
Neither nor: 16.36%
Disagree: 19.09% Highly disagree: 9.09%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.12.6. It is important that there is a match between the influencer and the product
that they are promoting:

Highly agree: 41.82%
Agree: 41.82%
Neither nor: 10%
Disagree: 3.64%
Highly disagree: 0%
Don’t know: 2.73%
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6.13. How would you describe your relationship with the influencer you follow?

Close as family and/or friends: 9.09%
A little close as an acquaintance: 31.82%
None of the above: 50.91%
Don’t know: 6.36%
Other: 1.82%

6.14. To which extent do you agree with the following statements?
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6.14.1. I often write to the influencers personally (e.g. DM):

To a very great extent: 0.91%
To a great extent: 0.91%
To a certain extent: 16.36%
Neither nor: 10.91%
To a lesser extent: 13.64%
Not at all: 56.36%
Don’t know: 0.91%
6.14.2. I see their posts and stories every day:
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To a very great extent: 34.55%
To a great extent: 23.64%
To a certain extent: 25.45%
Neither nor: 2.73%
To a lesser extent: 9.09%
Not at all: 4.55%
Don’t know: 0%

6.14.3. I sometimes like and comment their post:

To a very great extent: 5.45%
To a great extent: 9.09%
To a certain extent: 22.73%
Neither nor: 9.09%
To a lesser extent: 12.73%
Not at all: 40.91%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.14.4. I only like and comment their post

To a very great extent: 13.64%
To a great extent: 20%
To a certain extent: 25.45%
Neither nor: 5.45%
To a lesser extent: 19.09%
Not at all: 16.36%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.15. To which extent can the following statements a�ect your trustworthiness towards
an influencer?

6.15.1. The influencers are advertising too many di�erent brands:
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To a very great extent: 15.45%
To a great extent: 38.18%
To a certain extent: 27.27%
Neither nor: 10.91%
To a lesser extent: 4.55%
Not at all: 2.73%
Don’t know: 0.91%

6.15.2. The influencer’s post looks too polished and arranged:

To a very great extent: 18.18%
To a great extent: 33.64%
To a certain extent: 30.91%
Neither nor: 10.91%
To a lesser extent: 4.55%
Not at all: 1.82%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.15.3. The influencers lacks expertise or knowledge about the product:

To a very great extent: 24.77%
To a great extent: 36.70%
To a certain extent: 24.77%
Neither nor: 9.17%
To a lesser extent: 3.67%
Not at all: 0.92%
Don’t know: 0%
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6.15.4. The influencer is being paid to make a post:

To a very great extent: 26.36%
To a great extent: 27.27%
To a certain extent: 26.36%
Neither nor: 7.27%
To a lesser extent: 4.55%
Not at all: 6.36%
Don’t know: 1.82%
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6.15.5. The influencers only says positive thing about the products that they promote:

To a very great extent: 28.18%
To a great extent: 36.36%
To a certain extent: 19.09%
Neither nor: 7.27%
To a lesser extent: 1.82
Not at all: 4.55%
Don’t know: 2.73%
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6.15.6. Lack of coherence and match between the influencer and the product he/she is
promoting:

To a very great extent: 42.20%
To a great extent: 27.52%
To a certain extent: 11.93%
Neither nor: 8.26%
To a lesser extent: 2.75%
Not at all: 3.67%
Don’t know: 3.67%
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6.16. To which extent is it important for you that an influencer share their personal
side on their profile?

To a very great extent: 36.36%
To a great extent: 45.45%
Neither nor: 9.09%
To a lesser extent: 3.64%
Not at all: 4.55%
Don’t know: 0.91%
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6.17. Which of the following statements applies to you?

6.17.1. An influencer has given me inspiration and/or information about products?

Yes: 80.91%
No: 13.64%
Don’t know: 5.45%
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6.17.2. An influencer has given me inspiration to buy a product?

Yes: 65.14%
No: 29.36%
Don’t know: 5.50%
6.17.3. An influencer has made me actually purchase a product?

Yes: 36.36%
No: 58.18%
Don’t know: 5.45%
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6.17.4. An influencer has changed my opinion on a product/service or brand?

Yes: 60.55%
No: 30.28%
Don’t know: 9.17%

6.17.5. Overall, influencers have made a positive impression on me?

Yes: 60%
No: 12.73%
Don’t know: 27.27%
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Appendix 7. Netnography of Influencers

7.1.: Influencer NK. Posted 22th of March 2020

Caption: “Staying in self-quarantine feels much harder than walking in these heels rn
how are you guys passing the time?”
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7.1.1. Comments on her post:
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7.2.: Influencer NK. Posted 8th of April 2020

Caption: “I question humanity sometimes ”
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Ibrahim A. Murkbaoui



7.2.1. Comments on her post:
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7.3.: Influencer NK. Posted 6th of April 2020

Caption: “Stay hydrated in good conscience

In collaboration with @glacialbottle we are reducing single-used plastic bottles from
setting footprints in our beautiful Nature. Let’s go # yellowforchange | annonce“
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Text Box
7.3.1 - Comments on her post



7.4.: Influencer LP. Posted 22 of March 2020.

Caption: “Hej piger Den sidste måneds tid har været noget af en rutschebanetur, hvis
jeg selv skal sige det Alt fra studiet, arbejde og praktiske hverdags gøremål har fået
mig til at ønske at jeg havde at gøre med mere end 24 timer om dagen Oveni dette,
har den største og mest tidskrævende opgave helt klart været, at vi er flyttet til et nyt
hjem (wuhu ). Desværre, er alt form for indretning sat på pause, pga Covid-19. Alle
der kender mig, ved hvor meget jeg elsker at indrette, så at sige, at min tålmodighed er
sat på prøve, er en underdrivelse Min pointe med denne lange caption (håber stadig i
læser med ) er, at jeg den sidste måned har haft en del tid til at overveje min instagram.
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Jeg er perfektionist med et stort P, og at jeg ikke har været aktiv herinde, har været
en stressfaktor der har kørt 180 km/t . Jeg startede med at poste outfitbilleder i 2015,
og sandheden er, at jeg i dag, 5 år efter, ikke bruger alle mine penge og tid på tøj
(kun 95 % af dem ) Så spørgsmålet er, om jeg mon stadig er spændende at følge, hvis
jeg poster andet end outfits? Hvad siger i? Vil i se andet fra mig end kun outfits?
Bolig, indretning, rengøringstips (omg min fave), organisering, hverdagsliv og selfølgelig
STADIG en helt masse outfits? Jeg savner at kommunikere med jer og vil så gerne høre
fra jer i kommentarfeltet - god søndag. Pas på jer selv i denne coronatid Hi girls The
last month has been filled with a lot of new and positive changes. We finally got the keys
to our new home, so that has been a big and time-consuming change. However, I am so
happy and can’t wait for the coronavirus to be over, so I can continue decorating the
house. Truth is, when I started posting ootd back in 2015, I basically used all my money,
time and e�ort on it. That has changed 5 years after. So my question to you, insta-fam
is, would you be interested in seeing more of my everyday life while still posting tons of
outfits? Would it still be interesting to follow me, if I showed more interior, organizing
and everyday life? Let me know in the comments ”
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7.4.1. Comment from follower @marinajoergensen

7.4.2. Comment from follower @meryem_us
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7.4.3. Comment from follower @alishba.m.asif
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7.5.: Influencer LP. Posted 30 of March 2019.

Caption: “If you look at me in a serious situation and i start giggling honestly it’s your
fault ”
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Ibrahim A. Murkbaoui



7.5.1. Comments on her post:
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7.6.: Influencer LP. Posted 11th of July 2019.

Caption: “Not even trying to come up with a caption tonight.. K bye ”
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7.6.1. Comments on her post:
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